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ENVIRONMENTAL TOXINS AND CHILDREN:
EXPLORING THE RISKS, PART II

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 13, 1990

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SELECT COMMI'FFEE ON CHILDREN, Youni, AND FAMILIES,

Washington, DC
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:20 a.m., in Room

210, Cannon House Office Building, the Honorable George Miller
(chairman) presiding.

Members present: Representatives Miller (chairman), Lehman,
Sikorski, Durbin, Bliley, Packard, Holloway, and Walsh.

Staff present: Karabelle Pizzigati, staff director; Jill Kagan,
deputy staff director; Felicia Kornbluh, research assistant; and Joan
Godley, committee clerk.

Chairman MILLER. The select committee will come to order and,
again, my apologies for the time change. Between the budget
summit and everything else, this place is crazy.

Let me, first of all, welcome everybody to this morning's hearing.
This is the second in a series of hearings the select committee has
held to take an in-depth look at environmental toxins and children.

The first hearing was held last week in Oakland, California,
where we heard from parents of children, from people who work
with those who have been affected by toxins, and from scientists
presenting evidence to the committee about the status of children
in the workplace, children in their play areas, and children where
they live. We also heard about the impacts and the differential
treatment that we should consider regarding children due to their
exposure to toxins, to known toxins and to possible toxins, in our
general environment.

This is a continuation of that investigation. As I think we are
aware of, millions of children confront serious environmental risks
every day. It may be in schools with asbestos-lined walls or toxic
art supplies; it may be in homes tainted with carcinogenic pesti-
cides, or painted with lead-based paint, or filled with formaldehyde.

They may be suffering secondhand effects of their parents' work-
place exposure to pesticides or passive smoking, or, they them-
selves, as we find out with many migrant children, are directly ex-

Frci

:, either because ey work in the fields, or because they in
d

th
are left in the fields or brought to the fields by their parents

as they seek to provide an economic livelihood for their families.
I think we have already started to see preliminary evidence that

suggests we must consider children somewhat separately than we
do when we look at the impact of toxins on the general population.
As we have seen historically we have more or less considered the
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impact of toxins on adults, and not considered the impact on chil-
dren.

Today, we will hear about the threat of lead and the impact of
lead poimming on young children. We are very fortunate to have
Dr. Herbert Needleman who is with us this morning to discuss the
latest in the long-term effects and, in some cases, irreversible ef-
fects of this very potent toxin.

As I said, this is the second in a series. We hope to be able to
provide, as the select committee has been able to do on a number
of different topics, without the rush of legislation or meeting legis-
lative guidelines, to take an in-depth look at what we believe to be
a serious 7roblem confronting our nation's children.

[Opening statement of Congressman George Miller follows:]

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. GEORGE MILLER, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS
FROM THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA AND CHAIRMAN, SEISCT COMMITTEE ON CHILDREN,
YOUM, AND FAMILIES

This morning se take a second look at the serious issues of environmental toxins
and children. As we discovered last week in Oakland, Californiaand as we will be
hearing again this morningconcern about the quality of the environment demands
special consideration to the risks faced by our children.

Last week, this Committee heard tragic testimony about childhood cancer clusters
in the Central Valley of California, where children of agricultural workers are ex-
posed to large amounts of chemical pesticides.

We learned about children's exposure to pesticides from the foods they eatin-
cluding bananas, potatoes, and apples. And we learned that exposure to toxins may
be more harmful to children than to their ,rents.

We continue that investigation today. We will take a hard look at environmental
threats children face where they live, work, and learn, and evaluate their special
vulnerability to these hazards.

Millions of American children confront serious environmental risks every day.
They may be in schools with asbestos-lined walls or toxic art supplies. They may be
in homes tainted with carcinogenic pesticides, painted with lead-based paint, and
filled with formaldehyde. They may be suffering the secondhand effecta of their par-
ents' workplace exposure to lead or pesticides. Or, if they work themselves, as many
migrant children do, they could be picking crops soaked with pesticides.

These children could he at ,-isk of developmental or health problemsproblems
that will impair their lives, reduce their ability to learn to work productively, and
cost our nation billions of dollars in health care costs

We cannot yet claim to have all the answers. But there are some things we do
know. The effects on children of exposure to lead are amply documented and as
many as three to four million preschoolers may be lead poisoned. We are fortunate
to have Dr. Herbert Needleman with us this morning to discuss his latest research
on the long-term, irreversible effects of this vez p4estent toxin.

Similarly, new research released last week that children exposed to envi-
ronmental tobacco smoke, or "passive smoking," have a good chance of developing
cancer as adults. Ae one witness testified 'n Oakland. the smoke that non-emokers.
including children, take into their bodies has at even higher concentration of carci-
nogenic chemicals than the material inhaled by mokers directly.

On other toxins, our research base is growing. The Congressional Office of Tech-
nology Assessment recently released a report documenting the neurotoxic effects of
lead and pesticides, and described the special vulnerabilities of children. Dr. Mark
Schaefer will tell us about OTA's conclusions.

New research, particularly focusing on children's special risks, must be improved
and expanded.

We cannot just expose problems: we must act on what we know in order to re-
spond to the legitimate concern of parents, educators and others, who demand that
children be protected from environmental dangers.

Thank you again for joining us at this important hearing.
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*Environmental Toxins and Children: Exploring the Risks*

A FACT =Err
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More than seven million of the nation's children under age 18
suffer from one or mote mental disorders. Exposure to tacit
substances before or after birth is one of several risk factors that
appear to make certain children vulnerable to these disorders.
(Office of Technology Assessment, 1990)

The World Health Organization cites the following factors wIttch
may influence the vulnerability of children as compared with adults
when =posed to chemicals: larger body surface area in relation to
weigh4 higher metabolic rate and oxygen consumption per unit
body weight; different body composition; greater edergy and fluid
requirements per unit body weight; special d!aary needs; rapid
growth during which chemicals may alb:: growth or become
incorporated into tissues; and functionPlly immature organs and
body systems. (World Health Organiution, 1986)

MORE alll.DREN LEAD PCiSONED THAN PREVIOUSLY
111111322

One child in six in 01: U.S. has dangerously elevated blood lead
levels (above 10 usfdL), including more than half of all African-
American children in poverty; 400,000 newborns are delivesed with
toxic levels each year. (Needleman, 1990)

Children who had elevated lead levels in their teeth at ages 6 and
7 nere seven times more likely than young children with low
dentin lead levels to have dropped out of school and six times
more likely to have a reading disability that persisted into
adolescence. (Needleman, 1990)

Prenatal exposure to lead has been linked to delayed mental
development as late as 24 months of age. At age 5, the effects of
postnatal, rather than prenatal, lead exposure become pronounced
Lead exposure is associated with a range of effrcts from severe
retardation to lower IQ, speech and language impairments,
learning disabilities, and poor attention skills. (Needleman, 1990)
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In Dallas, Texas, a review of 37 hospitalized pesticide poisonings
among infants and children at the Children's Medical Center
revealed five cases were due to pesticide exposure from playing on
carpets and floors of homes following spraying or fogging inside
residences. (Zwiener, 1988)

Six of 21 children admitted to Arkansas Children's Hospital for
organophosphate poisoning were judged to have been exposed
following insecticide spraying inside the home. (Fenske, 1990)

Parental use of pesticides both in the home and in the garden may
increase the risk of childhood leukemia as much as seven-fold.
(Lowenprt, 1987)

CAPMANIA CHILD CANCER CLUSITRSPOIRTH DEFECIS
Basigs_coNoRN

In the agricultural community of McFarland, California
(population 6,400), ten cases of cancer in children under 20 were
observed from 1975 to 1985 when three cases would have been
expected. From 1982 to 1985, when one case would have been
expected, eight were observed. (Kern County Health Depanment,
1986)

In Earlimart, California (population 4,414), five cases of childhood
cancer were observed from 1986 to 1989 when only 0.4 cases
would have been expected based on the National Cancer Institute
SEER (Surveillance Epidemiology and End Rinults) data for
Hispanks. All of the parents of these chldren are farmworkers
and the mothers ,A four of the children worked in the grape
vineyards during their pregnancy. (Moses, 1989)

Children born in areas with high pesticide use are twice as likely
to be born with limb reduction defects than children born in areas
of minimal pesticide use. (Schwartz, 1988)

9/6fi0
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At this time, I would like to recognize the ranking minority
member, Mr. Bliley of Virginia.

Mr. BLILEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Today we confront the fearful symmetry of science. While the

modern world beckons science to eradicate disease, feed five billion
people, and build the infrastructures necessary to sustain a high
quality of living, scientific advances have also brought new threats
to our health and safety.

There are many examples of our bittersweet relationship with
science. Powerful drugs, which should be used to heal, are abused
for self-gratification and cause further damage. Energy sources
which free us to engage in fruitful commerce also trap us into dan-
gerous dependency. Developing nations which need to industrialize
to lift their people out of poverty may not discover until it is too
late that they may be mortgaging their future by failing to protect
the environment.

Science nearly always has both immediate and long-term effects.
It is more than obvious that there are both benefits and risks in
the application of science. It would be absurd to hold a referendum
to ban any substance that is a toxin in a zeal to protect children.
Such an extreme would eliminate nil modern medicines and close
every hospital, as well as make food so expensive that only the
most well-to-do could afford the most nutritious fresh commoties.

Reformers should not fail to recognize that children from low-
income families would suffer disproportionately from the effects of
banning the use of synthetics for crop production. It is difficult not
to overreact when it comes to the protection of our children, but, as
policymakers, we must avoid perverse and unintended outcomes.
Science has provided government with powerful tools such as risk
assessment, and we should use this information to improve public
confidence in decision-making.

We must not undermine public confidence by pretending that
government regulation is nonexistent. Federal rwt, ilations impose
direct costs on the economy of roushly $175 billion per year or
more than $1,700 for every taxpayer in the United States. It is esti-
mated that $100 billion of this amount is due to regulations on en-
vironmental hazards. Congress must assure that the executive
branch has the tools it needs to set appropriate standards.

While all of Us in Congress take the bureaucracy to task at one
time or another for lax enforcement, we must also acknowledge
that the overall level of enforcement activities is substantial. EPA
administrative actions under the Toxic Substance Control Act, for
example, have increased from less than 100 in fiscal year 1980 to
more than 500 in fiscal year 1989. Over $28 million has been as-
sessed in administrative penalties under this act alone.

The states share responsibility for environmental enforcement
and issued more than 12,000 administrative actions to violators in
1989 and referred over 700 civil cases to states attorneys general.

There is a tendency to conjure up mental images which make the
present time appear in a worse light. We should be careful, howev-
er, not to fall into this public relations trap. Historical data shows
that lead emissions have been reduced from nearly 204,000 tons per
year in 1976 to 8,000 tons per year in 1987. Carbon monoxide emis-
sions have been reduced by nearly 40 percent in the past 20 years.



In terms of public health, we find that the death rate for znalig-
nant tumors for children ages 1 to 4 has declined from 11.7 per
100,000 in 1950, to 4.5 per 100,000 in 1980, to 3.8 per 100,000 in
1987. For children between the ages of 5 and 14, the death rates
have been cut in half since 1950, including a 23 percent reduction
since 1980.

The cases of occupation-related skin disease or disorders has de-
clined from 65,900 in 1978 to 54,200 in 1987. Although the cancer
incidence rates continue to rise, there are some hopeful trends. The
rate of increase has been slowed for white males and black females,
and the cancer rate for black males has actually declined since
1983.

None of this is to say that we cannot make further improve-
ments. However, changes in public policy require solid evidence
that there is a clear risk which can be reduced in pro ..rtion to the
cost of further regulation. Does such evidence exist? I . the risk
require additional federal regulation and oversight, or are there
less costly alternatives which will remedy the problem? Does the
proposed remedy actually increase other health risks? These are
some of the questions which should be fully explored.

Science should not be exploited for political gain by dividing
people into an "us versus them" issue. Assuring the safety of our
food, workplace, and schools demands cooperation, not a needless
sense of hopelessness. Everyone concerned, employer, worker, man-
ufacturer, government, and consumer, has a vital stake in properly
identifying a problem and working together to find the solution.

The employer has a responsibility to ensure that the worker is
appropriately trained to handle chemicals safely. The worker is re-
sponsible for adhering to safety procedures. The manufacturer is
obligated to meet government regulations strictly. The consumer
must become educated about those simple, daily tasks which also
reduce risks. All of these members are parts of the same body. To
purposely create fear and panic will ultimately prove to cause
more damage than good.

I thank you, Mr. Chairman, for your indulgence. I apologize for
the length of the statement.

(Opening statement of Congressman Thomas J. Bliley, Jr. fol-
lows:1

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. THOMAS J. BLILEY, Ja. A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS

PROM THE STATE OF VIRGINIA AND RANKING REPUBLICAN MEMBER

Today we confront the fearful symmetry of science. While the modern world beck-
ons science to eradicate disease, feed five billion people, and build the infrastruc-
tures necessary to sustain a high qualify of living, scientific advances have also
brought new threats to our health and safety. There are many examples of our bit-
tersweet relationship with science. Powerful drugs which should be used to heal are
abused for self-gratification and cause further damage. Energy sourcea which free us
to engage in fruitful commerce also trap us into dangerous dependency. Developing
nations which need to industralize to lift their people our of poverty may not discov-
er until it is too late they may be mortgaging their future by failing to protect the
environment.

Science nearly always has both immediate and long-term effects. It is more than
obvious that there are both benefits and risks in the application of science. It would
be absurb to hold a refemndum to ban any substance that is a toxin in a zeal to
protect children. Such an extreme woLld eliminate all modern medicines and close
every hospital as well as make food so expensive that only the most well-to-do could
afford the most nutritious fresh commodities. Reformers should not fail to 1(x-cognize

1 L.
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that children from low-income families would suffer disproportionately from the ef-
fects of banning the use of synthetics for crop production.

It is difficult not to over-react when it comes to the protection of our children. But
as policymakers we must avoid perverse and unintendM outcomes. Science has pro-
lifted government with powerfUl tools such as risk assessment and we ahould use
tLis information to improve public confidence in decision-making. We must not un-
dermine public confidence by pretending that government regulation is nonexist-
ent. Federal regulations impose direct costs on ths economy of roughly $175 billion
per year, or mon than $1,700 for every taxpayer in the United States. It is estimat-
ed that $100 billion of this amount is due to regulations on environmental hazards.

Congress must assure that the Executive branch has the toole it needs to set ap-
propriate standards. While all of us in Congress take the bureaucracy to task at one
time or another for lax enforcement, we must also acknowledge that the overall
level of enforcement activities is substantial. EPA adminietrative actions under the
Toxic Substance Control Act, for example, have increased from less than 100 in
Fiscal Year 1980 to more than 500 in Fiscal Year 1 .. Over $28 million have been
assessed in administrative penalties under this Act alone. The states share responsi-
bility for environmental e tforcement and issued more than 12,000 administrative
actions to violators in 1989 and referred over 700 civil cases to state attorneys gener.
al.

There is a tendency to couture up images which make the present time appear in
the worst light We should be careful, however, not to fell into thia public relations
trap. Historical data shows that lead emissions have been reduced from nearly 204
thousand tons per year in 1970 to 8 thousand tons per year in 1987. Carbon monox-
ide emissions have been reduced by nearly 40 percent in the past twenty years.

In terms of the public health, we find that the death rate for malignant tumors
for children ages 1 to 4 has declined from 11.7 per 100,000 in 1950 to 4.5 per 100,000
in 1980 to 3.8 per 100,000 in 1987. For children between the ages of 5 and 14, the
death rates have been cut in half since 1950, including a 23 percent reduction since
1980. The cases of occupation-related akin disease or dieorders has declined from
65,900 in 1978 to 54,200 in 1987. Although the cancer incidence rates continue to
rise, there are some hopeful trends. The rate of increase has been slowed for white
males and black females a-d the cancer rate for black males has actually declined
since 1:

None of this is to say that we cannot make further improvements. However,
changes in public policy require solid evidence that there is a clear risk which can
be reduced in proportion to the cost of further regulation. Does such evidence exist?
Does the risk require additional federal regulation and overs'ght, or are there Nies
costly alternatives which will remedy the problem? Does the proposed remedy actu-
ally increase other health risks? These are some of the questions which should be
fully explored.

Science should not be exploited for political gain by dividing people into ai "us
versus them" lesue. Assuring the safety of our food, workplace, and schools demands
cooperation, not a needless sense of Ii. ..,essness. Everyone concerned, employer,
worker, manufacturer, government, an consumer has a vital stake in properly
identifying a promem and working together to find the solution. The employer has a
responsib; "ty to ensure that the worker is appropriately trained to handle chemi-
cals saffrly. The worker is responsible for adhering to mfety procedures. The manu-
facture: is ob4rated to meet government i.egulations strictly. And the consumer
must become educated about those simple daily tasks which also reduce risk. All of
these members are parts of the same body. To purposely create fear and panic will
ultimately prove to cause more damage than good.

1 .)
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PESTICIDES

Little ie know.i about the extent or magnitude of chronic health
problems relatd to occupational exposure to pesticides because
appropriate studies havm not been done. Pfteticiareetetedhattheroblawma
Faacerhere,' Waft Waft. ARM larch 10,4, p. 419.2

Results observed in treated and untreated plots...suggest that,
without insecticide treatment, insect losses alone would average
about 45 percent.... Ilbeetictdee: hiemastia the Pisa and Iirefsts,. Cage F. Kithira" Mar
1990, p. 5.)

...no more than 30-40 pesticide-related deaths occur annually in
the U.S. and the majority of these involve suicide and accidents
associated with incompetence or gross safety violations.
Unfortunately, few if any, epidemiological or other data exist to
support any relationship between occupational exposure and adverse
chronic effects on human health. rNesticideer asessia the eats fieriefits," Chris
F. Wilkins" NeK 1490, p. 9.1

Only the state of California requires mandatory reporting of
pesticide-related illness, with 1,211 cases in 1986. (CA Dept.
Aq., 1987.) However, the California system is based on doctor
reporti:vg through the workers, compensation system. Kan/ affected
workers never see a doctor, are not properly diagnosed or are
unaware of their rights under the law. The most frequently
mistaken diagnoses in workers with pesticide poisoning are ilu and
gastroentaritill. Meeticfra-RetetealleetthercbaasandFerarerters,-Nartaniasee,fanjusmi

larch 1919, P. 127.1

eESTICIDE RESIDUES IN FOOD

Tht Aberican Academy of Pediatrics recognizes that the risks for
pesticides in the diet are remote, long-term, and theoretical and
thera is no cause for immediate concern by parents. Peat tc ichr Residue
In the Dirt Of Child?"' em_1212, *pelt 1909, p. 10.3

One major group of natural chemicals in the human diet are the
chemicals that plants produce to defend themselves, the natural
pesticides. We calculate that 99.99% (by weight) of the pesticides
in our diet are natural . Pfoo Roam Carcinogen," arm* N. hate Fed tole Wray Gold.
Kum, hue. 31. 1990.1

My own estimate for the number of cases of cancer or birth defects
caused by man-made pesticide residues in food or water pollution-
usually at levels of thousands or millions of times below that
given to rats or mice- is close to zero. tSeitarpaitetureLsOseeissericides.
ince ram, c.h. fate, fob. 27, 1409. p. 5.2

In order to minimize cancer & the other degenerative diseases of
aging, we need the knowledge that will come from further basic
scientific research. Yet we are spending $70 billion per year on
pollution because of widely exaggerated fears & only $9 billion
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per year on all of our basic scientific research. EnttearrellMwe.,Mm

ewattcides,. &rube Amid. L.A. Timm. fib. V. "M. P. 5.)

LEAD

Lead is a toxin that affects every system in the body. It is
particularly harmful to the developing brain and nervous system,

so that lead exposure is especially devastating to the fetus and

young children. Very severe lead exposure can i..ause coMa,

convulsions, and even death. Lover levels of lead, which usually

do not cause symptoms, result in decreased intelligence, decreased

ability to learn, developmental disabilities, behavioral
disturbances, and disorders of blood production. float IIKAW of v.nu. ex*,

Awatatant "own Generel, Centers tor Disease Carteret Were the Wbcomatttee on rack S4batancee,

grestrordentat Overelght, Research end Deyetopment, awe* 8, 1DQO p. 2.)

In the past twc decades, knowledge of the effects of lead poisoning

has changed substantially. When national childhood lead poisoning
prevention programs were instituted in the early 1970s, lead

encephalopathy and other manifestations of severe overt lead

poisoning were common. Today these outcomes are rare--to a great
extent because of childhood lead-screening programs in high-risk
areas and reduction of lead in the environment (particularly for
gasoline, air, and food). t^M4tdo0011 teed PotsortinguS: Report to the Congress by the

Awry tor taste Substances end Woes** Regtstre," in MA, September 16, 19315, p. 1515.3

In FY 1981, the last year of CDC management, 535,730 children were

screened, with a positive toxicity rate of 4.1%, or 21,997
children. In FY 1983, reports from the state agencies indicated
that 676,572 children were screened, and 9,317, or 1.6%, had
elevated lead exposure of less than 30 mg/dL....in December 1986,
785,285 children were screened in about 40 programs. Of these,
12,739 children, or 1.5%, had elevated Pb-B levels that met CDC's

toxicity classification. me *owe arla tAmt of lotiooritmo trfCtefictrarl fft the oil A

iumr_Liglosusta. Agency tor Toxic SUbOtarICO, Ond OISOOSO 04,91OtrV. Peg, 1966, O. 1-15.1

Valid estimates of the total number of lead-exposed children
according to standard metropolitan statistical areas (SMSAs) or
other appropriate geographic units smaller than the nation as a
whole are not possible. rehttetwoodteederifuntngta:ReporttetteColgreysbytheageney

tor Taste Sageterres end gismos, Regtstry,. 4n am septesee, 16. 1988, P. 1523.1

Since the estimated numbers of children for each source and

category are not comparable, they cannot be used to rank the
severity of the lead problem by source of exposure. t.Chrldtmdteld

Aotsonsnp--US: Report to the Caner's. by the &Remy ee Torte Subatences end Disease .n dea.

Sopfoober $6, 1988. P. 1529.1

Although data are very limited, an estimated 233,000 children are
exposed to lead from stationary sources of all types. MattOloodtcsW

PalsontreguSt Report co the Congress by tne Agency tor toxic Substances and Diem* itrOstrIP.*

Septembor 16, Mg, p. 1529.1
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Lead has no biologic value. Thus, the ideal whole blood lead level
is 0 mg/dL. According to the SHAKES II, conducted frau 1976 to
1980, the mean blood lead level in Asterican preschool children was
approximately 16 mg/dL. tottatraisra at atWest Lest Patunirti. Ccgatttaeon Environmental
Name tiro Cosines on Accodsme ael Poison Prevention, in Pectiatrita, Mardi MT. p. AM)

Between 1976 and 1980, the average blood lead level in Americans
of all ages decreased from 15.8 to 10.0 mg/dL according to the
NHANES II. This decrease coincided with a reduction in the use of
leed additives in gasoline. Moment On OndhoodtnedhOmmtm.Cmorittee on
Enwirsisernal inwards erd dienittae coo Ann Mit et Poison Prenenton . in petlimtrity Medi 19017, p. 08.3

HOUSEHOLD POLLUTION

cooking produces about 2000 mg per person per day of mostly
untested burnt material that contains many rodent
carcinogens....The total amount of browned and burnt material
consumed per person in a typical day is at least several hundred
times more than that inhaled in a day from severe outdoor air
pollution....the intake of these carcinogenic nitropyrenes has been
estimated to be much higher from grilled chicken than from air
pollution. rEnvironmentet Pollution ant Concert Mis alscancept *nice a. Mee ad tote Sin ray
UMC iniralaLEMJaLlei.Plierft6W.M.P.04

It is important to note that in no studies has a child's risk of
lung cancer developing in adulthood after exposure to radon in the
home environment been examined. It has yet to be determined
whether the risks of lung cancer derived from studies of men who
were occupationally exposed to radon in the underground mines apply
to children. mote Eidolortii A Kam* to Cliliclren.. Committee on Environmental eatercle. American
Acadia, of Piallatrtcs. pediatric-14 NAY tion. P. 03.1

Most of our knowledge about the health hazards of radon exposure
comes from studies of heavily exposed uranium miners....The health
effects of low levels of radon like those found in homes have not
been studied. iJe don't whether health risks for women or
children could be the s:me as twee for miners, who are generally
'lealthy males.... maw ors *Limn 4Ittv: Reseercii Apported iiv tea Minimal Institute of
Environmental NAtitIl Sciences. NM October foeed p. Z.)

ASBESTOS

Asbestos-induced cancer and asbestosis are diseases that are almost
never seen in children. Practicing pediatricians should not expect
to see any asbestos-related disease in their patients. Pftamptimppoure
In Solioots, Colontte. coo Iroricormental estarele, eisiliziss. reeputry IQ57 p. lora

There are no available quantitative data on risk at the levels of
airborne asbestos found in schools....Asbestosis is unlikely to
occur after exposurv such as in schools. resbestosEspolureinicliools."Camittee
an fmtrontiontat mostWOo. twaacaa. Powwow me% ch 30, smO VALI

The extent of danger cannot easily be quantified because, while

1 ,
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EPA is of the opinion that any level of exposure to asbestos
involves some health risk. the exact degree of risk cannot be

reliably estimated. Iseekestes tn !cheats& tee harks tar ilasenuent Action." Meet 0..01%
andimmt. liovester p.1f.1

MULTIPLE CHEKICAL SENSITIVITIES

The Board on Environmental Studies and Toxicology of the National
Research Council, the research branch of the National Academy of

Sciences, estimates that IS% of tho population experiences
hypersensitivity to chemicals found in common household products.
POUttpt Minkel ttiseitititties DM.° Linet Let Deshaott. Jlto ealcto ~nat. !Inter 19110. p. ISA

The basic mechanism of hypersensitivity reactions are not yet
understood. Matt tate Chstriat loneitieities MCP'. Lode tee Derteett, The heicue AMMO( winter
t9114. p. 16.1
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ENVIRONMENT AND CANCER

There is no persuasive evidence that life in the modern industrial
world has in general contributed to cancer deaths....Although the
statistics are less adequate on birth defects, there is no evidence
that they are increasing. Conclusion: Americans are healthier nov
than they have been in their history. MmrimminnulftilutionaniCenpritann
nieconciptions,. Orme I. Aims end Lois Wray Wel, in 'ciente end the us, Peter *cher. la. 2.1

Death Rates for Malignant Tumors
According to Age

Deethe per 100.000 realdent population

4r-

2^

1950 1980 1970 1980 1983 1984 1985 t988 ?98 ?

tindirt Veer 1-4 Yere h-te e'er, 15-24 WOWS

Realth_United States_19119. NHS.

The graph above shows that the death rate for malignant tumors has
dropped considerably over the past four decades for children and
young adults. Tbe cverall decline in the death rate due to tumors
for this group has continued throughout the 1980s.
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Cancer incidence Rates
According to Sex and Race

No. ot ow cow per 1004200 OoDulation
600.

400t-
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A

0 -
*80 1983 1984 1985 61188 1987

*hit* males WWI fivaiii

Vi Alta terootoo Stock tomato,*

Health United States. 1989. HHS.

The rates represented in this graph show that the incidence of
cancer among white/black males and females of all age groups has
stayed relatively constant since 1980. The last decade has seen
a stable cancer rate with no significant increases.

1, /
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FEDERAL REGULATORY FRAMEWORK REGARDIt;4 TOXINS

According to a 1990 report by the Office of Technology
Assessment (OTA), it is the responsibility of regulatory agencies
to limit public exposure to toxic chemicals through programs
mandated by law. Because of the great diversity of tox;c
substances, many statutes exist to control their use.

The federal regulatory structure has been established by four

major acts:

1. Toxic Substance.. Control Act (TSCA)
2. Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA)
3. the Federal 'ood, Drug and Cosmetic Act
4. Occupational Safety and Health Act

The following federal agencies have jurisdiction over laws
(cited below) setting federal guidelines and/or research grants
dealing with environmental toxins and other hazards.

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

*lesponsible for implementing two of the major acts, TSCA and
FIFRA. EPA has a large intramural research program devoted to
environmental neurotoxicology.

FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION

The Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act covers a wide range
of substances. It authorizes FDA to require submission of specific
toxicity test data before permitting food additives, drugs and
other substances to be marketed.

Research programs within FDA are conducted at the National
Center for Toxicological Research (NCTR) in Jefferson, Arkansas,
and at the Center for Food Safety and Applied Nutrition in

Washington, D.C.

cONSUMER PRODUCT SAFETY COMMISSION

CPSC is an independent regulatory commission charged with
protecting the public from "unreasonable risks" of injury
associated with consumer products." Risk of injury is defined as
"risk of death, personal injury, or serious or frequent illness."

DEPARTMENT OF NOOSING AND MEAN DEVELOPMENT

The Lead-Based Paint poisoning Prevention Act of 1971 required
that the HUD eliminate as far as practicable the hazards of lead
paint in existing houses, and mandated that the Department
promulgate necessary regulations.

1`)
4 I.
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NATIONAL IINSTITUTAS OF RNALTA

MIN supported more than 200 neurotoxicology -related research
projects in fiscal year 1988. Most of the projects were extramural
competitive grants to investigators in public and private
institutions.

ALCOHOL DRUG AMON AND MANTAL MINE ADMINISTRATION

ADAMHA funds extensive neurotoxicity research at all three of
its Institutes. The National Institute for Drug Abuse (AIDA) and
the National Institute for Mental Health (MINH), for example, both
funded a large number of extramural research grants.

NATIONAL INSTITUTA FOR OCCUPATIONAL SAINTE AND NBALTS

MOM located within centers for Disease Control (CDC), has
identified neurotoxic disorders as one of the Nation's top 10
leading causes of work-related disease and injury.

00puromi[tly-Oftnittvtnvery, Controittm Poisons *fibs mieveup Svite (sump'', Cowen e# ch. unkted

Steeps, Office c4 Tochnotopy Psolieuret. AprOt 1990.)

ENFORCEMENT OF FEDERAL LAWS AND PENALTIES ASSESSEt

Since the beginning of the Environmental rrotection Agency in
1970, the EPA has imposed a total nf $9 million in civil
penalties ($128.8 million with civil judicial actions and $57.1
million with administrative actions). *In FY 1989, $34.9 million
in civil penalties were assessed, $21.3 million in civil judicial
penalties (the second highest total in the Agency's history) and
$13.6 million in administrative penalties (an all-time record).*

EPA has imposed over $28.5 million in Toxic Substances Control
Act civil administrative penalties. The Federal Insecticide,
Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA) and Safe Drinking Water Act
programs are primarily enforced by the States: however, EPA has
levied $2.4 million and $1.5 million under these statutes,
respectively.

%PA Infercant AD:mg Isieurtts Report: FT 1909. p. 10.1
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EPA Administrative Actions Initiated
1979-1989

1200;---

1000t-
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4004
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FIFRA TSCA
Source: 1989 Enforcement Accompbahments Report, EPA.

The EPA set a record high number for administrative enforcement in
FY 1999 with just over 4,000 actions taken. The chart above shows
the administrative actions undertaken by just two of six major EPA
acts since 1979.

The Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA), is
the major federal law dealing with pesticides. The Tax ic
Substances Control Act (TSCA), is concerned with the use of

hazardous chemicals.
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EPA Civil Referrals
to the Department of Justice

0
FY79 FY80 FY81 FY92 FY83 FYI14 FV88 FY88 FV87 FY98 FV89

111111 Water lextce/PealicKlea
Source: ¶989 Enforcement Accomotlehmente Rector!, EPA

The EPA referrals to the Department of Justice were at an all-time
high in 1988 with 372 cases. The cases regarding water and
toxic/pesticides violations referred to DOJ between FY 1979 to FY
1989 are shown on the chart.

FEDERAL LAWS RELATED TO EXPOSURE TO mac SUBSTANCES

There are more than 20 major pieces of federal legislation
related to exposure to toxic substances which fall unuer many of
the agencies listed above. This list does not include state laws
or initiatives being proposed.

A EossL-12riagticaArit (1906, 1938, amended 1958, 1960,

1962, 1969, 1976)
Agency: Food and Drug Administration
** Food, drugs, cosmetics, food additives, color additives,
new drugs, animal and feed additives, and medical devices.

2. Federal Insecticide. Funaicide amd_Rodunticide Act (The
Pesticide Act) (1948, amended 1972, 1975, 1978, 1988)
Aaency: Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
** Pesticides
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3. pansigtmuLranagLact (1952)
Aaency: Department of Transportation, United States Coast

Guard
** Water shipment of toxic materials

4. Atemiazaergx_Act (1954)
Aaencv: Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
** Radioactive substances

5. Federal iiiirjackalagLaillIntralcalljeteligiing.= (1960, amended 1981,
1988)
Aoency: Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC)
** Labeling of toxic household products and art materials

6. federal Meat Inspection Act (1967) poultry Products Inspection
ligt (1968)
Agency: United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)
** Food, feed, color additives and pesticide residues.

7. ggg Products Inspection Act (1970)

8. Qccupational Safety andHealth Act (1970)
Agency: occupational Safety and Health Administration
(OSHA) and National Institute for Occupational safety and
Health (SLOSH)
** Workplace toxic chemicals

9. poison Prevention_FWgkaaiw_Act (1970, amended 1981)
Agency: CPSC
** Packaging of hazardous household products and child
resistant closures on toxic hazardous materials (16
categories)

10. Clean Air Act (1970, amended 1974, 1977, 1987, in conference
1990)
Agency.. EPA
** Air pollutants

11. Hazardous Materials Transportation Act (1972)
Agency: DOT
** Transport of hazardous materials

12. Clean Water Act (formerly Federal Water control Act)
(1972, amended 1977, 1978, 1987)
Agency: EPA
** Water pollutants

13. Marine ProtectioiL Research and_Sanctuaries Act (1372, 1988)
Agency: EPA
** Ocean dumping

2,)
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14. Consumer Product Safety Act (1972, amended 1981)
banner. CPSC
** Hazardous consumer products

15. Le_afikdannenjazt (1973, amended 1976)
Ann= CPSC, Department of Health and Hunan Services,
Housing and Urban Development (HUD)

Use of lead paint in federally assisted housing.
CPSC allows no more than .06 percent of lead in paint,
excluding marine paints (for ships), street paints and some
other tying of industrial paints.

16. Safe Drinkina Water Act (1974, amended 1977, 1906, 1988)

AMU= EPA
** Drinking water contaminants. in 1908 amended by Lead
Contamination and Control Act.

17. Lead Contamination Control Act (1988 amendment to safe
Drinking Water Act)
boencv: EPA

Issued a ban on the manufacture and sale of water coolers
and fountains with lead lined tanks.

18. BanclarsaLSnnfinlaatLen_AnsUalciaszy_fat (1976, amended 1980,
1984, 1988)
WWII EPA
** Solid waste, including hazardous waste. Amended in 1988 by
Radical Waste Tracking Act.

le. Tox_k_guinuasze&simtna_Act. (1976, 1986, 1988)
Agency: EPA
** Hazardous chemicals not covered by other laws, includes
pre-market review.

20- AA1221 . = , - . %. 41,..= v = 1 ____R z : ...... 1 -, Z. ; (amendment to
Toxic Substances Control
Agencv: EPA
**Require& that all primary and secondary public and private
schools be inspected for asbestos and manage asbestos.

Act)

21. rimarjkLaina_aaggrajoUlgiatlUigt (1977)

baencv: Department of Labor, NIOSH
*6 Toxic substances in coal and other mines

22. QmarananaLy_c_gnxid
Liability Act (i.e., Superfund) (1981, amended 1986 by the
Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act)
A0211CV: EPA
* Hazardous substances, pollutants and contaminants.
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23. AgbeetosSchQgLiturazajansLabAtimant
Agency: EPA
** Provides federal grants and loans to public and private
schools for asbestos abatement.

24. ingoar_gag2n_igs
haencv:, EPA
** Provides tschnical assistance and grant assistance to
states for radon programs and the study of radon in 'schools.

1.05fpfosi Corcfnapost A Nola* of 1Ao Actinco PIO Ifs Aspooloffid Prfoo1p1oo,* fgogroroordol AsfdrA

parepeCtIvel. u.$. Irtforopincy $tott amp on Cercinesene. eteteitill. Cert. Mains% NoIl000t Cooler for

1os4coloo1co1 Ropoordt, food end Drop Acletnistratien. I. 57, pp. 201402, 19015; plated lorlrgroe5molAtti

Ltaran. Woof pu541shfn0 1900-00: ;RA Report tor Conorost, .koommetoo 04 Inetromentei tom Adoinieterodb,

the enetromontat Protection Aeentv.. Newt* 77. WM. AN 147.)
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Chairman Mium. Mr. Sikorski.
Mr. &HORMEL Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am not a scientist or researcher, an oncologist or biologist or

horticulturalist; I am a father, a concerned and a little scared
father because of the environmental dangers my child must face
every day at home, at school, in between. Dwight Eisenhower said
something that could be considered profound. He said, "Things
were different before they changed."

Like most of my generation, I was raised with certain embroi-
dery-like, clear, clean, life-living principles, and for me they were
drawn, I suppose, from Dr. Spock, and Yul Gibbons, and "I Love
Lucy," and "Captain Kangaroo"; such as, an apple a day keeps the
doctor away; government is truly looking out for Americans, espe-
cially America's children, and protecting our food supply; that the
Environmental Pmtection Agency is just that; that the Food and
Drug Administration is testing food and drugs and guarding our
food supply; that chemical companies wouldn't risk or wouldn't
even want to market something that might be harmful or danger-
ous to people; and that kids should drink that refreshing, cool,
clear water coming out of their drinking fountains at schoolit's a
lot better than the Kool-Aid or the pop drinks.

Well, we know none of these are absolute facts. It is not easy
raising a kid in today's society. There is ALAR in their apples, and
radon in the basement, and lead in their drinking water, and as-
bestos in their schools. I want to look at a couple of these issues.

We are going to hear from some of the witnesses a little rehash
of the old ALAR business. Most of us know that ALAR, damino-
zide, breaks down as UDMH, and, prior to the highly-publicized
debate, almost no one knew this. Certainly, no one told me that a
chemical compound used also as a rocket fuel additive was being
sprayed on trees that fed my daughter and also was found to cause
tumors in laboratory animals in four independent studies.

I am a little angry because all the time I was feeding my daugh-
ter food that I thought was good for her. It was her first solid food.
It was applesauce. And we poured more apple juice in her than gas
in a race car. And I know I am not alone; most of the parents in
my generation did the same thing. I know ALAR is not the only
offender; in fact, it is not the big offender.

There are hundreds of pesticides on the market today that leave
residue on our foods and that we are unsure whether they are safe
or what their tolerance levels truly are. We don't know what they
do to children, and we don't know what they do together as they
accumulate on food and are fed to our children.

What we are sure of is that our chitdren are much more suscepti-
ble to toxins than we are; that our children don't have the same
developed systems to move these toxins out of their bodies; and,
when they are left in their bodies, children have undeveloped im-
munological systems that perhaps cannot fight them off; that our
children have different growth patterns, different eating patterns
than we do.

EPA has ignored these differences. In the past 35 years, toler-
ance levels for pesticides on food that goes to our kids have been
set not for the most vulnerable segments of our population, includ-
ing our children, but for the average diet and tolerance of an 18-
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year-old white male. The tolerance levels have been set to protect
economic interests above public health interests.

In fact, most of the toxins used on food and most of our fresh
food has several toxins, 10 or 20 approved for each one of them,
each of them have not been reviewed or had modern tolerance
levels set. Most were grandfathered in in 1972, and we're living in
a "don't worry, be happy age." When you go to a grocery store or
hear that something meets the requirements set by the EPA, there
may be no requirements at all, and, likely, they were set in 1972 by
a political decision to grandfather these chemicals in.

Likewise, less than 1 percent of the food comes to us as tested by
the Food and Drug Administration, and less than 50 percent of the
high-risk pesticides are even tested for.

We are going to hear about lead. In the past couple decades, we
have acted to control the environmental threat of lead to our chil-
dren. Lead in gasoline is being phased out. Lead in paint and baby
food tins has been banned altogether. Lead in the air has been re-
duced by 80 percent, and the average level in human blood fell 37
percent between 1976 and 1980.

Nevertheless, until recently, we missed a major source of lead
poisoning, the water we drink. As a rtgult, millions of Americans,
particularly kids, again, remain at risk. Every year a quarter of a
million American kids suffer an IQ loss due to lead in their drink-
ing water.

Seventeen percent of all America's kids, more than three million
under the age of seven, have levels a lead that are neurotoxic. One
in 11 of America's children under age 6, 1.5 million kids, have
blood levels that meet the US. Centers for Disease Control's defini-
tion of acute lead poisoning. The American Academy of Pediatrics
has identified lead as the most serious toxicological threat to Amer-
ica's children.

In the 100th Congress I authored legislation that President
Reagan signed to reach school children by testing kids for elevated
blood levels and removing sources of lead in school drinking water
systems and going after lead in the drinking fountains. We have
not funded that fully. I recently introduced the Lead Pollution Con-
trol Act, which will be the subject of a congressional hearing next
week.

I have more, but I urge parents to keep informed, keep their chil-
dren healthy, and, above all, keep the pressure on all of us, the sci-
entists, the public policymakers, the managers, and the politicians.
Because if we cannot direct and fund the agencies to do serious
monitoring, real testing to prevent the pesticide and lead exposure
of our kids, we don't belong in business as the government of the
United States of America.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman MILLER. Congressman Packard.
Mr. PACKARD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I will be short. I want to thank you for holding these hearings.

We have all become more av are of the state of our environment
and the cleanliness of our air. The issue of toxins is one that needs
to be addressed. There are many agencies which we already have
that have responsibility to regulate and to study exposure levels of
toxins. We already have 20 laws regulating toxins. In addition,
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man states, such as my own in California, have also enacted
to , restrictive legislation of these toxic substance&

owever, I am concerned that we have not completely studied
the issue. We know there is a correlation between toxins and the
air quality. We have not determined the levels which are danger-
ous to the extent that we should and particularly as it relates to
children. I believe that the effect that toxins have on children is
worthy of our further attention. I do not believe, however, that we
should rush to judgment without hard data and back-up informa-
tion.

It may be a coincidence, but here in front of me is a roach-motel,
and it says on the back, "Keep out of reach of children."

Chairman MILLER. It wasn't meant for members of the commit-
tee.

MT. PACKARD. That may bewell, I'll rest my case.
Chairman MILLER. Mr. Walsh.
Mr. WAIIIII. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I thank you for holding

this hearing.
I think it is very, very important that we deal with the facts in-

stead of conjecture and nonscientific debate. I am a member also of
the Agriculture Committee, and we have spent a lot of time talking
about things like pesticides and chemimb used in agriculture.
would caution everyone that no one, to our knowledge, has ever
died of pesticides unless they took them straight. There have been
incidents, apparently, of individuals taking pesticides, ingesting
them, and dying from them. Certainly, they are deadly poisonous
when you do that.

the chemical ALAR, there is no question that it is carci-
nogenic. I worked on an apple orchard when I was a young man
and did not realize it at the time, but we were using it. It was
called "sticker" in those days. What it does is, it makes the apples
hang on the tree a little bit longer and ripen and not fall off. And
it is used only in northern climes.

Most apple orchards today do not use it. Today none use it_ Last
ywx some used it in the farther northern reaches of New York
State where you have a shorter growing season. And it is used only
on McIntosh apples, and McIntesh apples make up less than 10
percent of the total U.S. apple crop.

So there were a lot of people very scared about ALAR. In fact,
there was very, very little risk that anyone would have eaten an
apple with ALAR in it or on it and even less risk that that chemi-
ml would have affected them in any way. However, I am just as
concerned as everyone else that we make sure that our systems,
governmental systems, seek those chemical.s out, and if the EPA
has evidence that they are carcinogenic, they should be removed
immediately. I have supported legislation to do that.

I am reminded of an argument that was posed when my dad was
involved in government up home in Centisl New York. They were
going to put fluoride in the water. Fluoride would prevent tooth
decay and keep your teeth stronger, healthier, happier, and so on.

An individual ilhowed up at a hearing with a jar of fluoride, and
he held it up, and he said, "Look at this." It was not a jar of fluo-
ride; it was rat poison. He held up this rat poison, and it said right
on it, it says right here, "Fluoride. Kills rats." Well, I suppose if
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you took the rat poison, the fluoride would probably get you, but if
you put it into water in very, very tiny little doses, it has a benefi-
cial effect.

What we have to make sure ofand I guess I am carrying this
point maybe too farbut let's deal with the facts. Let's not scare
people. There were people, after the "60 Minutes" story, who were
calling up the state troopers to stop the school bus because their
child had an apple in their lunch bag.

We have to be very, very careful. We do have the purest, best,
safest, and cheapest food supply in the world. Chemicals, believe it
or not, have something to do with that. Let's just make sure that
we are very, very clear that we are dealing with facts and not
drum up any more hysteria to scare people.

I do believe that there are certain things that we should be very,
very concerned about, lead poisoning, and so on, and I am very in-
terested in hearing what the expert witnesses have to say.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman MILLER. Congressman Lehman.
Mr. LEHMAN. I am just here to listen, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman MILIZR. With that, we will begin with the witnesses.

The first panel we will hear from is made up of Nancy Greenspan,
who is a parent from Bethesda, Maryland; Dr. Mark &haefer, who
is a project director from the Office of Technology Assessment, who
will be accompanied by Dr. Roger Herdman, assistant director,
Office of Technology Assessment; nr. Herbert Needleman, who is a
professor of psychiatry and pediatrics, University of Pittsburgh,
School of Me&cine; and Richard Wilson, who is a professor of phys-
ics from Harvard University.

ff you would, please come forward. Your written statements and
whatever supporting documents you want to provide for the com-
mittee will be made part of the record in their entirety. The extent
to which you can, you may summarize, so it will allow time for
questions.

We will begin, Mrs. Greenspan, with you. Thank you very much
for joining the committee this morning, and we appreciate all of
the help that you all have provided.

STATEMENT OF NANCY GREENSPAN, PARENT, BETHESDA,
MARYLAND

Mrs, GREENSPAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Committee members, ladies and gentlemen, my name is Nancy

Greenspan. I am here as the mother of three children, one of whom
has a chronic illness, and also as the co-founder and director of a
local environmental group.

Last year, in recognition of research on the growing link between
environmental toxins and chronic illness, the National Academy of
Sciences organized a panel to review this subject. It is one that I
have been dealing with since my daughter Sarah was diagnosed
with juvenile diabetes at the age of two.

For the last six years, my husband and I have been carefully
monitoring Sarah's glucose levels, fluid intake, and general envi-
ronment. Using this information, we have learned that her reac-
tion to chemicals has a dramatic impact on the control of her dia-
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betes. We discovered that petrochemicals, solvents, commercially-
produced meats (those containing large amounts of growth hor-
mones and antibiotics) profoundly influence her glucose levels and
her physical comfort An aid in separating out these effects was
ftrah's lack of need of insulin in her first year after
Three short examples illustrate the effects of chemicals on

Our first experience with chemical reactions occurred on three
consecutive Tuesday evenings when Sarah suddenly had high glu-
cose levels after dinneran average of 175 rather than the usual
85 to 100. During each of these weeks, these high levels gradually
subsided so that by Sunday she was again in the normal range.

On the Monday morning of the fourth week, I came home to find
the cleaning lady mopping the kitchen floor with water and ammo-
nia, a product we had removed from the house because of general
concern with household chemicals. With Sarah starting nursery
school, the cleaning lady had thought it was safe to use ammonia
again. Eliminat: the ammonia, and no other change, broke the
pattern, and glucose levels returned to normal.

Over time, as other sudden and mysterious reactions developed,
chemicals always seemed to be a factor. We were able to resolve
one episode of fluctuating eirciclse levels by removing natural gas
from our house. Whenever spent any time in one particular
room, her levels were always higher.

On a hunch, we had the gas company come and check the pipes.
In the part of the basement just below this room, the repairman
found a leak. While removing the gas lines from the house, Sarah
and I moved to an understanding neighbor's house which did not
contain any gas pipes, and Sarah was fine.

Although &rah'i; serious reactions are mostly confmed to inha-
lantswith strong reactions to substances such as pesticides and
industrial cleanersshe can have similar reactions to foods con-
taining chemical additives.

About six months after we fmally started Sarah on insulinshe
was three and a half at this timeshe fell into a pattern of sleep
problems, lethargy, and chronic hunger. Equally troubling, her glu-
cose fasting level doubled. Poring over our records, we noted that
her fasting time levels were higher on those mornings following
n*httime snacks of meat protein.

Months before, we had switched to organic produce, but had been
unable to fmd a supplier of organic meats. Now we made it a prior-
ity. The morning after Sarah ate organic chicken, her fasting level
was again in the normal range. Within the next week, many of her
other physical symptoms began to dissipate.

To show that this change was unlikely due to chance, I drew on
my background in health economics and analyzed the difference in
the fasting glucose levels before and after the change in diet. The
results were statistically significant with 99 percent degree of confi-
dence.

Being aware of Sarah's reactions, I became more involved in en-
vironmental issues and began to question her and other children's
exposures to toxins in different settings such as schools. In order to
convince school administrators that their maintenance practices
are often harmful to children, you have to have data (although
they do occasionally listen to a group of irate parents).
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Unfortunately, material safety data sheets are largely incom-
plete, and the results on long-term reactions of the nervous system
and immune system are rarely included.. A primary need is more
research on long-term health effects, with special emphasis on the
variation of symptoms in these children. These data would provide
more accurate labeling information as well as serve as a basis for
indoor air standards.

When, out of necessity, an individual starts investigating such
school products as industrial cleaners, paints, carpets, glues, and
roofing materials, the project can take years because of the dearth
of information. However, someone must make this effort because
school systems and county departments usually purchase through
low-bid contracts with scant information on health effects. In their
defense, this is partly because they do not have the resources to in-
vestigate the products more fully. It is largely a role that only the
federal government can fulfill efficiently.

Children with learning disabilities, asthma, and other chronic ill-
nesses breathe neurotoxic gases all day long. Educators wonder
why test scores are slipping. It logically follows when you learn
about the chemicals used, the lack of fresh air, especially in the
winter, and school maintenance done while children are in school.
Through passage of a strong Indoor Air Act, we could eventually
set meaningful standards that would severely limit the multiple
environmental chemicals th. t assault our children daily.

In the meantime, parents and school personnel need a major
education campaign to enlighten them to these issues. Parents
assume that the interests of their children are being upheld. How
many parents ask principals about the school's pesticide manage-
ment system or the chemical base of the mopoline used? How
many principals and teachers ask the maintenance workers what
they are using? Their complacency stems from the assumption that
the school system would not be allowed to use materials detrimen-
tal to the children or themselves.

To ensure our children's health, the federal government must au-
thorize more research on toxins, especially on the long-term health
effects of toxins on the nervous and immune systems of children,
improve labeling, pass the Indoor Air Act, and mount a major cam-
paign for parents and school administrators.

Thank you for this opportunity to speak here.
[Prepared statement of Nancy Greenspan follows..]
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PREPARED STATMENT OF NANCY GREENSPAN, PARENT, BETHESDA, MD

My name is Nancy Greenspan. I am here as the mother of

three children, one of whom has a chronic illness, and also as

the co-founder and director of a local environmental group.

Last year. In recognition of research on the growing link

between environmental toxins and chronic illness, the National

Academy of Science organized a panel to review this subject. It

is one that I have been dealing with since my daughter Sarah aas

diagnosed with juvenile diabetes at the age of teo. For the last

six years. my husband and I have been carefully monitoring

Sarah's glucose levels, foca intake and general environment.

Using this Information, we have learned that her reaction to

chemicals has a dramatic impact on the control of her diabetes.

We discovered that petrochemicals. solvents and commercially

produced meats (those containing large amounts of growth hormones

and antibiotics) profoundly influence her glucose levels and her

physical comfort. An aid in our separating out these effects was

Sarah's lack of need of insult in her first year after diagnosis.

Three short examples illustrate the effects of chemicals on

Sarah.

Our first experience with chemical reactions occurred on

three consecutive Tuesday evenings when Sarah suddenly had high

glucose levels after dinner - an average of t75 rather than the

usual 85 to 100. During each of these weeks, these high levels

gradually subsided so that by Sunday she was again in the normal
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range. On the Monday morning of the fourth week came hose to

find the cleaning lady mopping the kitchen floor with water ird

ammonia, a product we had removed from the house because of a

general concern with houaehold chesicals. With Sarah starting

nursery school, the cleaning lady thought it was safe to use

ammonia again. Eliminating the ammonia - and no other change-

broke the pattern and Sarah's glucose levels returned to normal.

Over time, as other sudden and mystprious reactions

developed. chemicals always seemed to be a factor. We were able

to resolve one episode of fluctuating glucose levels by removing

natural gas from our house. Whynever Sarah spent any time in one

particular room, her levels were higher. On a hunch we had the

gas company come and ci.eck the pipes. In the part of the

basement just below this room, the repair man found a leak.

While removing the gas lines from the house,. Sarah and I moved in

with an understanding neighbor whose house did not contain any

gas pipes and Sarah was fine.

Although Sarah's reactions are mostly confined to inhalants

with strong reactions to substances such as pesticides or

industrial cleaners - she can have similar reactions to foods

containing chemical additives. About sis months after we finally

started Sarah on insulin - she vas 3 1/2 at this time - she fell

into a pattern of sleep problems, lethargy, and chronic hunger.

Equally troubling, her glucose fasting level doubled. Poring

over our records, we noted that her fasting levels were higher on

those mornings following nighttime snacks of seat protein.
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Months before. we had switched to organic produce, but had

been unable to find a supplier of organic meats. Now we made it

a priority. The morning after Sarah ate organic chicken. her

fasting level was again in the normal range. Within the next

week, many of her other physical symptoms began to dissipate. To

show that this change was unlikely due to chance. I drew on my

background in health economics and analyzed the difference in

fasting glucose levels "before and after the change in diet.

The results were statistically significant with 99 percent degree

of confidence.

Being aware of Sarah's reactions, I became more involved in

environmental issues and began to question her and other

children's exposure to toxins in different settings. In order to

convince school administrators that their maintenance practices

are often harmful to children, you have to have data (although

they do occasionally listen to a group of irate parents).

Unfortunately, Material Safety Data Sheets are largely incomplete

and the results on long-term reactions of the nervous system and

immune systems are rarely included. A primary need is more

research on long term health effects, with special emphasis on

the variation of symptoms. These data would provide more

accurate labelling information as well as serve as a basis for

indoor air standards.

When, out of necessity, an individual starts investigating

such school products as industrial cleaners, paints, carpet

glues. and roofing materials, the project can take years because
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of the dearth of information. However, sopeone must make this

effort because school systems and county departments usually

purchases through low bid contracts with scant information on

health effects. In their defense, this is partly because they do

not have the resources to investigate the products more fully.

It is largely a role that only the federal government can fulfil

efficiently.

Children with learning disabilities, asthma and other

chronic illnesses breathe neurotosic gasses all day long.

Educators wonder why test scores are slipping. It logically

follows when you learn about the chemicals used, the lack of

fresh air. especially in the winter, and the school maintenance

done while children are in school. Through passage of a strong

Indoor Air Act, we could eventually set meaningful standards that

would severely limit the multiple environmental chemicals that

assault our children daily.

In the meantise, parents and fv.thool personnel need a major

education campaign to enlighten them to these issues. Parents

assume that the interests of their children are being upheld.

How many parents ask principals about the school's pest

management system or the chemical base of the &opaline used? How

many principals and teachers ask the maintenance workers what

they are using? Their complacency stess from the assumption that

the school system would not be 'allowed° to use materials

detrimental to the children or themselves.

To ensure our children's health, the federal government must
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authorize more research on toxins. especially on the long-term

health effects of toxins on the nervous and immune systems of

children. improve labelling, pass the Indoor Air Act, and mount a

major education campaign for parents and school administrators.
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Chairman MILLER. Thank you.
Dr. Schaefer.

STATEMENT OF MARK E. SCHAEFER, Ph.D., PROJEcT DIRECTOR,
OFFICE OF TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT (OTA), U.S. CONGRESS;
ACCOMPANIED BY ROGER HERDMAN, M.D., ASSISTANT DIREC.
TOR, OFFICE OF TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT, U.S. CONGRESS
Dr. &Hama. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I was formerly a project director at the Office of Technology As-

gessment, and with me today is Dr. Roger Herdman. He is current-
ly assistant director of OTA, and he is here as the official repre-
sentative of the agency.

I appreciate being invited to testify on behalf of OTA on the vul-
nerability of children to neurotoxic substances. This past spring,
OTA completed its study entitled "Neurotoxicity: Identifying and
Controlling Poisons of the Nervous SyAem." Our report on neuro-
toxicity is the first of a series of OTA studies on the noncancer
health risks posed by toxic chemicals.

More than one out of every five Americans suffers from disorders
or disabilities that involve the brain. No one knows precisely to
what extent toxic substances contribute to nervous system disor-
ders and disabilities, but they clearly play a significant role, and
there is cause for concern.

Neurotoxic substances are chemicals that adversely affect the
structure or the function of the nervous system. The nervous
vstem includes the brain, the spinal cord, and the vast array of
nerves and sensory organs that control major body functions. Every
organ system may be adversely affected by toxic substances, but
the ner-ous system is particularly vulnerable.

Furthermore, the developing nervous system of the fetus and the
child is particularly susceptible to these substances. If the damage
by a foreign ^hemical is severe enough to kill a nerve cell, the
damage is likely to be permanent, because, unlike many other cells
of the human body, nerve cells normally do not regenerate.

At the completion of the developmental process, the brain will be
made up of between 10 billion and 100 billion cells, which will
make trillions of connections with each other. How the brain cor-
rectly "wires" itself is not understood, but the chemical environ-
ment of the developing cells is certainly critical to the process.

When the developing nervous system is exposed to neurotoxic
substances, the process by which cells multiply and connect may be
disrupted, leading, for example, to the severe retardation seen in
children exposed to high levels of mercury, perhaps to more subtle
deficiencies related to learning and memory, or perhaps to neuro-
lorical disorders.

Children are exposed to a wide array of chemicals in the environ-
ment, including metals such as lead and mercury, pesticides, and a
broad range of other pollutants in our air and water and in the
food we eat. In recent decades, we have come to rely heavily on
chemicals to improve our quality of life. However, our knowledge
of the health risks of the substances we are exposing ourselves and
our children to has not kept pace with our ambitious efforts to
market new and better chermeals.
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Few chemicals in commerce have undergone sufficient toxicologi-
cal testing; therefore, we have an incomplete understanding of the
risks most chemicals pose to humans and the environment. Every
time we introduce a new chemical into commerce that has not been
adequately tested, we take a chance; we gamble with the public's
health.

OTA's report describes the state of the present federal regulatory
and research system with respect to neurotoxicity. In the course of
our study, we found that federal research and testing programs are
of insufficient size and scope to address the problems created by
neurotoxic substances. Furthermore, little neurotoxicological re-
search is devoted to vulnerable segments of our population, includ-
ing children.

In total, the national research effort related to developmental
neurotoxicology is very small in comparison to the magnitude of
the problem. Some agencies place a higher priority on atory
concerns with respect to neurotoxicity than others. Thereitiron-
mental Protection Agency, for example, is actively developing and
refining developmental neurotoxicology test guidelines that can be
used in regulatory programs.

On the other hand, the Food and Drug Administration has the
authority to require t.sting for developmental neurotoxicity but
has rarely done so and has no requirement for routine developmen-
tal neurotoxicity evaluation. Finally, OTA also found that there is
a shortage of adequately trained research and health care profes-
sionals to address this problem.

I will only summarize, very briefly, some of the steps Congress
might consider if it wishes to take further action to address this
problem. From the regulatory standpoint, numerous laws either di-
rectly or indirectly control neurotoxic substances. Congress could
mandate more extensive neurotoxicity testing under the Toxic Sub-
stances Control Act or the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Ro-
denticide Act, and it could mandate that neurotoxicity concerns be
given greater attention when making regulatory decisions with re-
spect to toxic substances.

In regard to federal research efforts, Congress could take steps to
enhance neurotoxicology programs at various agencies. With re-
spect to the research and health care personnel issue. Congress
could take steps to enhance pre- and post-doctoral research train-
ing programs in neurotoxicology.

Finally, assuring that the public is adequately informed of the
risks that toxic substances pose to themselves and their children is
of major importance. Congress could take action to ensure that
workers, particularly women of child-bearing age, receive sufficient
information on the neurotoxic potential of chemicals to which they
are exposed, both at home and in the working environment.

In addition, Congress could require that neurotoxicity concerns
be explicitly described in information developed and released under
the Federal Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know
Act, and it could mandate improved labeling of consumer products
with respect to potential neurotoxic effects.

Mr. Chairman, thank you again for inviting OTA to testify today
on this important issue. We would be happy to assist the commit-
tee in the future as your work in this area progresses.

[Prepared statement of Mark E. Schaefer, Ph.D., follows:]
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PRIEFAM SUTIBLENT OF MARX E. &HAMM PH.D., FROMM' DisECTOR, OFFICI OF
TICHNOLOGY ASSZBEOUltft, US. COMB=

6 61. ,

Mt. Chairman, I am Mark Schaefer, I was formerly a Project

Director at the Office of Technology Assessment. With me is Dr.

Roger Herduan, currently Assistant Director of OTA, as official

representative of the agency. I appreciate being invited to

testify on behalf of OTA on the vulnerability of children to

neurotoxic substances. This past Spring. OTA completed its study

entitled "Neurotoxicity: Identifying and Controlling Poisons of

the Nervous System." The report is the product of the collective

efforts of a number of OTA staff and outside consultants who are

listed at the beginning of the document, and I would like to

acknowledge their excellent contributions. Our report on

neurotoxicity is the first of a series of OTA studies on the

noncancer health risks posed by toxic chemicals.

As you are aware, the President designated the 1990s as the

Decade of the Brain following the passage of a Joint Resolution by

Congress in the Summer of 1989. The first paragraph of the

Resolution includes an ominous statistic:
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Whereas it is estimated that 50 million Americans are

affected each year by disorders and disabilities that

involve the brain, including the major mental illnesses;

inherited and degenerative diseases; stroke; epilepsy;

addictive disorders; in_tayLitsuLtinsa_fxsalL_Ialasital

eyvits enyiroongntAl_neurgtAmin§ , and trauma: and speech

language, hearing and other cognitive disorders. (Public

Law 101-58)

In other words, more than one out of every five Americans suffers

from disorders or disabilities that involve the brain. No one

knows precisely to what extent toxic substances contribute to

nervous system disorders and disabilities, but they clearly play

a significant role, and there is cause for concern. As you know,

lead pOisoning alone is a very serious public health problem that

threatens the intellectual capabilities of a large number of the

nation's children.

Public concern about exposure to toxic substances tends to

focus on whether or not a chemical might cause cancer. Moncancer

health risks including adverse effects on organs and organ systems

-- the nervous system, the kidney, the liver, the heart, the immune

system -- are of comparatively little concern. Cancer is a very

serious health problem, but we should not let our fear of this

disease blind us to the many other potentially serious consequences

of exposure to toxic substances.

Neurotoxic substances are chemicals that adversely affect the

structure or function of the nervous system. The nervous system



includes the brain, the spinal cord, and the vast array of nerves

and sensory organs that control major body functions. Movement,

thought, vision, hearing, speech, heart function, respiration, add

numerous other physiological processes are controlled by this

complex network of nerve processes, transmitters, hormones,

receptors, and channels.

Every organ system may be adversely affected by toxic

substances, but the nervous system is particularly vulnerable.

Furthermore, the developing nervous system of the fetus and the

child is particularly susceptible to these substances. It

therefore makes sense for policy-makers concerned about the

noncancer health risks posed by toxic substances to focus

particular attention on the nervous system of the child. First,

I would like to briefly explain why the developing nervous system

is vulnerable to toxic substances, then I will describe some of the

findings of our study and possible policy approaches to bettor

address this important public health problem.

There are several reasons why the nervous system is

particularly susceptible to toxic substances. The brain, spinal

cord, and nerves throughout the body depend on a delicate balance

of chemicals for proper functioning. There are many opportunities

for foreign chemicals to disrupt this balance. For example, they

may block the channels through which charged sodium or potassium

molecules flow and thereby disrupt electrical signalling in cells.

Toxic chemicals may disrupt the synthesis or degradation of

neurotransmitters, the chemical messengers that travel between
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nerve cells. They may block receptors, the sites at which

neurotransmitters attach in a lock and key fashion to affect

chemical changes in other nerve cells. Toxic chemicals can also

disrupt the activity of the enzymes that catalyze the biochemical

reactions that take place within nerve cells. And while most cells

in the human body are very small, nerve cells can have long

processes, providing a vast surface area tor chemical attack. If

the damage caused by a foreign chemical is severe enough to kill

a nerve cell, the damage is likely to be permanent, because unlike

many other cells of the human body, nerve cells normally do not

regenerate.

It is useful to examine the fundamental steps in nervous

system development in order to understand why exposure to toxic

chemicals during this period is so dangerous. Early in fetal

development a flat sheet of about 125,000 cells forms which rolls

into a tube, called the neural tube. In the following weeks and

months, the cells of this tube multiply, migrate, and begin

differentiating into the specitic cell types of the nervous system.

The nwirons begin to extend processes called axons and dendrites

which link up with other cells into an exquisite network of very

precise and highly complex connections. At the completion of the

developmental process the brain will be made up of between 10

billion and 100 billion cells which make trillions of connections

with each other. How the brain correctly "wires" itself is not

understood, but the chemical environment of the developing cells

is certainly critical to the process. When the developing nervous



system is exposed to neurotoxic substances, the process by which

cells multiply and connect may be disrupted, leading, for example,

to the severe retardation seen in children exposed to high levels

of mercury, or perhaps to more subtle deficiencies related to

learning and memor or to neurological disorders.

In the fully developed nervous system, the brain and spinal

cord are partially protected from some toxic substances by a layer

of tightly juxtaposed cells in blood vessel walls know as the

blood-brain barrier. This barrier functions as a selective filter

allowing some compounds to pass through while keeping others out.

The fetal brain with its incompletely developed blood-brain barrier

can be attacked by toxic substances that might have little effect

on the oother's brain.

Finally, developing organs are less well equipped to detoxify

foreign substances. The liver is the principal organ involved in

detoxification, but nearly all tissues, including those of the

nervous system, have some capacity to detoxify chemicals. Since

the detoxification systems of developing tissues are not fully

functional, foreign chemicals can more readily adversely affect

biochemical and physiological systems.

Children are exposed to a vast array of chemicals in the

environment, including metals such as lead and mercury, pesticides,

and a broad range of other pollutants in our air and water and in

the food we eat. In recent decades, we have come to rely heavily

on chemicals to improve our quality of life. However, our

knowledge of the health risks of the chemicals we are exposing
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ourselves and our children to has not kept pace with our ambitious

efforts to market new and better chemicals. There are already more

than 65,000 chemicals in the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's

inventory of toxic substances and each year the Agency receives

some 1,500 notices of intent to manufacture new substances.

Although the vast majority of these chemicals are probably harmless

at low levels of exposure, some are not, and the health threats

they pose should be taken seriously. The difficulty we face iS

that few chemicals in commerce have undergone sufficient

toxicological testing. Therefore, we have an incomplete

understanding of the risk most chemicals pose to humans and the

environment. Every time we introduce a new chemical into commerce

that has not been adequately tested, we take a chance and gamble

with the public health.

One class of chemicals, the organophosphate and carbamate

insecticides, are all neurotoxic to varying degrees. Indeed they

are effective in Killing Insects because of their

neurotoxicological and other properties. The difficulty is that

at the molecular and cellular levels, the nervous systems of

insects and humans are similar in many respects; consequently,

insecticides can adversely affect humans as well. The reason

insecticides are normally not harmful to us is that the dose to

which we are exposed is comparatively very small. However, no one

is sure what level of insecticide exposure is safe for a given

individual. As you recall, last year the Natural Resources Defense

Council released a study which raised concerns that children are

4 G
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being adversely affected by pesticide residues on fruit and

vegetables.

OTA's report describes tle state of the present federal

regulatory and research system with respect to neurotoxicity. In

the course of our study, we found that federal research and testing

programs are of insufficient size and scope to address the problems

created by neurotoxic substances. Little neurotoxicological

research is devoted to vulnerable segments of our population,

including children. The Food and Drug Administration's National

Center tor Toxicological Research has a small research program

devoted to developmental neurotoxicology, and projects are underway

at other federal laboratories. Also, a number of investigators in

academia are being supported by grants from the National Institute

of Environmental Health Sciences. However, in total, the national

research effort related to developmental neurotoxicology is small

in comparison to the magnitude of the problem.

Some agencies place a higher priority on regulatory concerns

with respect to neurotoxicity than others. The Environmental

Protection Agency (EPA), for example, is actively developing and

refining developmental neurotoxicology test guidelines that can be

used in regulatory programs. Recently, EPA and the National

Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA) sponsored a workshop to examine a

range of issues associated with the use of developmental

neurotoxicity testing data in regulatory programs. The Food and

Drug Administration has the authority to require testing for

4
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developmental neurotoxicity but has rarely done so and has no

requirement for 'routine developmental neurotoxicity evaluations.

OTA also found that there is a shortage of adequately trained

research and health-care professionals to address the neurotoxicity

problem. Improving the federal response will require funds to

train more scientists to conduct research in this area and to train

physicians, nurses, and others to recognize and treat the adverse

health effects caused by exposure to neurotoxic substances.

The OTA report on Neurotoxicity describes policy issues and

options for congressional action in six broad categories:

adequacy of the Federal regulatory framework, 2) adequacy of

Federal and federally sponsored research programs, 1) coordination

of Federal regulatory and research programs. 4) availability of

adequately trained research and health-care professionals. 5)

communication of information to workers and the public, and 6)

adequacy of international regulatory and research programs.

I will only summarize very briefly some ot the steps Congress

could take It It wished to take further action to address the

neurotoxicIty problem with respect to children. From the

regulatory standpoint, numerous laws either directly or indirectly

control neurotoxic substances. Congress could mandate more

extensive neurotoxicity testing under the Toxic Substances Control

Act (TSCA) or the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and kodenticide

Act (FIFRA); it could mandate that neurotoxicity concerns be given

greater attention when making regulatory decisions with respect to
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toxic substances; and it could enhance federal laws focusing

specifically on Sxposure of children to lead.

With respect to federal research efforts. Congress could take

steps to enhance neurotoxicology programs at or sponsored by the

Environmental Protection Agency; the National Institutes of Health;

the Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental Health Administration: the Food

and Drug Administration; the National Institute for Occupational

Safety and Health; and other agencies. Various specific possible

actions are described in our report.

With respect to the research and health care personnel issue,

Congress could take steps to enhance pre- and post-doctoral

research training programs in neurotoxicology by providing funds

to support more training grants to individuals and/or reseal-ch

centers.

Finally, assuring that the public is adequztelv informed of

the risks that toxic substances pose to them.lves anti their

children is of major importance. Congress could tat.: tIction to

ensure that workers, particularly women of child-bearing age,

receive sufficient information on the neurotoxic potential of

chemicals to which they are exposed, both at home and in the

working environment. In addition, Congress could require that

neurotoxicity concernn be explicitly described in information

developed and released under the Federal Emergency Planning and

Community Right-to-Know Act, and it could mandate improved labeling

of consumer products with respect to potential neurotoxic effects.

ti
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Mt. Chairman, thank you again for inviting OTA to testify

today on this iiportant issue. We would be happy to assist the

Committee in the future as your work in this area progresses.

jtJ
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CHAIRMAN Mn.u3s. Thank you.
Dr. Needleman.

STATEMENT OF HERBERT L. NEEDLEMAN, M.D., PROFESSOR OF
PSYCHIATRY AND PEDIATRICS, UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH,
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE; CHAIRMAN OF THE ALLIANCE TO END
CHILDHOOD LEAD POISONING, PITTSBURGH, PA

Dr. NEEDLEmAN. Good morning, Mr. Chairman.
I am Herbert Needleman. I am professor of psychiatry and pedi-

atrics at the University of Pittsburgh. I am a member of the m-
mittee on Environmental Hazards of the American Academy of Pe-
diatrics, and the Institute of Medicine. I am also the chairman of a
new organization, the Alliance to End Childhood Lead Poisoning. I
am very happy to be here.

I have submitted, in addition to my testimony, two recent publi-
cations of my group that deal with the Iong-term effects of lead poi-
soning: The first is from the New England Journal of Medicine,
and the second is from the Journal of the American Medical Asso-
ciation. That paper which is a meta-enalysis, a quantitative review
of all modern studies of low-level lead exposure in children.

I can summarize my testimony by making three points: The first
is that lead exposure remains perhaps the most serious American
pediatric problem. Mr. Sikorski quoted the ATSDR report, which
says that three to four million children have levels of lead over 15
micrograms per deciliter, the current, widely-accepted threshold for
toxicity.

One child in six, regardless of race or classexceed that thresh-
old. Half of poor, black children start school with toxic levels of
lead above 15 microgram per deciliter in their blood.

Second: Lead poisoning is completely preventable. It is an eradi-
cable disease. We should be aiming not to control it but to wipe it
out. In fact, the government is beginning to pay serious attention
to that possibility. Assistant Secretary Mason has directed CDC to
prepare a strategic plan to eliminate lead poisoning, to eradicate it
over the next 15 or 20 years. That plan is on his desk.

The third point is that in eradicating lead poisoning we have an
opportunity to accomplish an enormous number of important social
goods, like dealing with unemployment and returning housing to
decent circumstances.

Lead affects many targets in the bodychildren are more suscep-
tiblebut the most important is the child's brain. It is now unar-
guable that levels of lead that do not display clinical symptoms are
associated with lower IQ points, attention disorders, and behavioral
disturbances.

My group has contributed to that data base. In 1979, we reported
that children in Boston area school systems who had no symptoms
of lead poisoning but had higher levels of lead in their teeth had
lower IQ scores, more disorder behavior in class, and poor atten-
tion.

We have followed those subjects up. They are now adults, and, in
January of 1990, we reported in the New England Journal of Medi-
cine that having high lead in your teeth in 1976 was associated
with a sevenfold risk for failing to graduate from high school, a six-
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fold risk for reading disabilities, and a lower class standing in the
final year of high school, more absenteeism in the final year of
high school, lower vocabulary scores, disturbances in fine motor
function.

So the news is that low-level lead exposure produces permanent
defects; defects that are not just numbers on an IQ score but have
to do with how much money one would make and where one will
be placed in society.

Lead crosses th, placenta. You can measure it in the umbilical
cord blood. David Bellinger, Alan Levitton, and I studied 5,000
births at the Boston Hospital for Women, and showed that having
a level of lead in the umbilical cord blood over 10 micrograms per
deciliter was associated with lower IQ scores at two years of age.
That has been replicated in Australia and in Cincinnati, so there is
good convergence on the effects of lead on the fetus in utero.

I want to spend one minute on the fact that the difference be-
tween exposed and unexposed children at these doses, the mean
difference is about four to six points in the IQ, but shifting that
distribution 'quadruples the rate for severe deficit. It drives the pro-
portion of children with IQ scores below 80 from 4 percent to 16

percent.
In addition to the 400 percent increase in severe deficit, there

also is a shift at the top end of the curve. Not every child who had
high lead in his or her teeth was dull. The highest IQ score we dis-
covered was 125, but five percent of the children who had lower
levels exceeded that, as high as 143. One of costs of low-level lead
exposure is that it prevents five percent of our population from
achieving superior function.

That is a social disaster for this country. Tl.t means that per-
haps two million American children are not achievbig superior
function. The social cost of that would be extraordinarily high.

We have shown, and others have as well, that lead is associated
with attention deficit and hyperactivity. Teachers reliably reported
a dose-related rate of increase in hyperactivity, and hyperactivity
is a strong risk factor for delinquency and criminal behavior. A
high proportion of criminals have a history of hyperactivity.

We can estimate an attributable risk for delinquency given ele-
vated lead. The attributable risk for hyperactivity given lead is .5.
Half of the children with elevated lead in their teeth are hyperac-
tive. If you have hyperactivity, the attributable risk for delinquen-
cy is about .4, so the joint probability is about .2.

That permits us to estimate the lower bound for attributable risk
for delinquency given elevated lead at 20 percent, and we are
studying that at this time. It is a reasonable hypothesis that a
measurable proportion of delinquent children have that disturb-
ance due to their early lead exposure.

Why, in fact, has so little attention been given to eradicating this
disease? This is not, after all, molecular biologq. It is easy to meas-
ure lead on the walls; it is easy to get rid of. There are at least five
reasons: The first is that for a long time it has been assumed to
occur only among poor, inner-city minorities. Somehow that has
gotten perverted to mean that the mother's rearing style is respon-
sible for the child's lead exposure: If the mother had taken care of
the child, this wouldn't have happened. Once that happens, the re-
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sponsibility of government or other organizations to deal with it is
dismissed.

The tmcond is that since the Lead Paint Poisoning Prevention
Act of 1912 was passed, and since lead has been taken out of gaso-
line recently, many people, including pediatricians, believe that the
disease is gone. Of course, passing the act did nothing to take lead
paint off the walls of two million American houses. Therv are two
million American houses which have deteriorated leaded surface in
which children live, and that is an obscene circumstance.

The third is that the lead industry has spent a great deal of
money and rented scientists to try to obscure the relationship be-
tween lead exposure and deficit.

The fourth is that this is not a very dramatic, high-tech disease,
and the academic culture does not find it fascinating. There are
many good institutions, pediatric teaching hospitals, in which
screening for lead no longer continues to be practiced.

The fifth is that certain segments of the government, have been
derelict in attending to this.

I will fmish by suggesting that if we had a computer program
and could map where lead is in this country in superabundance, we
could print that out. Then if we changed the program to count
where jobs are in short supply, we could print that map. Then if we
also asked where decent housing was in short supply, we would
have three maps and they would be virtually identical.

You have the simultaneous superabumance of lead, shortage of
jobs and housing. What would we do, if we weren't bound by con.
ventions, about that disequilibrium? Well, it might make sense to
train the unemployed in safe de-leading, and pay them for it, and
for the same dollar we could reduce unemployment, return houses
to circulation, and eradicate lead poisoning.

That is a prospect that is very exciting to me. That is why we
formed the Alliance to End Childhood Lead Poisoning, and that
will be our project for the next two or three years.

Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Herbert L Needleman, M.D., follows:1

r0
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FitIPAILICD SUMMIT OP HIDDHOT L. NISIDIZALAN PROTHEMOB or POYCHIAlity

arm PEDIATRI(S, UNIVICIODIT o PITISBURWI, SCHOOL or MODICZNI, CHAIRMAN, TM

AILIANCHIro Eara CHILDHOOD LOAD Porsorana, Prillaman, PA

Good aorning Mr. Chairman. I es Herbert L. Needleman M.D.,

professor of psychiatry and pediatrics at the University Of

Pittsburgh. I am chairnan of the Alliance to End Childhood Lead

Poisoning. I am also a member of the Committee on Environmental

Hazards of the American Acadesy of Pediatrics, and the Inettute of

Medicine of the National Academy of Sciences. I welcome this

opportunity to appear before thie committee to discuss the impact

of lead at low dose on the welfare of children. Lead poisoning

is a subject I and my colleagues have been investigating, with

support from the federal government, for 20 years. I submit for

the record two publications of mine published in January and

February of this year on this oubject. One is fros the Now Emile/4

journal of Mtdicine, and reports the long term ffects, in

adulthood, of exposure to lead at low dose as a child. The second

is from the ,Thurma_a_thip American Medical Association,. and is a

quantitative review of all the published modern studies of lead at

low doe*.

I want to make the following points: 1) Lead poisoning is the most

serious pediatric health problea in the United States today; 2)

Lead poisoning is completely preventable; 3) In eliminating this

dissase, we can also attack other fundamental problems of poverty.

Lead toxicity, like most of the serious threats faced by this

r .;
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planet -- and this Committee -- Is a product of human activity and

choice. Our understapding of the nature of the disease, its

origins, and the steps to its remedy has grown rapidly in the past

S years. But effective prevention, with two exceptions, has been

feeble and halting. The defined threshold for toxicity in

children, once considered to occur at 40;g/di, has been reset at

I0-15eg/dI by the Federal Government on the basis of the latest

science. This means that 3-4 million Am^..-ican children ars at risk

for central nervous system damage. Exposure to lead is the most

serious disease Of childhood in the United States. It has recently

been recognized as a serious problem in Europe, Scandinavia and

Australia.

sewer studies of the biology of lead exposure have demonstrated

effects in systems heretofore not known to be vulnerable, at doses

heretofore thought to be harmless. Epidemiological studies of

children using larger samples, better covariate identification and

control, more sophisticated statistical modelling have shown

deficits at lower levels of burden. The no-effect level has not

been found. Quantitative reviews, or meta-analysis, of the

literature of low dose IQ effects have shown a striking convergence

of scientific opinion on the reality of low dose damage. The

question of whether low level effects damage children are real is

now only raised by the uninformed or by those with economic

interests that would be damaged by true control of the toxicant.
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I want to briefly review what wa know about low level lead exposure

and children's Ws. There are 24 modern studies of this

relationship in the literature. Because of the limitations of

time, I will concentrate on the work of my group, begun when I was

at Harvard Medical School. We used, for the first time in

outcome studies, dentine lead as the exposure markers we measured

IQ and other behaviors by a number of sensitive teats: we

controlled for 39 factors that could confound; and we selected our

sample in an unbiased fashion. we found that having more lead in

one's teeth was associated with lower IQ, speech and language

handicaps, and poor attention. Teachers, blind to the children's

lead levels, reported that as tooth lead went up, bad classroom

behavior became more common. This study was published in the Nag

Enoland Journal of Medicine in 1979 at the time the EPA was

struggling with writing an air lead standard, and was used by the

administrator in reducing lead in the atmosphere and in gasoline.

we then went on to design and execute the first study of load

exposure during pregnancy and its effects on infant development.

we studied umbilical cord blood leads and outcome in 5000 births

and found that in our sample, lead did not affect birth weight,

but was related to the rate of minor (non threatening)

malformations. Minor malformations are of little consequence in

and of themselves, but Are predictive of undiagnosed major

malformations and later behavioral aberration.
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We have followed 249 of these infants at 1, 6, 12, 24, 48, and 57

months of age, and found that prenatal exposure to lead was related
al

to mental development as late as 24 months of age. At 57 months,

the effect of postnatal exposure to lead became dominant, although

the prenatal effect was still measurable in the children of low

socioeconomic status. These children continue to be followed, and

we hope to be able to track them into their adolescence. The high

lead group had blood lead levels above 10 pg/d1. There are 400,000

children born each year in that range.

We have followed the -_-.'-jects from our tooth study into adulthoed,

to find results that are even more disturbing. This was reported

in the New Enoland Journal of M6licine in January. Having high

lead in one's teeth carried a seven-fold increase in the risk of

nongraduation from high school, and a six-fold increase in the risk

for reading disability. The social costs for this exposure are

staggering. Lead is one of the preventable causes of school

failure and reading disabilities. In addition, we have shown that

small shifts of the distribution in IO scores in relation to lead

exposure quadruple the risk for severe deficit (Scores below 80).

They also reduce the number of children at the top end of the

distribution. This means that the number of children with superior

(over 125) will be reduced by 50%. In a population of 200

million, this means about 2 million people will be deprived of

achieving this level of competence. This is a personal and

national disaster.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Studies of lead exposure hav. focused on IQ. There Is no good
a.

reason for this; more critical changes in the brain can be

expressed in other behaviors. We and others have shown that lead

is associated with attention deficits and hyperactivity. This

collection of behaviors has dire implications for adjustment to

society. If a male child has hyperactivity and one sign of conduct

disorder, he has a 60% chance of appearing on a police blotter

multiple times before the age of 18. Wilson and Herrnstein report

that criminality is constitutional in nature, and cite the

following findings in support of this claim; criminality can be

diagnosed early in childhood; it is more common in males: it is

more common in blacks: it is more common in urban areas; criminals

have lower IQ's; possess a history of hyperactivity: and come from

disorganized homes. All of these are risk factors or effects of

lead exposure. This is not to say that lead is responsible for all

crime; life is more complex than that. But it is a reasonable

hypothesis that some of the disordered behavior of criminals is a

function of disordered brain function, and that some of this

derives from lead.
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On the basis of these studies and many similar reports from the
0

U.S., Europe and Australia, the Agency for Toxic Substances and

Disease Registry, in its recent Report to Congress, has concluded

that neurotoxicity from lead begins at blood lead levels as low as

10-15 mg/dl. This means that one American child in six has toxic

amounts of lead in his or her blood, and that 400,000 newborns are

delivered bearing toxic levels each year. Lead is not a problem

for poor inner city minorities alone. But like many of the

assaults upon decent living, the poor receive a unfair dose. For

black children in poverty, the rate of blood leads over lOag/di is

55%!. This datum, one of the most outrageous and frightening

public health statistics, has received only passing attention since

the ATSOR report. It means that lead exposure is among the most

serious American public health problems.

One is forced to ask why lead poisoning, long known, nOt nearly as

complex as AIDS or cancer, has not been remedied. There are four

reasons: First, it is generally believed that lead poisoning is

a disease of the poor, and that inferior child care Is at the root.

Once the victim has been blamed, the public and professional

consciences can rest. Second is that removing lead from gasoline,

from water, and from housing costs money, and this results in the

exertion of vested interests, who know how to use the strings of

power. The lead industry has worked mightily to obscure the effects

of lead at low dose. It has often used individuals from the
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Lead industries Association exerted pressure to alter regulations

that would have limited the use of white lead in building paint.

Third, lead is a low technology dimmer:se, it does not enjoy the

cachet of lasers, molecular biology or liver transplants. It is

not at the center of the medical drama, and many pediatricians

believe that with the removal of lead from gasoline, and the

passage of the lead paint act, the problem has been solved. Many

academic pediatric centers have stopped testing for lead, and many

pediatric trainees no longer consider it in making a differential

diagnosis of developmental failure. Finally, government has been

slow to realize the dimensions of the problem and deal with it

appropriately. Egregious in this respect has been HUD, who have

failed utterly to protect residents in HUD owned or supervised

property from lead poisoning.

There is a striking diseguilibrium in the distribution of risk.

If one were to map the areas where lead is to be found in excess.

and then map where decent housing was in short supply, and finally

map where decent jobs were scarce, the three maps would be

isomorphic. What could be done to rationalize this imbalance?

One simple solution would be to train unemployed people from high

lead areas in safe deleading and housing rehabilitation, and to

pay them a living wage. This would reduce unemployment, maks more

decent dwellings available, and reduce lead exposure for children.

This is an expensive enterprise. There are 2 million homes in the
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U.S. which are deteriorated, have leaded surfaces, in which

children live. These are the pest houses of the 20th century. It

costs MOO to delead a small home. That means $10 billion would

be required for this project. For $6 billion a comprehensive

employment and training program for 40,000 unemployed citizens

paying them $15.000 per year for 10 years could be funded. This

would leave $4 billion for the training cadre, supplies, insurance

and administrative costs. Some of this money would be returned in

taxes; almost all would circulate in the inner city and multiply

by creating demand for on groceries, laundry, and other goods and

services.

This may strike some as a utopian phantasy. It is instructive to

realise that the cost of constructing one new prison bed is $30,000

and maintaining one prison inmate is $20,000-30,000 per year. Pay

now or pay later. A recent front page story in the New York Times

told of major industrialists deeply troubled because they are

unable to find qualified employees to operate the factories of

today. Modern industrial workers increasingly need to be literate,

and competent in mathematics and problem solving. Management is

having difficulty recruiting workers who meet the present day

criteria, and project that if this isn't remedied, we will become

less and less competitive. We risk becoming an underdeveloped

nation. we have seen persuasive evidence that one of the

idfintitiabls causes of school failure and reading disabilities is

lead.

6
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Lead poisoning is no mystery: the toxin's presence, its effects,

and the steps to ramoving it forever are plainly prescribed. What

is needed is the same kind of vision displuyed by the people from

DHSS who set out to eliminate smallpox from the earth. They were

greeted with skepticism when they first proposed this effort.

Smallpox is now *disease of historical interest. This government,

given the same degree of vision and committment, can in a decade

be credited with having wiped out this terrible, ubiquitous, silent

destroyer of our Children's brains and futures.
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Chairman MILLER. Thank you.
Mr. Wilson.

STATEMENT OF RICHARD WILSON, MALLINCKRODT PROFESSOR
OF PHYSICS, HARVARD UNIVERSITY, CAMBRIDGE, MA

Mr. Wit LsoN. Mr. Chairman, congressmen; ladies and gentlemen,
I want to explain to you the way in which a professional assessor
and analyzer of risks addresses the questions you are concerned
with. I would also note, I was born and brought up at a place and
time when the blood level averaged 40 micrograms per deciliter,
which was quite high, and I am glad it is not as high as that now. I
would also note, I am the father of six children, five of whom have
food allergies.

In coping with environmental toxins or any other potential
hazard, I like to characterize the possible approaches and steps of
increasing sophistication: First, an absolute ban; the second, using
the best available technology; and the third would be risk assess-
ment, analysis and balancing of risks and benefits.

The taboo of primitive societies was to ban something we did not
understand and could do without. Even in modern society, an abso-
lute ban is still often considered. The Delaney clause of the FDA is
a good example. When one part of society needs or wants some-
thing that another part wants to ban, it has been a practice to
reduce the exposure by using the best available control technology
to avoid the absolute bankruptcy of an industry rather than using
an absolute ban.

We have tended to follow those two procedures. As a result, it is
estimated the cost to U.S. industry of reducing exposure to environ-
mental toxins has reached $100 billion a year and is rising fast. I
support spending money to reduce environmental and public
health issues, but this sum is large enough that it is important that
it be wisely spent and spent to improve public health and well-
being, particularly of children who are the future of our society.

This demands, in my view, that the third, more sophisticated ap-
proach of risk/benefit analysis be used. Over the last 30 years, pro-
fessionals in health and safety began to adopt a language, that of
risk rather than of absolute safety. Although there may be a
threshold below which an environmental toxin has no effect, there
may not be. Then there is a risk that there is an adverse health
effect, and an important issue rises: What is the magnitude of the
risk?

Once the language of risk is used, it must also be realized there
is no possibility of zero risk. A second question must thus be asked:
What magnitude of risks are acceptable? A third question could be:
Is there an alternative action with less risk?

Because the very word "risk" implies uncertainty, understanding
uncertainty is at the center of understanding risk. Agencies tend to
avoid understanding uncertainty by trying to regulate on an upper
limit of risk. I believe they cannot do this consistently. Anyone can
give an upper limit below which he believes the risk will be zero.
The less knowledge he has, the bigger the upper limit. Then the
statement often becomes irrelevant and useless.

.11
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It is vital that an agency have a procedure for reducing upper
limits as the science improves, but I know of no agency which does.
Any regulation based on an upper limit of risk may be unnecessar-
ily strict I prefer one based on scientists' best estimates, perhaps
obtained by a method which is becoming increasingly common of
flolicitation of expert opinion.

It must not be thought that scientists and risk analysts ignore
effects of toxins on children's health. On the contrary, risk analysis
is an excellent procedure to enable the special sensitivity of chil-
dren to be explicitly recognized.

For example, in 1928, the International Commission on Radiolog-
ical Protection recommended regulations which have been adopted
by most of the countries of the world. Among the present regula-
tions are special ones to limit occupational radiation exposure to
those under 18 and to pregnant women, recognizing it is likely, but
not proven, that children and the infant fetus are especially sensi-
tive to radiation.

In the medical profession, there are special recommendations to
reduce unnecessary x-rays to children and to pregnant women.

Two years ago, when it was realized that children were particu-
larly exposed to ALAR and even more to its metabolite, LTDMH,
there was and is scientific disagreement on whether the chemicals
are carcinogenic enough for the exposure to cause special risk. Al-
though the EPA administrator was slow to act, I disagreed with
him, Mr. Jack Moore, when he stated on "60 Minutes" that the
laws did not permit him to act fast.

He could have done one of the following three things: asked for
an emergency suspension of registration; two, "jaw-boned" the
apple industry; or, three, advised the state commissioners of health
to use their emergency powers which exceed that of any federal
agency.

I believe that his own hesitation in not using the emergency
powers was the knowledge that many scientists on EPA's Science
Advisory Board did not agree that the risk was large and certainly
not large enough to demand an emergency power. Whatever the
laws at his disposal, even if he had new ones, presumably the same
scientists would have the same hesitation.

Without taking a position on whether or not ALAR should be
banned, I note that the risk of drinking and using water from the
usual treated city waters of our major cities, calculated using the
same pessimistic, conservative procedure, is 5 or 10 times greater
because of chloroform in the city water than that from ALAR. It is
likely to be dominated by the use of water for bathing children and
absorption of chloroform through the skin. So it is very important
for children.

Asbestos provides another example. It is well known that there
were large exposures in the workplace 30 years ago that are still
producing lung cancers, particularly among smokers. In the envi-

_ ronment, exposures are typically a thousand times smaller, and for
a long time they were ignored. However, 15 years ago, some risk
assessors began to suggest that there may not be a threshold below
which there is no risk and, therefore, the lower environmental ex-
posures pose some risi.
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Moreover, it was pointed out that the rare cancer, mesothelioma,
which is caused by asbestos, has a long latent period. This means
that occupational exposures are too late to allow expression of the
disease before death, and use of occupational exposures to predict
what children's exposures might do may understate the risk.

This realization, urged particularly by Professor Julian Pete of
London, quickly led to suggestions that damaged asbestos in
schools might be dangerous and led to demands for strong action.
While I personally believe that in most cases it is best to leave the
asbestos in place, I note that there is plenty of power for local,
state, or federal authorities to order removal of asbestos when they
want to.

What is needed is better use of scientific information so that
agencies can act in the best way for public health and decide
whether the enormous amounts they are called upon to spend are
indeed likely to be accompanied by improvements in health.

After the federal government has set a reasonable level of safety,
I see no reason why citizens should not decide to go further on
their own, at their own expense. For example, the EPA called upon
schools to study the effect of asbestos in schools, not necessarily to
remove it. It is and should be up to the local Nople to decide
whether to make the expenditures necessary or whether ther- are
other expenditures they can do for the children's welfare and
public health.

The federal government should not bias the decision by providing
money, nor should they be allowed to bias the decision by allowing
someone whose profession is to remove asbestos to make the recom-
mendation.

Our agencies are, by their nature, adversarial. We ask and
expect that EPA continually urge the cause of environmental pro-
tection. FDA must push for safe food and drugs. On the other
hand, we ask and expect that Commerce and DOE work for cheap-
er and more plentiful goods and energy. Therefore, any balancing
of these needs must ultimately be external to these agencies.

For financial matters, it is the °ince of Management and
Budget, but for scientific matters there is no such balancing now
being done. We need similar things for the scientific matters, and I
suggest perhaps the Office of Science and Technology Policy in the
White House could take a lead in this. Congress may wish to ask
for this and provide the budget for it.

With all the toxins facing us, it is important that there be re-
search on which are the most likely to be especially risky to chil-
dren. Exposure to children is especially important for carcinogens
with a long latent period, which are often called early-stage car-
cinogens. A carcinogen with a short latent period is often a promot-
er and is usually most important at a later age.

Unfortunately, there is at the moment little scientific consensus
about which of the known toxins, let alone which of the known
chemicals which might be toxins, are in which category. The upper
limit of this must therefore be kept high enough to encompass
these uncertainties. If we insist on regulating the upper limit of
this, and to a low-risk number, enormous sums can be spent with
the likely improvement on public health being zero.
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I hope that future science can help elucidate these matters.
Thank you for your attention.

[Prepared statement of Richard Wilson followsi
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Paz PARE,' STATEMENT Or RICHARD WILSON, MALLINCREODT PROFESSOR 07 PHYSIC:9,
HARVARD Uravgasrry, CAMBRIDOR, MA

Congressmen end women; Iodic. and gentlemen. I am grateful for yous
attention. I come to explain to you the wey in which a professional assessor
and analyst of risks addreasee tho questions with which you ere concernod

/n coping with environmental toxina or any other potential haserd. I like
to characterise the possible epproachos in steps of increasing sophistication.

The absolute ban (or taboo)
The best available technology
Risk assessment. analysis and balancing

The taboo of primitive societies was to ban something we did not
understand, and could do without. Even In modern society an Obsolute hen ts
still often considered; the Delaney clause of the flIA Is a good example. When
one part of society needs or wants something that another part wishes to ban,
it has been a practice to reduea the exposure by using the nest Available. Cottrol

Techmology rather Chan using an absolute ben. The best available control
technology Is, In ptinciplo, without rtgard to expanse, but in practice, expense
that mould bankrupt an Industry is avoided.

We have tended to follow there two procedures. As result, it has been
estimated that the cost to U.S. industry of rsducing exposure to environmental
toxins hes rearhod $100 billion ond Is rising fast. I support spending money
on environmental and public health issues, but thug ue is large enough that It
is important that it be wisely spent . and spent to inprowe public health and
wellbeing, particularly of children who ere the future of our society. It Is

this I believe risk anelysts should address. This demands that the third, more
eophisticated approach. risk/benefit analysis, be used.
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Over the last 30 years. professionals in health and safety began to adopt
a language. that of rail, rather then of absolute safety. Although them nay
he a threshold below which on environmental toxin has no adverse effects, there
may not be. Then there la a risk that there is en adverse health effect, and
an important teens arises: "What is the magnitute of the rialt?" Once the

language of risk Is used it oust also be realized that there le no possibility
of sere risk. A second issue must then be stated: 'What sag ,ituda of risks are

acceptable,* A third issue could be: "Is there an alternative action with less

risk?"

Laws and regulations have only begun to recognize this new. powrful
language and analysis technique. As it is recognised there ie also e tendency
which we must fight to mieuse the language end pervert the analysis technique.

Becaues the very word 'risk' implitseuncertainty, understanding uncertainty
is at ese center of understanding risk. Agencies tend to avoid understanding
uncertainty by trying to regulate on an 'upper limit' of risk. This they cannot

do consistently

Anyone can give an *upper limit' below which the risk will in his opinion
Ile; the less knowledge he has the bigger the upper limit Then the statement

often becomes irrelevant and useless. It is vital that an agency have a
procedure for reducing upper limits as the science improves. But I know of no

Agency with such a procedure. Any regulation based on an *upper limit" of risk

may he unnecessarily strict: I would prefer one based on scientists' best
estimates perhaps obtained by the developing method of *solicitations of
export opinion."

It must not be thought that scientist's and risk anslyets ignore ffects
of toxins on children's health. On the contrary, risk analysis is en excellent
procedure to enable children's sensicivity to be xplicitly recognized. I

contend that no special lava and regulations are needed to ensure this. I show

this by some examples.

Since 1928 the international Commission on Radiological Protection has
recommended regulations on radiation to the countries of the world. Among the

present regulations are special once to limit occupational radiation exposure
to choee under 18 and to pregnant women recognizing that it is likely (although
not proven) that children (and the infant fetus) are especially sensitive to
radiation. In the medical profession there are special recommendations to reduce

unnecessary x-rays to children.

Two years ego. when it was realized that children were particularly exposed
to ALAR (daminoside) and oven more to its metabolite MM. there was, and is.
scientific disagreement on whether the cheetcals are carcinogenic enough for the
exposure to cause special risk. Although the EPA administrator vas slow to act,

I disagree with Jack Moore. when he stated on *60 Minutes* that the laws did not
permit him to act fest. He could have:



1) asked for an emergency cancellation of registration
or 2) jew-boned" the apple industry
or 1) Advised the State Commissioners of Health to use their emergency

powers.

I believe thst his only hesitation in using the emergency powers was the
knowledge that many scientist, onEPA's Science Advisory Hoard nd =test's,. that
the risk was large, and certainly not large enough to demand emergency power.
Whatever the Uwe at his disposal, the same scientists would be likely to
recommend against their use.

Without raking a posit4-0 on whether or not ALLAH should have been banned,
I note that the risk of drinking end using water from the treated surface water
in most of our big cities calculated using the same pessimistic, conservative
procedure, is five times greeter hi/cause of chloroform than that from ALAR. It
is likely to be doolneted by the use of water for bathing children, and
absorption of chloroform through the skin.

Asbestos provides another example. It is well known that there were large
exposures in the workplace 10 sod sore years ago, that are still producing lung
canter, particularly among smokers. In the environment. exposures are typically
over one thowsend times smaller. However, 1, years ago some risk assessors began
to suggest that chore *ay not be a threshold below which there Ls no risk and
therefore that the lower environmentel exposures powe awe risk. Moreover they
noted that the rare cancer mesothelioes was often caused by asbestos exposure.
It has a long latent period. This means that occupational exposures often are
too late to allow expression of the disease before death, end children's
exposures might be more important than deductiona based upon the occupational
studies had suggested up to that titre.

This reelitation, urged in particular by Dr. (now Professor) Julien Pato
of London University. quickly led to euggeetions that damaged asbestos in schooli
might be dangerous anti 1ed to &sands of strong action. While I personally think
Ow in most cases it is best to have the asbestos in place. I note that there
is plenty of power for local, state or fedecal authorities to order removal of
asbestos when they want to. What is needed is better use of scientific
information wo that the agencies can act in the best way for public health anti
decide whether the enormous amounts they are called upon to spend are indeed
likely to be accompanied by improvement. in health.

After tha federal government has set a reasonable level of safety. I seo
no reason why citizens should not decide to go further on their own, at their
own expense. For example, the EPA call upon schools to study the effect of
aebestoe in achools -- not necessarily to remove it. tt is and should be up to
the local group to decide whether to make the expenditures necessary end balance
Chan againsc the alternative expenditures the school committee can make for the
children's welfare. The federal government should not bias the decision by
providing money, but meat help with good Information. I note nvo thst it is

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Common practice to make tam in fOVOr Of removal by allowing a removal

contractor to make the tecoumendation. This is done all too often nowadays.

I would suggest that anyone proposing new laws and regulations shay that

the proposal will, in fact, improve children's health. or t least have a good

chance of doing so. When criterion demanding that any new regulation be shown

to have a significant effect on safety wee adopted by the NWelear Regulatory

COMISalan a fax years ago, ebe number Of new regulation& dropped msnyfold. nut

all Indicators of nuclear safety (such as reduction in the number of small
incidents) have continued to improve.

Our agencies are by their natur, edverserial. J. Ask, and expect, that

EPA constantly urge the cause of environmental protection. FDA must push for

cafe food and drugs. On the other hand, we ask and expect that Commerce and DOE

work for cheaper and more plentiful goods and energy. Therefore any balancing

of awe needs must ultimately be external to these agencies. For financial

matters it is the Office of Management end Budget (OMB): we need an office which

gives similar scientific advice, balancing and coordinating the scientific

shatters. Maybe the Office of Science and Teehnology Folic Y in the White House

could take a lead in this. Congress may wish to ask this and provide the

budget for it

With ell the toxins facing us. It is important that there be research on
which era most likely to b. especially risky to children. Exposure to children

Is especially important for carcinogen, with a long latent period. A carcinogen

with a short latent period, often a 'promoter, ix usually most Important at a

late age. Unfortunately there is at the moment little scientific consensus about

which of the known toxins are in which category. The "upper limit" of risk must

be kept high to encompass these uncertainties, and if we inalet on regulating

st this upper limit, and to 4 low risk number, enormous OUM9 ean be spent with

the likely inprovement on health being tero.

Thank you fer yout attention
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Chairman 114111-EIL Thank you. Thanks to all of you very much
for your testimony and for your help this morning.

Let me just begin by making a statement and see if I can get
some reaction. As I stated earlier, this is the second hearing, and I
think it took a little lonfter in this hearing than in the one last
week to break down this debate between children dropping dead in
the school yard and the apple police.

I don't know whether either camp is right, wrong, or otherwise,
in terms of their fears or concerns, but 1 am much more concerned
by what I hear this morning from Mrs. Greenspan, about her child
who is walking around apparently in a rather vulnerable state to
intrusions by agents that may cause a reaction that is toxic to her
in her condition; from Dr. Needleman, and I think from Dr. Schae-
fer. In your discussion you are also talking about millions of young
children who areI don't know the term that I want to usebut
you talked about low levels.

It reminds me of a guy with a hangover. There's nobody I'd
rather negotiate with because he's not quite hitting on all cylinders
here, and he's going to make a mistake after he has been intoxicat-
ed.

I am just thinking here, in terms of sending children out into
school, or maybe to the workplace, or whatever their daily activity
is, and yet what you are telling me is that because of neurotoxins
Dr. Needleman, you have mentioned lead, Mrs. Greenspan in the
case of your daughter, one or two particular things threw her off
balance in some fashion or another, children are not going to be
sitting as attentively as they might be because of these neurotoxins
in the classroom, or what have you.

I have also watched with considerable interest groups that work
with real serious delinquents, children who would set their teacher
or their parents on fire and have, in some cases, burned down their
schools, or assaulted people. I have watched the process of treating
these children with removal of neurotoxins from their diets, from
their atmosphere, and seen behavior changes.

What do we know about all of this at this lower level? Forget
whether every child who eats an apple drops dead, or whether or
not we are going to have any pesticides on the market. What do we
know about something that may be far more widespread? That is
what the three of you have touched on, and that is a lower level of
functioning by our children because of the invasion of various pos-
sible or real neurotoxins to them.

Dr. NEEDLEMAN. We know a lot about lead, and I think lead may
foreshadow things that we are going to find out about other toxins.
We have known that lead has been neurotoxic for 2,000 years, and
we have known that children have been affected for 100 years. We
know that current science has driven the effect level down to this
range in which many, many children have it. There may not be a
threshold.

A no-effect level has yet to be found, and there is an enormous
amount of very good molecular biology and biochemistry, neuroche-
mistry, which shows that the brain has certain targets for lead, for
instance, brain protein, kinase C, for which lead is much more an
avid seeker than calcium.

7i
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It is reasonable then to suspect that the more sensitive methods
we use, the more we are going to find effects at lower and lower
doses. The way these express themselves in human beings are in
disturbed attention, the ability to focus, to execute, to code, and
then to shift, when it is appropriate, to a new target.

That is why children display this kind of behavior where they
can't sit still or they are very vulnerable to distractions, or, if they
finally do focus down on something, they get very sticky and can't
shift gears. Deficits are also found in language, and, finally, in
what we call intelligence; that is, the ability to do an intelligence
test. And the evidence is that it is very pervasive.

Chairman Maxim Dr. Schaefer.
Dr. &ft/amt. I think Dr. Needleman made a very good point

when he indicated that we have known about lead being toxic for
2,000 years. We have 65,000 chemicals in commerce, and we really
understand very little about the toxicology of these substances.

So when you talk about concern about our children being ex-
posed to low levels of substances that may be having some type of
very subtle effect on their behavior, when you think about lead as
an exampleand we have certainly done a lot about it in recent
years, and much of that is due to Dr. Needleman personallyI
think it is clear that we really need to do more research. We need
to do more testing to determine whether there are other substances
like lead out there.

It is totally conjecture, but if you have that many substances in
commerce, you have to assume that there are some other bad
actors out there that we don't know about. The question is whether
Congress and the public think it is worthwhile to try to identify
these substances.

Chairman MILLER. Let me ask you, from a layperson's point of
view, and as Mr. Sikorski said, we are here as parents also. When
you say that three to four million children have toxic levels of lead,
what are you telling me?

Dr. NEEDLEMAN. That is the official Agency for Toxic Sub-
stances

Chairman MILLER. I understand. But when you say "toxic," you
are saying

Dr. ISTREDismAx. Over 15.
Chairman MILLER. No, no, no. What is the impact?
Dr. NEEDLEMAN. I think a major portion of those children have

disturbed attention, that if you scaled them by teachens' rating
scales, the teachers would report that they don't do as well as
other kids. The work that we have just completed shows, I think
very strongly, that 10 or 11 years from now they are going to be
worse, that they won't do as well at school, and they probably
won't be able to make as good a living.

Chairman MILLER. One of the things we try to do in the select
committee is look today plus 10 years, or today plus 15 years,
because we spend a great deal of time working with children, and,
of course, you want to know where these kids are going to end
up, their ability to contribute, and will they contribute, to our
society.

I am trying to think of what else it is that we have in the
childhood population that would detrimentally affect three or four
million children.

P-;
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Dr. NEEDLEmAx. That is why I said I think it is the most serious
problem in American pediatric medicine.

Chairman MILLER. 'Does anything come quickly to mind?
Dr. NEEDLERdAN. Malnutrition.
Chairman Mn.LEE. Malnutrition is the only thing I could think of

that would affect
Dr. NEEDLEBsAN. Injuries, perhaps.
Chairman MILLE . Yes, I guess childhood accidents. What you

are suggestingand somewhere you mentioned 400,000 newborns.
Dr. NEEDLEMAN. Newborns. Per year.
Chairman MILLER. I mean, we are launching candidates for fail-

ure.
Dr. NEEDLEMAN. Exactly.
Mr. WizzoN. Mr. Chairman, I wonder if I could
Chairman Mni.ER. Just one second.
We try to think that sometimes this committee and our concerns

and our work is about increasing the opportunity for success
among our children, whatever endeavor they choose and what we
hope for them, and everything else. But here, I mean, you are just
sending out into society children with a toxic level which you are
telling me, as a layperson, is some diminished capacity, especially
with relationship to their learning experience in school.

You are right; you said "staggering" in your testimony. That is a
staggering, staggering figure in terms of, as we look around, how
we keep asking for more productivity, more productivity out of
each and every one of us to keep the American standard of living
alive and well. It starts to get a little complicated down the road if
we are launching these children at these levels.

Obviously, we are taking some actions to reduce those numbers,
but there is also some indication that a lot of the actions we haw,
taken have not directly related to the decrease in children.

Dr. NEEDLEMAN. That's right. There was an article in the New
York Times somewhere in the past month or so about industrialist..
who are very concerned that they cannot staff a modern factory as-
sembly line 'muse it is much more demanding work. You have to
know how to program a computer, execute complex steps in assem-
bly, and they are finding that American workers are not matching
up to foreign workers.

Chairman MILLER. We have heard this in the committee. We
have heard it from the business councils and various people coming
to us and saying that when they look down the road, they are not
quite sure how they assemble the work force necessary for America
in the next century. But I guess what I am saying here is, you are
giving us a little bit of a look behind those figures and saying that
this is going on almost unconsciously with respect to millions of
young children as they are trying to gain those skills.

Dr. NEEDLEMAN. I think it is quite relevant to that specific prob-
lem.

Chairman MIME& Mr. Wilson.
Mr. WinsoN. I don't want to disagree with anything Dr. Needle-

man said, but I want to emphasize one or two things. One is the
importance of comparing things carefully. Recently, there was a
meeting on cad.nium, which is a carculogen probably, and in
Sweden a leading person from the Sweden Department of Health
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said, "We have abolished the use of cadmium in Sweden." And we
said, "Well, what did you do? You had cadmium for use; you must
have done something instead." They said, "Oh, yes, we replaced it
with lead."

Of course, that was exactly the wrong thing for him to do for
Sweden. So, without thinking carefully of alternatives, you can
easily do the wrong thing, as they did in Sweden.

Secondly, I do want to mention that the lead levels have been
coming down. At the time I was born in England, I think every-
body had the health defects that Needleman was talking about, not
just 15 percent.

Dr. NEEDLEMAN. Look what happened there.
Mr. WILSON. There is a recent book saying lead poisoning de-

stroyed the Roman Empire, and you might argue the lead levels in
England destroyed the l3ritish Empire. The point is, it was true ev-
erywhere.

One thing we want to emphasize is not the past, that we have in
fact survived the past, we have survived a society which had fairly
high lead levels, but we want to do better, and we want to do better
not just with lead but the other things we don't know about. It is
very important to do better than we dul before.

Chairman MILLER. We have survived it. My concern is that
when people go to invest money or they choose investments they
decide, what is the cost of lost opportunity in another investment.
I am concerned that when we launch 400,000 children, in the case
of lead poisoning, or we have children that have the problems
that are confronting society, of Mrs. Greenspan's child, there is a
lost opportunity cost.

As she said, it is not just that there are three million stupid kids,
it is that there are some kids that are going to be on the margin
between superior performance, which may provide a great return
to society generally, and they won't get tlmt opportunity, and they
haven't done anything. They just showed up in the wrong neigh-
borhood. That's a lost opportunity cost that concerns me.

It is not that, "Well, Jesus, you know, other societies survived for
2,000 years we've known about this." I want to be better than those
other societies, and I want my kids to be better than those other
societies. So I can't even figure out the opportunity cost.

Mr. WIUSON. I completely agree with that.
Chairman Mnimi. We talk about people who come along once in

a generation or once in a lifetime, and now we are snuffing out
the opportunity for some of those people to come along.

Mr. WnsoN. There is one other point one has to make. We don't
really know all the reasons why the lead levels fell. One of them is
better nutrition, we are fairly sure, though it was a combination
between iron deficiency and lead that people have argued about.
Better nutrition in all ways is good. We have to understand exactly
what is the best way of getting it all down.

The effect is so big, the number of people exposed is so big, if we
just said we are going to go all out to reduce lead exposures in this
country to, say, one microgram per deciliter in the world, there
just isn't enough money in the country to do it at the present
moment and with the present methods we know what to do.

Chairman Maims. Mr. Sikorski.
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Mr. SIKORSHI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Wilson, I agree with much of what you brought with you

today. I don't like OMB making decisions that are scientific or even
moral in basis. There are very few peo le over theremost of them
are economists and lawyers. GeoT Shaw said, "If you
take all the economists in the worl and lay them end to end, they
would never reach a conclusion." I am a lawyer. He said, "If you
took all the lawyers in the world and laid them end to end, it
would be a good t g."

That's who you have mRking these scientific decisions, and I
agree with you. I disagree with some of what you said. I don't
think the only role of the Federal Government in the area is to
subsidize professors in their research and end it there. And I have
questions about this $100 billion that industry is spending. If you
mean less produce because they are using fewer chemicals, I can
see that.

I did want to focus onyou used the ALAR example. I know you
didn't do this purposely, but you molded that situation to make a
point here. What you say is not accurate. You said, Mr. Moore, who
I disagree with but will defend in this case, could have doneyou
disagreed with Jack Moore when he stated on "60 Minutes" that
the laws did not permit him to act fast. I disagreed with him when
he said the laws did not permit him to act. I thought he could act.

You went on to say he could have asked for emergency cancella-
tion of registration, "jaw-boned" the apple industry, advised state
commissioners of hcalth to use their emergency powers, then you
go on to say, "I believe that his only hesitation m usi_ng emergency
powers was the knowledge that many scientists on EPA's Science
Advisory Board did not," underlined, "did not agree that the risk
was large, and certainly not large enough to demand emergency
power. Whatever the law.3 at his disposal, the same scientists would
be likely to recommend against their use."

That ain't true. Mr. Moore and the Scientific Advisory Panel
agreed that the risk was large. The Scientific Advisory Panel said,
and I quote, "After weighing the risks and benefits from damino-
zide use, the agency has determined that continuing the current
registration for food uses of daminozide present unreasonable risks.
Therefore, the agency is proposing to cancel all food uses of damin-
ozide." That was not a disagreement.

Mr. WILSON. I thirk that wasn't unanimous.
Mr. SIKORSKI. V , the Science Advisory Panel did agree that

the risk was large and certainly was large enough to demand
emergency power. That's not what you said.

Moore did send lettersthe "jaw-boning" aspect. You recom-
mend he "jaw-bone". He did send letters to the apple and peanut
growers warning them of the dangers and requestmg them to vol-
untarily cease use, to no avail. The state health commissioners did
act; in the abdication of Federal activity, they did act

The reason Moore coulc' 't or didn't act, or didn't want to act,
was that he had to prove what is called imminent hazard under
the laws, which hasn't been defined in pesticide case law, yet he
feared tremendous litigation. I said, that's his job, and I think we
are in :sTeement there.

Mr. WILSON. Right.
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Mr. SIKORSKI. ALAR is an acute hazard with harmful effects evi-
dent only in the long term. It war the immediacy of the risk that
was at issue, not the risk.

I want to give you a chance to respond.
Mr. WILSON. I wonder if I can modify my comment just to ad-

dress those points.
Mr. SIKORSKI. Sure.
Mr. Witsow. My implication that there were some scientists on

the advisory committee who disagreed with that, that is actually a
fact, because I have talked to them.

Mr. SIKORSIU. There were a couple.
Mr. WILSON. The question was, the way that would enter is if

Mr. Moore had gone to public hearingif the thing had gone to
court, those scientists would probably have wanted to testify
against him. The existence of people who are willing to testify on
the other side was very important. If there was unanimous agree-
ment, then it would not have been opposed in court. No scientist
would have opposed it in court. That was the point I was trying to
make.

The ment of the EPAthe size of the risk was approxi-
matelyatigree:lize I mentioned in the following paragraph.

Mr. SIKORSKI. I get further into this in the sense that if you are
proposing that only when science is unanimousyou know, Kierke-
gaard, Tolstoy, even Frank Sinatra, in some of his songs, never
came up with absolute knowledge. There ain't such a thing, theo-
logically, in existence, that there is an absolute, definite human
conclusion or scientific fact.

You will find a scientist, like an economist or a lawyer, who will
testify in court for your purposes. I can get them.

Mr. WILSON. I am far from propming that, Congressman. In fact,
my point was, I disagreed with Mr. Jack Moore. If he had the evi-
dence he had with him and wanted to do that, he should have just
gone ahead and done it and had the whole thing out in the open.

Mr. SIKORSKI. Yes. There we are in agreement, and I think you
hit the point that needs to be stressed. If the Government of the
United States does not deal with interstate commerce products, if
the Environmental Protection Agency does not protect the environ-
ment, if the Food and Drug Administration does not protect the
food supply, and if the industries do not protect their commercial
rear ends and their legal rear ends by being careful about what
they market, guess who regulates in America? Grass roots consum-
ers.

And they do it crudely and cruelly, and you get apples pulled off
the market when applesauce and apple juice should be pulled off
the market. And you get apple growers who don't use daminozide,
never used daminozide, bankrupt when those that have continue
happily on their way. That's what happens in thoseDr. Needle-
man on the lead thing.

Mr. WitsoN. I completely agree with you, Congressman.
Mr. SIKORSKI. Thank you.
Mr. WILSON. I want to say I am one of the scientists who, in

1978, publicly and in scientific papers said I believe daminozide is a
carcinogen according to all the rules of EPA.

Mr. SIKORSKI. Thank you.

0-;
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Dr. Needleman, most of us, if we were given a choice of injury to
our body or injurT to our mind, we would choose injury to our
body. Terrible choice, but I think most of us would do that. And
most of us, given the choice, injury to our children or injury to our-
selves, we would take it upon ourselves.

That is why lead is so terrible; it affects the mind. It is terrible
on the body; it stunts. It doesn't get out. It frees itself up and hits
again someplace else, But intellectually it does ter-
rible damage. It is to on adults, especially vulnerable adults,
pregnant women and ot ers, but it really hits our kids.

I want to commend you for your efforts in this area, your efforts
to take your scientific background and use it to assist policymakers
in doing something good. The numbers don't need reciting, but
400,000 new babies each year hit by this, we are losing two million
super-Americans. We are losing two million geniuses or near-gen-
iuses from international competition, from national security, from
cleaning up the environment, from staffing our major universities
and colleges, and the rest of it, and that is a scandal.

Thank you for your efforts.
Dr. NEEDLEMAN. Thank you for .ur comments.
Mr. &ROWEL Thank you Mrs. Greenspan.
Mrs. GREENSPAN. In response to your comment, Mr. Miller,

about the effect of low levels of air pollutants on children, I just
want you to consider one quick scenario. Let us take Dr. Needle-
man's three million children with high lead levels and put them in
school in the wintertime where there is very little air circulation
,)ecause our energy consciousness has made us decrease the air
flow in the buildings.

Let us then say this school's number has come up, and they are
going to paint indoors for the next month. During that month, the
pftticide man comes because it is his time to fumigate the building
for roaches. Each n*. ht maintenance men are cleaning, using mo-
poline on the floor. The mopoline has in a kerosene type base, and
those fumes are dispersed throughout the building, together with
those from the xerox machine, and the glues, etc.

When you finish, I think you not only have a low level, but a
high level of many toxiLs. And I don't think there is any scientist
in this room that can prove that those toxins don't have an effect
on the children. I can not prove that they do, because there is no
research, but consider that these children are already impaired be-
cause they have high lead levels.

I would strongly urge everyone here to at least take a look.
When you take a look and you see that there are some problems,
because I am sure you will, then set standards that really help chil-
dren.

When you have school systems putting on asphalt roofs, creating
fumes in buildipos, and causing children to have headaches, the
children cannot learn and they are not well.

Chairman MILLER. Mr. Walsh.
Mr. WAIAli. I thank the chairman.
I must say I enjoyed the gentleman's reference to Kierkegaard,

Tolstov, and Sinatra. Iluess the common thread there is that they
all did it their way. Scientific achievement certainly wasn't the
common thread.

'
I
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I do agree that it would be foolish and impossible to wait for una-
nimity in science before we decided to do anything in this world.
The question then, when you do not have unanimous agreement on
a chemical or a risk, is, how do you assign acceptable risk? I would
like to just ask Mr. Wilson a little bit. You mentioned the Delaney
clause and that that was an unacceptable level of perfection, I
guess, if you will. How do we get at assessing risk? How do we get
at this idea?

We deal with it in Agriculture, and I know they deal with it in
the Energy anu Commerce Committee. How do you get at assessing
risk and what is acceptable risk? How do you determine what
chemical has what acceptable level of risk, and how do you assess
that versus the loss of nutritional value? If everybody stopped
eating apples, what do we lose? If everybody continued to eat
apples with a certain percentage of a certain chemical on it, how
do you get at that?

How do you quantify it? How do we legislate it?
Mr. WILSON. IL is very hard to quantify a comparison there, but I

think there is no doubt that when the question came, should we do
anything about ALAR, even those people who felt the risk is not
terribly largeas I say, if you calculate it in a similar way, it is
less than that of drinking water in Washington, D.C., even for chil-
drenthe question would then come up: Do you ban it?

The question immediately comes up: What is the use of ALAR,
and is there any disadvantage in banning ALAR? Most of the
people who were thinking about that question felt there was not a
very strong point in having it there, so that particular manage-
ment decision came up.

The question is, how does that decision get made? My contention
is you have to have the information available to the people to
make that decision. The man making that decision not only Ms to
know roughly what scientisth think about that, the magnitude of
the risk, and he also has to have in front of him what the risks are.
Then you do the balancing. Sometimes it is the federal government
that does the balancing.

Ninety-five percent of the risks taken in our society are taken by
individuals in the marketplace and other places. The more infor-
mation they have available to them on making those juUgments
the better. They need to know, for example, should you go into a
building which has bad ventilation? We have just heard the prob-
lems of the indoors. They are all real. If you have bad ventilation,
they are exacerbated. Those are decisions we individually make.
The important thing is that information.

Now, how to get scientists' agreement? There is a beginning tech-
ni tie of trying to get understanding and quantification of expert
ju ent. One of the problems is that most scientists sit in an
ivory tower and don't think, like Dr. Needleman does or I try to do,
of what is the effect of my science on general public policy issues.
Then you ask them, and you won't get a useful answer.

You have to train them to think in this particular method. That
is a process now known as solicitation of expert opinion. You have
them sitting down for three or four days with you so they under-
stand that particular problem, then they state their opinion so it
addresses the issues you are trying to addrms. Professor Keeney, at
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the University of Southern California, is probably the country's
expert in that particular matter.

Mr. WaLsii. Thank you, Doctor.
I would just like thank Dr. Needleman for his comments and his

work in the area of lead poisoning. I don't think there is any great-
er risk to America's chilsiren, especially in urban areas, than the
risk of lead poisoning, and I certainly support your efforts, con-
gratulate you for your hard work and for raising America's con-
sciousness to this problem.

I would like to ask just one question, and that is, what effect
have you seen in your studies of the effect of the legislation back in
the early 1970s to eliminate lead in paint and in gasoline and other
substances?

Dr. NERDLEmAN. The Lead Paint Act was a good act, but HUD
just dropped it. I mean, the number of houses that have been
abated is vanishingly small. That article in the New York Times by
the Chicago Bureau Chief deals with that quite authoritatively,
and I can tell you that is accurate.

The struggle to remove lead in gasoline was a very intense one,
in which the medical, public interest, and public health community
fought very hard and achieved it, and lmd levels in American chil-
dren and adults have come down in very tight correlation. It may
be in the OTA document, there are some plots of blood leads versus
gasoline lead sales in different communities, and air lead levels,
and the correlation is like .9.

So that is a very encouraging event that we can take a step and
see in a matter of a couple of years a beneficial outcome.

Mr. WALsii. So the real prthlem that remains is removing or re-
placing, or in some way abating, the lead paint that still exists in
those two million homes?

Dr. NEEDuzmAx. There are children living in homes that if in-
stead of lead it was cholera or some other toxin, we wouldn't allow
it. Every Wednesday I have a clinic in Pittsburgh, and I see those
kids. I tell the mothers, you know, we are going to try to find you
another home. There is precious little money to relocate these
people, so I talk to them about washing their hands and not letting
them suck their thumbs Well, tell a mother not to let her kid suck
his thumb.

We do what little we can, but there is a reality that a large seg-
ment of American children are living in unsafe circumstances, that
can be taken care of. Secretary Mason is seriously regarding this.
It is going to cost billions of dollars, but the payoffs will be enor-
mous.

Mr. WALSH. What a horror that must be for a mother to know
that her children are If rowing up in an environment that is affect-
ing their ability to think, and their ability to function, and their
ability to learn, and not be able to do anything about it.

Dr. NxxvissiAN. Exactly.
Mr. WALSH. Thank you, Doctor.
Dr. NEEDLEMAN. Thank you.
Chairman MILLER. Mr. Lehman.
Mr. LEnsuor. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
There was a mention of organic food and also of tap water. How

many of the four panelists eat only organic food in their homes?

7
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How many of the panelists only drink bottled water in their
homes? Two of you.

If I went out and bought organic food, randomly, from 10 differ-
ent organic food stores, what are the chances that I would be
buying genuine organic food rather than something that the store
just claims is organic? Does anybody have any idea what kind of
control the government has over the validity of so-called pure or-
ganic food?

Mrs. GREENSPAN. There is someone else here, who can probably
answer that for you later on, Jay Feldman. My understanding is
there isn't any regulation. There are some states, the State of
Maryland, has an organic food

Mr. LEHMAN. But anytime you write "organic" on a carrot, no
matter where it comes from, and put it on a shelf in a health food
store, it is automatically organic food. Nobody knows whether it
really is or not. The FDA inspects the meat-packing plants, but
they don't inspect the so-called organic food.

Mrs. GREENSPAN. My understanding is they don't do a very good
job with the meat plants either.

Mr. LEHMAN. It is an honor soot:sm as much as anything else;
right? How about bottled water? anybody know where bottled
water comes from really. One of you only drank bottled water in
your home besides Mrs. Greenspan. Is it really bottled water?

Dr. NtErnitmarg. I have a filter that is reported to remove 90 per-
cent of the lead and chloroform. Have I tested it? No, I haven't.
But it is a small investment.

Mr. WILSON. I think Dr. Needleman does better than drinking
bottled water, because the important route of exposure is not
drinking water with chloroform and other organic materials in it,
but dermal absorption. Organic materials go through the skin very
ieadily when you bathe, and they come out into the air when you
take a shower, and you breathe them in. That is the biggest route
of exposure.

So Dr. Needleman has done the right thing; he is filtering it and
taking them out rather than merely switching to bottled water.

Mr. LEHMAN. Should I buy bottled water and drink it in my
home only, or should I just go ahead and use tap water? Can you
answer me that?

Dr. NEEDLEMAN. I think it is a matter of personal choice, and I
have made mine.

Mrs. GREENSPAN. I also have a whole house filter to take the
chlorine out of the water for me.

Mr. LEHMAN. The main food of children is milk. Nobody men-
tioned whether the cows should be fed organic food or not. Is that a
problem with the cows eating bad food and producing bad milk?

Dr. NEEDLEMAN. I have not studied that.
Mr. WiLsort. I don't think there is any doubt that many of the

pesticides fall on the materials that are eaten by a cow and they
then come out in the cow's milk. We are very fortunate in the me-
tabolism of a cow. The worst of the poisons we have is actually a
natural one, allatoxin B-1. It is present on nut products; fortunate-
ly, cows convert it into a different isomer of aflatoxin, which is
much less dangerous.

Nonetheless, a lot of pesticides do come through the milk.
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Mr. LEHMAN. I visited two landfillstalking about lead poison-
ingI visited two landfills recently in my area, and a major por-
tion of the landfill is discarded acid lead batteries leaking into the
adjacent water. What should we do about that?

Dr. NEEDLEMAN. It should be disposed of in a way that is safe.
Mr. Latismx. Where?
Dr. NEEDLEmAN. I think the best thing to do is put it back deep

in the earth where it started out, away from the aquifer.
Mr. LEHMAN. Should we have a federal regulation to bury the

acid lead batteries someplace?
Mrs. GREENSPAN. Batteries should be considered hazardous

waste. We already have regulations to deal with hazardous waste,
and it should be dealt with through that mechanism.

Mr. LEHMAN. It iS still not being very well controlled. Right now
they are trying to dredge the Miami River, which hasn't been
dredged forsome battery manufacturers are on the river, and
nobody wants the sludge. VVhere do you want us to send the sludge
to?

Mrs. GREENSPAN. You are pointing out, and I agree with you
completely, we have a tremendous problem in this country with en-
vironmental pollutants.

Mr. LEHMAN. I have known a lot of people in the battery busi-
ness, as manufacturers of rebuilt batteries. Has there been any
study on the effects of breathing lead residue on people that work
in lead acid battery companies and on the health of their children?

Dr. NEEDLEMAN. Yes.
Mr. LEitsuaq. For the record, could you put something in as to

what happens to people that work in battery companies?
Dr. NEr.m.EstAN. Sure. It was by Edward Baker, who was former-

ly assistant director of NIOSH, Baker, Philip Landrigan, and
others, on the effects of exposure in smelters, secondary smelters,
and the effects on their children, because they bring the lead home
on their clothes and on their hair.

Mr. Wombs. And was the Roman Empire destroyed by storing
wine in lead vessels?

Dr. NEEDLEMAN. That is a thesis.
Mr. LEHMAN. How important do you think that was?
Dr. NEEDLEMAN. I don't do that kind of science.
Mr. LEHMAN. A couple other quick questions. You said malnutri-

tion was one of the great problems of health in children, how about
obesity?

Dr. NEEDLEMAN. It is a serious problem, but not of the same mag-
nitude.

Mr. LEHMAN. Not in the same category?
Dr. NEEDLEMAN. Rifht.
Mr. LinnktAN. We eard a lot about the effect on children of

living in and around high voltage transmission wires. That wasn't
mentioned, and that is a threat., if it is valid, to the health of chil-
dren. Do you have any opinions on what happens to children that
live in the vicinity of high voltage transmission wires?

Dr. NEEDLEMAN. Well, there are a couple of epidemiologic stud-
ies. It is a very difficult problem to study. There is reason to be
concerned, but that is about as far as I would want to go.
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Mr. Wow/. Let me know if you find a place to put some of this
toxic waste, but "not in my backyard". I think that is one of the
biggest problems we have right now.

Mrs. GitszsseAN. Mr. Lehman, perhaps if we could get some of
the lead levels out and some of the IQs could be raised, these very
smart people, if they become aware of the pollutant problem, can
then solve the problem by making things less toxic.

Mr. LEindAN. Maybe if some of them got the lead out of their
bottoms, it would be better, too.

Mrs. GREENSPAN. Agreed.
Mr. Lzkimm. And get to work on this problem. Thank you very

much.
Chairman M/LLER. Mr. Durbin.
Mr. DURBIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I apologize for being late, but I appreciate your attendance here.

I just have a few questions.
Will the horrors of the environmental problems of Eastern

Europe be of any assistance to us in assessing the long-term impact
of chemicals on children, and adults, for that matter?

Dr. NEEDLEMAN. I have been asked to look at some of those
things, and may get involved in Eastern Europe. These are extraor-
dinarily high doses. I think the big lesson to be gotten from that is
that all occurred in 45 years. Since the end of World War II, these
outrages and public health disasters have been created. I think the
most important instruction to be gotten from it is, we had better be
very careful ourselves, because, if we do not attend to things, we
could end up in similar circumstances for certain pollutants.

Mr. DURBIN. I might add that in my home area, it is an agricul-
tural area, and the farmers are as concerned as anyone else about
the chemicals which they use for their livelihoM. We are very
proud of the productivity, when it comes to corn, soybeans, and
wheat, and, of course, it is a very expensive undertaking for a
farmer to add chemicals to stop pests or weeds, or whatever it
might be.

'fhere is a feeling in my part of the world of confusion and frus-
tration about this whole subject. We just don't know what is dan-
gerous and what isn't. We don't know whether parts per billion is
enough to worry about or parts per trillion. We don't know wheth-
er three cases of neuroblasterna, a rare cancer, showing up in a
town of 10,000 people that I represent has been caused by an old
coal gasification plantand there are hundreds of them across the
United States, abandoned coal gasification plants from the old days
f.f the gas lamps, with coal tar residues, unfortunately many of
them in very perilous positions.

How do we address this general frustration where finally people
Lhrow up their hands and they say, "I can't make a move. I can't
live under a high-power line. I can't feed my kids the food that
comes out of the grocery store. I can't give them what they want to
eat. I can't sit them down in front of the television. Some scientist
is warning me it's killing them."

I think they fmally reach a point, most people do, where they
sip', I'm going to start ignoring it," except for the most egregious
situations: the exposure to lead paint, for example, there is no ar-
gument there. There are certain things that are just across the
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line. But if you start being sensitive to the possibilities, I don't
know if you can lead a very normal life in America today.

There is not a day that by that there is not another warning
coming down about somethi else. How does science address this?
What is your responsibility?

Dr. NERnmodAN. I think we have a responsibility, as scientists, to
make good measurements and then to tell the truth. When pollut-
ants reach that scale or dispersion that people have limited utility
to help themselves because of their limited options about where to
live or because it is pervasive in the air, then it is a public health
problem that demands a public health solution. That is up to Con-
gress, and it is up to DHHS to act.

My own calculus putt_ heavy weight, in circumstances of uncer-
tainty, on having wide margins of safety, because the history of sci-
ence is that the more we learn, the more we fmd out that many
things are dangerous. It was only in my lifetime that a blood lead
of 60 was considered okay. If a kid had a blood lead of 59, you fol-
lowed them; you didn't treat them. Now we are talking about blood
leads of 10 or below. That is not in a very long time in the history
of the world.

I think the same kinds of experiences will be recapitulated with
other toxins, not every one of them, but for many of them. Better
science is going to find effects at lower and lower doses. It is unusu-
al to find that good science says, "we found that we overestimated
the risk". So my own paiticular bias, and I think it is an educated
bias, is that we should be building in large margins of safety until
the science sharpens the focus on the question.

Mr. DURBIN. As you build in the wider margins and you st art
bringing in more factors to be considered, you can appreciatf.: he
level of frustration of conscientious people, trying to draw a line as
to how you live a normal life under those circumstances.

Dr. NEEDLEMAN. Yes. One shouldn't get panicked about it. I
mean, I am not terrified; I am concerned about many of these
things: pesticides, mutagens, teratogens, behavioral teratogens. I
think these are real risks that have to be addressed, and one works
at them. I think one should recognize that if you put out a biologi-
cally active substance, if it affects insects, it has a high probability
of affecting similar chemical receptors in humans.

Now, there are repair mechanisms in living organisms, but they
don't always work. That is the current state of our risk. Everything
that is biologically active on a fungus or an insect is a candidate to
be biologically active in a human being.

Mr. VVItsoN. I would like to just emphasize something Dr. Need-
leman has said. You had an implication in your question that
people are finding it more difficult to live a more normal life ..han
they used to, perhaps. I want to insist that in fact the reason they
have raised lots of questions is, we are trying to do more than we
ever did when I was a boy and that there are many more scientists,
looking in much more detail, like Dr. Needleman.

As he said, at the time I was a boy, 100 micrograms per deciliter
of lead, there was a question was that dangerous or not. We now do
not even consider whether it is dangerous or not; we do not have it.
Su we are doing better, and more and more questions automatically
come up because we are doing better; it is not because we are doing

83
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worse. We must recognize always, don't panic because we are
asking more questions, because we are a lot better off than we
were before.

Mr. DURBIN. CAntld I ask, and perhaps this is beyond your area of
expertise or even beyond this hearing, but does the subject of envi-
ronmental tobacco smoke or secondhand smoke come into this dis-
m-ssion?

Dr. NEEDLEMAN. Absolutely. One of the be n. examples of a seri-
ous threat, it is one of the most serious threats, and it is also an
example of how fast we have come to understand that it is. Science
has demonstrated that children in homes where parents smoke
have higher respiratory disease and other bad outcomes.

Mr. DURBIN. I have a personal interest in the subject. In some of
the legislation that I have worked on, we find it increasingly diffi-
cultand most of the reasons are politicalto develop a sound
policy at the Federal level to deal with environmental tobacco
smoke. We have made some progress.

It just strikes me as curious, and maybe this is a rhetorical ques-
tion, that we would brand some parents as abusive parents for
treatment of the children and yet look beyond the fact that some of
the habits of parents, such as chain smoking in the presence of
small children or during a pregnancy, can be just as abusive if not
mcre abusive than some of the things that are being prosecuted
today.

It may be impossible to police, but it suggests to me that, in
terms of a national public health campaign, we have to be a lot
more aggressive than we have been in letting people know how
dangerous it is to have secondhand tobacco smoke, particularly in
the presence of small children.

Mr. WILSON. I would like to say, I am very much pleased, to
notice a change. The first time I testified on risks in this House,
about 12 years ago, the chairman was smoking, and several other
people in the room were smoking. I am glad I see that no one is
smoking in this room. I think this is a major improvement in
public health, for which we can all be '..hankful.

Mr. DURBIN. I hope that some of you flew here, and if you did
and there was no smoking on the planes, Congress is responsible
for that, too. So we are coming a long way.

Chairman Mums. Mr. Durbin did that, too. Mr. Durbin has
never met a cigarette he liked.

Dr. Schaefer, you made a series of recommendations for the Con-
gress, in terms of things you said we could do you were very
gentle, thank you. 1..et me ask you, what is next for you? Is there a
further distillation of this first report to provide us some additional
blueprints? Does the office have under active consideration pursu-
ing this?

Dr. SCHAEFER. In terms of neurotoxicity, the project is essentially
complete other than follow-up activities. The Senate Committee on
Environment and Public Works requested a series of studies on
noncancer health risks, and OTA presently has a study underway
on related to immunotoxicityeffects on the immune system. After
that, I understand they are going to move on to the pulmonary
system, and then, in the subsequent report, they will examine the
effects on all the other organ systems collectively.
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So they will cover the noncancer area pretty well in the next
cou le years or so.

Chairman MILLER. If I can cross over to Mrs. Greenspan's prob-
lem with her child, in the sense that the child has childhood diabe-
tes; right, if I am correct?

Mrs. GREENsPAx. Yes.
Chairman MILLER. Because of your very close monitoring, you

think you have made relationships between various activities and
materials and the ioxins. Dr. Schaefer, what do we know about
that? What do we know about a number of children that come into
this world with a series of problems and the interplay of other
agents in our general environment in making their lives more diffi-
cult? Have we even begun to look at that?

Dr. SCHAEFER. Yes, we have. It is an appropriate and timely
question. Yesterday, OTA held a workshop related to their immun-
otoxicity report, and one thing they talked about was this question
of multiple chemical sensitivities. It is a controversial issue, as you
may know.

OW/man MILLER. Yes.
Dr. SCHAEFER. It is unclear how that is going to come out. There

is considerable debate right now about the physiological and bio-
chemical basis of sensitivity to chemicals, but it does seem to
appaar that there are people in the population, for whatever
reason, who have an increased sensitivity to toxic substances. Un-
fortunately, her daughter may be one of them.

Chairman MILLER. To the degree of serious disabilities, in some
instances; right?

Dr. SCHAEFER. That is the argument. It is an active area of re-
search, but it descrves much more attention. In fact, with respect
to chemical sensitivities, there is a special problem because the
medical establishment is somewhat reluctant to get into this area.

Chairman Musa. Somewhat?
Dr. SCHAEFER. You know about that.
Put yourself in the p!ace of a researcher who would like to look

into it, who are you going to go to for funding to support your re-
search project? NIH may not look upon it too positively.

Chairman MILLER. Try just being a practicing physician and sug-
gest that this may be a problem.

Dr. SCHAEFER. Yes. This is an area that deserves considerable re-
search.

Chairman MILLER. That is very encouraging. I am delighted that
OTA is doing this. I assume that the Commerce Committee, at
some point, like the Senate counterr art on the environment, will
be lookhig at the results of this. We ,ion't legislate in this commit-
tee, but, clearly, you have made a series of recommendations that
should be taken under active consideration as the various commit-
tees of jurisdictionyou mentioned some actions with respect to
FIFRA and othersas we look at the reauthorization of those acts.

Thank you very much, all of you, for your testimony. It has been
very helpful and also very interesting.

Our next panel will be made up of Dr. Susan Pollack, who is an
instructor in community medicine and pediatrics, Mount Sinai
School of Medicine, and 1Dr. Chris Wilkinson, who is the managing
toxicologist for RiskFocus, Versar, from Springfield, Virginia, and
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Jay Feldman, who is the national coordinator, National Coalition
Against the Misuse of Pesticide&

Welcome to the committee. Like the previous panel, your testi-
mony and supportipg documents will be placed in the record. You
can see this is raising a number of questions here, so the extent to
which you can summarize would be appreciated. We will take you
in the order in which I called you.

Dr. Pollack.

STATEMENT OF SUSAN H. POLLACK, M.D., INSTRUCTOR, COMMU-
NITY MEDICINE AND PEDIATRICS, MOUNT SINAI SCHOOL OF
MEDICINE OF THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, NY
Dr. Pouliot. Good morning, Chairman Miller and members of

the Select Committee.
My name is Susan Pollack, and I am a board-certified pediatri-

cian and an instnictor in community medicine from Mount Sinai
in New York City. With Dr. Landrigan, we have been working on a
two-year study of the health hazards of child labor, prompted in
part by the fact that over 1100 children in New York State every
year were getting Workers' Compensation for injuries incurred at
work. This project has been supported by W.T. Grant Foundation
and by the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health.

We submitted some written testimony, but a fair amount of what
I am going to say today is not in that, in hopes of adding something
more than what was in that. We are very pleased to have been in-
vited. Thank you.

Basically, as has been discussed, children can incur exposure to
potentialiy hazardous chemicals in a variety of ways, including con-
tamination of drinking water, contamination of food, contamina-
tion of soils, and air pollution. I think the point that has been
brought up here this morning is, once you put chemicals into those
environments, it is sometimes pretty thncult to get rid of it or to
get it out.

Children can also be exposed to chemicals at home, on lawns.
Parents still bring chemicals home from work to their children,
lead included among those, despite the fact that we know so much
about lead. Lastly, children themselves may incur exposures when
they go to work. There were more than four million children legal-
ly emplo. in 1988.

I say that because a lot of people think children don't work, but
it is legal for 11-year-olds to deliver your newspaper and 14-year-
olds to work in growry stores and 16-year-olds to work in restau-
rarts. However, the Fair Labor Standards Act, which was passed in
1938 by Congress, does regulate the hazardous exposures which
children are not allowed to incur, that includes both machinery
and toxic chemicals.

Despite this, children have a lot of exposures. We have seen chil-
dren in garment sweat shops in New York City, particularly in
leather and belt factories where 14-year-olds spend long dayis in
rooms that are not well ventilated. When you walk in there, it
reeks of solvents and glues and your eyes burn, and children are
spending whole days in there. We know that solvents can be neuro-
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toxic if you have enough exposure over a long enough duration of
time.

We have seen children who have been working for extended
family businesses ripping out asbestos in illegal manners, so that
even though we know asbestos is a human carcinogen, children
sometimes are still incurring that exposure. A lot of children pump
gasoline in service stations. In unleaded gasoline there is four to
five percent benzene. We know benzene is a human carcinogen; it
is a proven human carcinogen.

Certainly, in places like New Jersey where they have mandatory
recapture technology for eliminating some of the fumes, children
breathe less of that, but their dermal exposure is still an issue.
Since we know it causes leukemia in adults, we should at least be
concerned about what children are doing around it and at least try
to get them to limit their dermal exposure.

Probably, the thing I would like to talk most about this morning
is just that children in a number of occupations have significant
exposures to pesticides. One of the ways in which that is true is in
lawn care and landscaping. It used to be, if you did lawn care as a
high school student, you mowed somebody's lawn. But in just the
last 10 years or so, I think that lawn care has become more and
more a chemical industry, and some of the people working for
those companies are sometimes people under 18, who are not sup-
posed to be working with those chemicals.

The other thing is that they don't wear very good protective
equipment. People who spray trees wear shorts and short-sleeved
shirts and nothing on their heads, and the spray rains down on
them. Plus, if you are a person mowing somebody's lawn that was
sprayed the day before, you may not even know that you are
mowing somebody's lawn thut was sprayed by ChemLawn or some
other company the day before. Therefore, you may not be able to
take appropriate steps to protect yourself, because you may not be
aware that it was sprayed.

Another large group of children who have significant exposure to
pesticides, and I think illustrate a lot of the problems, are migrant
farm worker children. There are child labor laws which prohibit
hazardous exposures. Migrant farm worker children fall outside of
many of the child labor laws, and that is part of the problem, but it
is not the whole problem. They work in the fields for long hours,
often far exceeding what is legal, and that increases their duration
of exposure time.

Despite the fact, also, that there is a field sanitation standard,
many migrant farm workers still don't have basic facilities for
going to the bathroom or washing their hands, and they don't have
water in the fields, so they can't wash their hands before eating,
which, again, causes them to have more exposure because they are
eating whatever is on their hands after they have been picking.

As part of our work, we have studied 50 working migrant farm
worker children in upgtate New York. These are U.S. citizens;
these are not illegal children. These are Americans. They are Mexi-
can-Americans who live in Texas half the year and live in New
York State the other half of the year. They work in the fields
during the day and go to school at night, even during the school
year, for the time that they are in New York State.

S
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Of these 50 children, four boys under age 18 have been mixing
pesbicides, even though that is specifically prohibited under the
f'air Labor Standards Act. They were 17, 16, 15, and 13 years old.
The 15-year-old is the crew leader's son. Three boys also applied
pesticides, and, again, this is prohibited because it is considered a
dangerous occupation and elildren are therefore allowed to work
but not supposed to work in dangerous occupations. That also in-
cluded the 13-year-old.

Pesticide manufacturers specify reentry times after application
on the field, and you are supposed to abide by those to prevent
people from being exposed. When I was a medical student working
on the Eastern Shore of Virginia, we saw people all the time in our
clinic who told us that they worked in fields where the tomatoes
were still wet. On certain days, they would tell their children not
to eat tomatoes because there were wet pesticides still on them.

The children walked barefoot in the fields, so we worried about
that, but we didn't have a very good idea how prevalent this prob-
lem really was. In New York State, when we asked people, 48 per-
cent of the children whom we interviewed had worked in fields
that were still wet with pesticides despite the fact that there is a
reentry time and that that isn't supposed to happen. I think that
our numbers are not unusual because, in 1980, similar studies were
done in Florida, and people's experience elsewhere has been not
dissimilar.

This is a public health problem, and it matters because maybe no
one died that we know of; although I think that could be disputed,
but we know that people have gotten sick and gone to the hospital.
Last November, in Ruskin, Florida, 112 people were exposed in a
field which had been sprayed the day before and had not sufficient-
ly dried, and there was a very heavy dew. When they went in
there, they got wet, and what they were then coated with was
clothing full of wet pesticides.

Eighty-four of those people 4--ent to a medical center. Fifty went
to a hospital by EMS. Thirteei of them were admitted to a hospital
for lengths up to one week, ar two of those people ended up in the
intensive care unit, one with seizures and one with cardiac ar-
rhythmias. I think that when you know that 48 percent of the chil-
dren, and there were even more adults who said they had worked
in wet fields with pesticides, we are sitting on a situation where
that could happen in New York State, in California, in Texas; it
could happen anywhere.

We have not had another mass poisoning of the size of Ruskin,
but it would seem prudent to do something about it before we do
have more people who are injured. The manufacturers do recom-
mend lengthier times, so does the EPA. It is important, I think,
that we educate people that these really are hazardous substances.
I think a lot of people do believe that the government would not
allow you to sell something if it weren't safe, and that sort of up-
holds the necessity, I think, for a strong regulation.

Chairman Minus. You need to wind up your statement soon.
Dr. POLLACK. Sorry. I just wanted to say that 30 percent of the

children also had been sprayed while working in the fields, and one
of those children was eating lunch while he was sprayed.
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In addition, because migrant farm workers and farmers live adja-
cent to fields or in the fields, when aerial spraying is done, they
also are sprayed. There is a lot of concern about the health effects
of that. Notification would help ensure at least that people know
and could take some protective measures.

[Prepared statement of Susan H. Pollack, M.D., followsl
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PREPARED STATEMRNT OF SURAN H. Pou.Acx, M.D., INIMIUCTOIL COMMUNITY MEDI.

CINE AND PEDIATRICS, MOUNT SINAI SCHOOL OF MEDICINE OF THE CITY UNIVERSITY

OF NEW YORE, AND PHILIP J. LANDMAN, M.D., M.Sc., D.I.H.. CHAIRMAN, DEPART-

KENT or COMMUNITY MIWICINE Arso PIWFESSOR, DEPARTMENT or PEDIATRICS,
MOUNT SINAI SCHOOL OF MEDICINE OF THE CITY UNIVERSITY Or NEW Yam, Nsw
YORK, NY

Chairman Miller and Members of the Select Committee:

My name is Susan H. Pollack, M.D . I am an instructor in Community Medicine

and Pediatrics at the Mount Sinai School of Medicine in New York City. With

Dr Philip J Landrigan, Chairman of the Department of Community Medicine at

Mount Sinai. I have been working on a two year epidemiologic study of the

health hazards of child labor. This project is supported by funding from the

W T Grant Foundation and from the National Institute for Occupational Safety

and Health (NIOSM) My curriculum vitae is attached. I am pleased to appear

before you today to discuss the exposure of children to occupational and

environmental toxins

introaluCtion

Children may incur .xposure to potentially haxardous chemicals in a variety of

ways These include environmental exposures via contamination of drinking

water, contamination of foods, contamination of soils in ahich children may

play, and air pollution Children may also be exposed to chemicals used in

the, home and on lawns Working parents may unknowingly expcse children to

toxins brought home from their workplaces; lead. asbestos, PCBs and

pesticides have all been implicated in "fouling one's own nest" Lastly

children may incur exposures at work

BEST COPY AVAILABLE



Ore of the better known toxins to which children are exposed at home is lead.

While flaking lead paint In decaying inner city housing poses a great hazard

to many children at levels that were once considered safe, renovation of

suburban and rural homes also poses a significant risk, a risk which remains

unappreciated by many homeowners, and by those who provide do.it sursclf

tips. In the renovation process large amounts of lead dust may be gentrated

by sanding or, even worse, large amounts of lead fumes may be created by heat

removal of paint. Dr. Herbert Need:eman is here today to address the hazards

of lead in depth, so we will direct our testimony to other hazards

Many homes in America st!II contain astigatoa used to insulate pipes, ballets

And beams While intact asbestos does not pose a health hazard, any situation

In which the asbestos becomes friable or frayed allows asbestos fibers to

become airborne. It is these breathable fibers that pose health hazards

including excess of risk of two forms of cancer malignant mesothelioma and

lung cancer. It was this hazard that led the EPA and the American Academy of

Pediatrics Lc, com-lude that

-A total of approximately 100 to 7,000 premature deaths are

anticipated to occur as a result of exposure to prevalent

ccncentrations of asbestos in schools containing friable asbestos

materials over the next 30 years. The most reasonable estimate is

avproximately 1,000 premature deaths About 90i of these deaths

art expected to occur among persons exposed as schoolchildren"

9'
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Children may also be exposed to asbestos at home when Adults unaware of the

hazard disturb intact asbestos in the process of home plumbing work and

renovation. or discover fraying asbestos but fail to recognize the hazards.

We have recently heard of another manner in which children may be exposed to

aabestos: families living in buildings with inadequate heat have stripped

asbestos insulation off pipes in order to allow hot pipes to contribute some

warmth to their freezing apartments. This removal operation, with families

present, generates large amounts of breathable asbestos, and if frayed ends of

insulation remain, children may have years of ongoing exposure

Chil.-*--n who are employed may be exposed to toxins in the workplace. In 1988,

more than 4 million American children worked outside of their homes For some

of these children, the major health hazard of employment is injury related to

slicers, tractors and other, often legally proscribed, machinery But for

other chiluren at work toxic exposures are a major health hazard

Children in garment sweatshops nend long days in poorly ventilated rooms

Shops in which leather work Is perfo.-med often reek of aslysigiu_glues an0

Oyes, which may he neurotoxic given suff,cient exposure over a duration of

time

Some teens work for demolition crews which fondle gibeltos removal in tan

unlicensed and unacceptable manner. Ignoran, of the risks or nervous about

9



making waves. these ehildren may incur significant exposure to a known human

carcinogen. Later in life when they find out more about the potential risks

of asbestos exposure, they may come to our clinic to be examined. We can

examine them, but we cannot undo the exposure.

Many teens are employed by gasofine stations, where they may spend more than

20 hours per week pumping unleaded gasoline. Unleaded gasoline contains 4 to

5 per cent benzene. Benzene is a proven human carcinogen. Studies of adult

workers with benzene exposure have taught us that benzene can cause leukemia

and lymphoma in humans. No one has yet published such a case in a child

worker, but it would certainly seem prudent to avoid exposure to benzene as

much as possible New technology fot recapture of fumes, required by law in

states like New Jersey. has done much to decrease the amount of toxic fumes

inhaled by gasoline station employees, but skin exposure remains a significant

route of hazardous exposure

Children In a number of occupations have significant exposures to pesticiOes,

Many teenagers work in lawn care and landscaping. While this used to be a job

of lawn mowing and bush trimming, with the advent of chemical lawn treatments,

exposure to fertilizers and herbicides has become a more common part of Lawn

care. Adolescents who work for lawn care companies at least knaw of their

exposure, though it is unclear how much personal protective equipmeTa is worn

(Aerial tree spraying is often done without such equipment, despite the fact

that pesticide spray mists down onto the appliers.) With the increasing use

of chemical lawn treatment, more lawn mowing teens may find thervielves working

on lawns recently sprayed without knowledge of that exposure
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Migrant farmworker children also incur significant exposure to pesticides,

despite federal child labor laws which preihwit hazardous exposures. Children

work in the fields for long hours, which increase the duration of exposure.

Lack of sanitary fecilities with water for hand washing increases the

possibility of dermal absorption and ingestion.

Of 50 working migrant farmworker children whom we interviewed from a community

in New York State, 4 boys under age 18 stated that they had mixed pesticides.

despite the fact that this activity is specifically prohibited as hazardous

under federal child labor law. Three boys had applied pesticides. Pesticide

manufacturers specify re-entry times after application. No workers should re-

enter a ficld within that time, yet 482 of the children whom we interviewed

had worked in fields still ..c vith pesticides. Pesticides are sp,.yed either

aerially from planes or, in the case of orchards, by tractor. Ideally all

workers should be notified of plans to spray fields in which they work

Houever. 362 of the working children in our survey had been sprayed, either

directly or by drift, while working in the fields. One had bezn sprayed while

eating lunch.

Because migrant faroworkors (and farmers) often live adjacent to or surrounded

by fields, the spraying of the fields frequently also sprays homes as well

Of the children in our survey. 342 replied that the .:amps where they lived had

been sprayed Some growers notify residents of spray operation, while others

do not In 1988, a Hudson Valley migrant farmworker mother testified that

with such notification, she would have ....losed windows and taken in laundry



Without notification. spray would c, ,e in her open windows, cover dishes and

the kitchen table, and precipitate asthma attacks in her severely asthmatic

toddler. In many parts of the country. farm land previously sprayed is being

rapidly turned into housing developments, without evaluation of possible

pesticide contamination of soil, ground and surface waters nearby.

This is but a brief overview of the many toxic hazards encountered by children

in our society, but I hope that it will give you some flavor for the wide

range and the potential severity that may he posed to chila:en by these

exposures.

I shall he pleased to answer questions.

9:)
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Chairman Musa. Dr. Wilkinson.

STATEMENT OF CHRIS F. WILKINSON, Ph.D., MANAGING
TOXICOLOGIST. RISKFOCUS VERSAR INC.

Dr. WILKINSON. Mr. Cnairman, members of the committee, I
want to thank you today for inviting me to testify. My name is
Chris Wilkinson. I am managing toxicologist of Risk Focus Division
of Versar Inc., a health risk consulting company in Springfield,
Virginia.

Prior to moving to Versar, I was on the faculty of Cornell Uni-
versity for 23 years where I was a professor of insecticide chemistry
and toxicology and also director of Cornell's Institute for Environ-
mental Toxicology. The views that I offer today are mine and do
not necessarily reflect those of Versar.

Any examination of children's health status is obviously of great
importance. Unfortunately, in recent years, the entire issue of po-
tential environmental health hazards h,--s been clouded by sensa-
tional media attention and characterized much more by alarmism,
fear and confusion rather than legitimate scientific concerns. Un-
fortunately, the truth and facts of the matter have often been
swept aside, and the conventional wisdom on many of the issues is
simply wrong.

I am pleased to have this opportunity today to briefly discuss a
few issues that may be of importance to your committee. I am
going to focus most of my prepared comments on the pesticide issue
that, of course, has been very much in the fore in recent years, and
also I am going to concentrate particularly on pesticide exposures
in the general population as opposed to some of the issues involv-
. occupational exposures.

Risk is simply the probability thfit some kind of an adverse effect
is going to occur. In the case of a chemical, it, of course, is depend-
ent primarily on the nature of the chemical itself, that is, on the
toxicity of the chemical, and, of course, on the level of exposure.
Exposure is very important.

It is frequently claimed that children are at comparatively great-
er risk from pesticides than adults because they do in fact ingest
more on a percent body weight basis. Certainly, children do eat
more fruits and vegetables than adults per unit of body weight. So
it is true that they can be expected to ingest somewhat higher
amounts of pesticide residues than grown-ups.

Unfortunately, this issue has been exaggerated by a lot of people
who claim that children are at serious risk of ad,---se health ef-
fects, whereas the truth is that even under the ver3 srst exposure
assumptionsand I emphasize "very worst," chh en ingest no
more than two or three times the level of adults. I should stress
that this dose does not begin to approach a level that will cause
any adverse health effects that we know of.

What the public and the Congress need to remember in their de-
liberations is that in this country the levels of pesticides on fruits
and vegetables sold commercially are hundreds of times lower than
the levels known to elicit any adverse health effects. Up to about
80 percent of our crops contain no detectable residues at harvest,

9 I,
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and the vast majority of the remaining fraction contain residues
well within legal limits.

When you add that to the fact that you wash the materials, you
peel them, you trim them, and so on, it tends to further reduce the
already minuscule levels of pesticides prior to actual consumption.
Unfortunately, there are those who generate undue public anxiety
by claiming that the presence of a pesticide or some other sub-
stance in food or water is a deadly danger at any level. Such claims
are quite irresponsible.

I think it is perhaps unfortunate in this respect that we have de-
veloped in this country exquisitely sensitive, analytical chemical
procedures that allow us to go out and measure infinitesimal
amounts of chemicals in the environment. This has been used by
some political interest groups and advocates to give the false im-
pression that we are literally wallowing around in this sea of
deadly chemicals. In my view, this is a gross misrepresentation of
the facts.

The assessment of toxicologic risk must be a scientific process.
This country cannot afford to have its environmental policies
driven by emotion, ignorance, or hysteria because the stakes are
just too high. The U.S. regulatory process today demands numbers.
That is the way we have it set up. Sadly, the science involved in
the risk assessment process has been bent and manipulated to
produce those numbers to the point where, in many instances, reg-
ulatory policy, in my view, has subsumed scientific risk assessment.

Increasingly, regulatory decisions are made that are based on
worst case scenarios and assumptions that are completely unrelat-
ed to scientific data. The final result often bears little relationship
to reality. I hate to come back to it again, but a good example of
this was the 1989 ALAR scare, when public policy in the U.S. was
clearly influenced by panic, media hype, consumer advocates, and
special interest groups.

I think we should perhaps ask the question why it was that after
reviewing exactly the same data base that was available to people
here in the U.S., the British concluded that ALAR represented no
risk to either children or adults. I certainly hope that the answer
to this is not related to the lead residues in the British public that
we referred to earlier today.

For the record, I do want to add that, for my sins, I was a
member of the Scientific Advisory Panel that first reviewed the
ALAR data base for the EPA. I must say that the story that I
heard this morning was really quite at odds with the way that I
understand it and I experienced it at the time, because that SAP
that I worked with was unanimous in the fact that ALAR in fact
was very little risk and that the EPA was overstating those risks.

I should add that removal of ALAR from commerce in this coun-
try will make not one wit of difference to the health of children or
adults in this country. Sound regulatory policy must be developed
and implemented pursuant to objective evaluation of all available
data and decisions made based on the total weight of scientific evi-
dence available.

As to children specifically, there is neither scientific evidence nor
epidemiologic data to support the claim that children are always
more sensitive or risk prone than adults to the potential effects of
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all environmental chemicals. Obviously, there are some situations,
we are hearing some this morning, where an infant might be at
greater risk to a given toxin, just as there are also cases in which
adults or elderly people are more susceptible.

In short, it is really not possible to make blanket conclusions on
this issue. Clearly, we must continue to pursue research on these
areas and to identify any human subpopulation& children, preg-
nant women, senior citizens, and so on, who may in fact be at
greater risk to certain chemical& There are undoubtedly various
situations where risks associated with some of the chemicals we
have talked about are a problem, and they should be identified.

However, at the present time, in the case of pesticides, I want to
stress that there are no data to suggest that children are at greater
risk than adults. I believe that new or more stringent regulations
cannot "be justified on unproven and hypothetical conjecture that
children, by definition, are always more sensitive to the potential
adverse effects of such chemicals.

Thank you for this opportunity to speak to you today.
[Prepared statement of Chris F. Wilkinson, Ph.D., follows:]

36-386 - 91 - 4
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PRXFARND STATEMIOFF OF CHRIS F. WHJONBON, PH.D., MANAGING TOVCOLOGIST,
Ruiz Focus, Vanua INc.'

MR. CHAIRMAN and OTHER DISTINGUISHED MEMBERS OF THE
COMMITTEE. Thank you for inviting me to testify today.

My name is Christopher F. Wilkinson. For the past year and a half I have been
Managing Toxicologist with the RiskFocus Division of Versar, Inc. a private health risk
consulting company headquartered in Springfield. VA. For 23 years prior to my move
to Versar. I was a faculty member of Cornell University. where I was Professor of
Insecticide Chemistry and Toxicology and Director of Cornell's Institute for
Environmental Toxicology.

The subject that the Committee is addressing in these hearings is. indeed, one
of great importance and one that has attracted a great deal of sensational media
attention during the last year or two. There has been an enormous i:Acrease in public
fear and confnaion over the potential health risks associated with certain groups of
chemicals (e.g. pesticides) that are important parts of our modern 'echnology. There
has also been a great deal of misunderstanding on the facts surroun-ling the issue and
the development of mistrust and suspicion of both government and ale ssaric.Otural
chemical industry by a substantial segment of the public.

This is an extremely complex issue and requires a lot of careful evaluation
before decisions can be made. Today. / wish to cover just a few points that I feel are
of importance to your deliberations.

TOXICOLOGICAL RISI:

Risk is defined simply as the probability that an adverse effect of some kind will
occur. In the case of a chemical such as a pesticide, the potential risk to human
health is a function of the toxicity of the chemical (i.e. its capacity to cause an adverse
effect) and the level of exposure. In turn, the toxicity of a chemical will depend in
turn on the nature of the chemical itself and on the sensitivity of the exposed
individual os suboopulath n.

RISK TOXICITY X EXPOSURE

Since the intrinsic capacity of a chemical to cause an adverse effect will remam
essentially constant, the question of whether children might be at relatively greater
risk than adults will be determined by:

the presence of specific physiologic or other factors that might
cause a child to be especially sensitive to the chemical;

The material and opinions contained in this testimony should not be construed in any way as
remiss sting the views of RiskFocus or Verger Inc.

9 ,)
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factors that might cause a child to have a particularly high level
of exposure to the chemical.

EataimatanCENIRE
The importance in risk assessment of having a good measure of the level of

exposure to a chemical cannot be overstated . Urifortunately, for many,the very fact
that a pesticide (or peeticide metabolite) is present in food or water, at any
concentration. is a cause for immediate concern. It must be realized, however, that
such pesticide residues are present in extraordinarily low concentrations, usually
measured in parts per million (ppm) or parts per billion (ppb). Few non-scientists
have the faintest idea how big, or rather how small, the units really are:

Unit RUM 14211

Length: 1" in 16 miles 1" in 16,000 miles

Time: 1 min. in 2 years 1 sec. in 32 years

Money: I cent in $10,000 1 cent in $10,000,000

Population: 1 person ir. China

A few years ago we had great difficulty in measuring 1 ppm of anything. Now
we routinely measure ppm and ppb and occasionally we can measure ppt (parts per
trillion) and ppq (parts per quadrillion). Our current analytical chemical capabilities
are truly amazing and they allow us to find the smallest traces of almost anything we
choose to look for. This has tended to heighten public fears about the risks of
pesticides in our food and water because it gives many the impression that we are
wallowing in a sea of potentially dangerous chemicals. What we must remember is
that we no longer live in a pristine environment. If we choose to use pesticides and
release them into our environment and our food supply, we must accept the fact that
we will always be able to measure trace residues of these materials in our food and
water.

During the last few years there have been repeated claims by consumer
advocate and environmental groups that levels of pesticide residues in a wide variety
of fresh and processed fruit and vegetables are at a dangerously high level. Such
claims, based on a series of worst-case assumptions and scenarios are quite at odds
with the facts. The results of all federal (FDA), state and private analyses
consistently show that levels of pesticide residues are well below those likely to cause
any adverse effects on human health. Indeed, all available data clearly show that the

1 u
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vast majority of crops (60-80%) contain no detectable residues (measured at the farm
gate on the raw agricultural commodity) and of those containing measurable residues
most are well within legal tolerancex only about 1% are found to be out of compliance
and even here there ie a vanishingly small probability that they could cause any
adverse health effects. It should be emphasized that subsequent processing (peeling,
trimming, cooking etc.) tends to lower these residues considerably before the
commodity is actually consumed; the extremely small residues present in food as it
is actually consumed is dearly shown by the results of the FDA's 'total diet etudies.*

It is important to recognize that, as the level of exposure to any chemical
decreases, the intensity of any toxicologic effect also decreases. Eventually, a level of
exposure is reached, the so-called threshold, below which no effect will be observed.
The levels of pesticide residues in fruit and vegetables are hundreds of times lower
than those likely to elicit any adverse health effects.

While there is no question that we should continue to be vigilant and, wherever
possible, strive to improve the surveillance of our food supply for pesticide and other
residues of synthetic chemicals, it is my opinion that our current level of analysis is
adequate to provide the information we need. I do not believe that doubling or
tripling our current analytical capabilities (at enormous cost) would provide a great
deal more information than is already available.

Eqwsure of children to pesticide residues in food.

In general, adults and children eat the same fruit and vegetables as adults.
However, it is important to recognize that a child's diet is different from that of an
adult both in type and amount and, per unit of bodv weight, children eat more fruit
and vegetables than adults. Consequently. it is true that, per unit of body weight (e.g.
intake per kg body weight) children can be expected to ingest a greater amount of
pesticide residues. This factor has been Melly sensationalized and exaggerated by
some and has been used to indicate that many children are at serious risk of suffering
an adverse health impact. It must be recognized that, under a worst-case scenario,
children ingest no more than two or three times the level of adults (per kg body
weight) and that with existing levela of safety these small differences do not begin to
approach a what can be considered a hazardous level.

One area here that does require improvement is more precise information base
on the dietaiy characteristics of infanta and children. One would imagine that the
question ef exactly what infanta and children eat and how much would be relatively
easy to answer. in fact little reliable information is available.

101
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TQXICOLOGY RISK ASSESSMENT

The assessment of toxicologic risk should firstly and foremost be a scientific
process. While the science of toxicology is rapidly advancing our state of knowledge
and understanding of how chemicals exert their toxic effects, it must be emphasized
that evaluating human health risks will always be a highly uncertain process. There
are many problems inherent in attempting to predict likely effects in humans exposed
to traces of a given chemical in food or water from the results obtained in rats fed
truly massive daily doses for a lifetime.

In the last few years we have tended to misuse and abuse science in order to
develop and conduct regulatory policy. The regulatory process demerits numbers
(health guidelines, cancer risk estimates etc.) and the science involved in the risk
assessment process has been stretched, bent and manipulated to produce such
numbers. Gaps in scientific knowledge have been obviated and 'resolved" by making
a variety of conservative assumptions and regulatory guidelines. Regulatory policy has
intruded into the scientific aspects of risk assessment and, in many cases, the two
have become indistinguishable. Certainly they cannot readily be distinguished by
nonscientists and the result has been a kind of public 'brain-washing" that, indeed, we
know a lot more about toxicology than we really do and have very precise
methodology for evaluating human toxicological risks. We do not.

Because of the natural desire of regulators to remain firmly on the side of
prudence, the risk estimates that are developed are typically based on a series of
worst-case scenarios and highly conservative policy assumptions. The final result is
often so conservative and hypothetical that it has little or no relationship with the
real world. There is also little doubt that many of the important regulatory decisions
being made today are based on factors completely unrelated to science. A good
example of this was the Alar saga of 1989. After reviewing precisely the same
database as that considered by the EPA, the British conclusion on this matter was
that even the highest Alar residues in food constituted essentially no risk to either
adults or children. There is no question that regulatory action in this country is often
strongly influenced by public opinion and Mar is a prime example of this.

This is the primary reason why it is so important to improve the
communication process and raise the public's understanding of chemical and other
risks so that issues of this type can be placed in better perspective. Only then will the
public be able to play a more effective role in tbe regulatory process

We must strive to improve the level of scientific input into our regulatory
decisions. Sound regulatory policy can only be developed and conducted on the basis
of a complete. objective evaluation of all the availabk data and decisions must be based
on the total weight of evidence available Clearly, informed subjective value
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judgements are necessary but unfounded emotional hype should not play a role in the
process.

Are children inherently nwre sensitive to the adverse effects of pesticides and
other chemicals I

A conventional wisdom has developed that children are always more sensitive
than adults to the action of pesticides and other synthetic chemicals. This has become
a highly emotional issue that has both angered and frightened people. But where is
the evidence to support this view.

At the present time there ia neither scientific evidence nor epidemiologic data
to support the view that children are always more sensitive than adults to the effect
of environmental chemicals. While certainly there are some situations in which
infants might be at greater risk to a given toxicant, there are others in which adults
or older people are more susceptible. Few, if any, generalizations can be made; each
situation must be evaluated on its own merits.

The possibility that certain human subpopulations (children, senior citizens,
pregnant women etc.) might be more sensitive and consequently at greater risk from
certain chemicals is certainly something that should be careffilly considered and
evaluated and it is true that, in the past, we have not given as much attention to this
as perhaps we should. As a result we don't have as much information as we would
like to have and this tends to frighten people. There are many foretellers of doom
who expound the philosophy that If only we conducted the appropriate tests` we
would be sure to uncover a serious problem On the other hand, there is nothing to
suggest that any problem exists.

While more information is always advantageous, it should be emphasized that
data on child sensitivity is extremely difficult to obtain. Extrapolation from the effects
of chemicals on immature rodents or other animals is of questionable value and
epidemiologic studies with groups of children are equally difficult to conduct and
interpret. In the case of pesticide residues, there are no data to suggest that any
problem exists, It is difficult to justifr developing new and more stringent regulatory
policy on the unfounded asswnption that children are more sensitive to the potentially
adverse effect of these and other environmental chemicals

THE NEED TO ESTABLISH REGULATORY PRIORITIES

As a nation we have limited resources to ideal* and resolve technological risk.
Consequently, we must be extremely careful to establish our priorities so tLat

1
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attention and precious resources are not squandered on trivial unproductive issues
that have no impact in reducing risk or improving public health. All resources that
are flaineled into one area automatically morn that there is less for resolving some
other possibly more important issue. I am concerned that many of our regulatory
priorities are currently being dictated by the emotional, non-scientific claims and
demands of a few highly vocal individuals and organizations. In my opinion, these
individuals are do a serious disservice to society by causing needless fear and concern
among a large segment of the public and placing enormous pressure for immediate
(often unnecessary) 'action" on state and federal legislators and regulator&
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Chairman MILLER. Mr. Feldman.

STATEMENT OF JAY FELDMAN. NATIONAL COORDINATOR. NA-
TIONAL COALITION AGAINST THE MISUSE OF PESTICIDES,
WASHINGTON, DC

Mr. FELDMAN. Good afternoon. Thank you for the opportunity to
speak.

I am Jay Feldman, national coordinator of the National Coalition
Against the Misuse of Pesticides. I would like to note that our staff
toxicologist, Katherine Carr, played a very important role in as-
sembling the information in the written testimony.

There is no dispute that the volume of use of pesticides is huge
in this country. NVe are talking about 2.6 billion pounds of insecti-
cides, fungicides, rodenticides, antimicrobial household pesticides,
as well as wood preservatives. The exposure scenarios are great for
children as well as the general population.

We have talked a lot today about food use exposures. NAS looked
at just 28 pesticides of over 70 carcinogenic pesticides and found
them at tolerance to be responsible for potentially over a million
cases of cancer. Contaminated air has been looked at by a recent
national nonoccupational pesticide exposure study by El°A, which
found at least five pesticides in indoor ambient airs at levels 10
times greater than outdoor air.

Another study looked at chlorpyrifos, which is a widely-used in-
secticide used around our homes and in this building, perhaps, for
cockroach control, most notably, applied at normal levels, found
substantially higher concentrations at the infant breathing zone
compared to the adult breathing zone, which is closer to floor.

Ground water and drinking water, 77 pesticides found in the
ground water of 39 states. Then lawns, and playfields, and schools,
of the 33 most commonly used pesticides on lawns, 9 cause cancer,
10 cause birth defects, 3 cause reproductive effects, 9 cause liver
and kidney damage, and 20 cause neurological effects or are known
to affect the nervous system. The point rs, within these exposure
scenarios, we have behavioral effects which put children at signifi-
cant and unique risk.

Moving on to the question of spwific adverse effects to children,
which I was going to go over until the previous testimony, it is very
important to point out that we are not just looking at a question of
how much is Ingested, although, yes, that is a major element of the
discussion; we are looking at the unique qualities of children that
put them at substantial risk, which was not addressed by the previ-
ous testimony.

Because growing children are more active than adulta, they re-
quire more food and oxygen, a higher dose of exposure. But more
importantly or as important, we are looking at questions of bar-
riers to absorption of toxic substances which are not well devel-
oped: the blood brain barrier; skin absorption has been found, for
instance with chlorpyrifos, to be much higher in laboratory studies
in young animals rather than or compared to adult animal&

Children are less equipped to manage toxic exposure. Kidney and
liver organs, which, as you may know, are detoxification organs to
excrete foreign substances, are incompletely developed at birth.
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Immune systems are not as well developed. Neurotoxic effects
simply are greater in children.

The NAS looked at the issue of mental health and found that 12
percent of 63 million children in the U.S. suffer one or more
mental disorders, and it did identify toxic substances as contribut-
ing to these risk factors.

Organophosphates, which are one of the most commonly used
class of pesticides in the United States, do undergo neurotoxic test-
ing but only for limited screens to assess delayed paralytic reaction
following high exposure.

The susceptibility to cancer-causing effects of pesticides or car-
cinogens is much greater in children than adults. Again, not a
question of volume of ingestion but vulnerability of the population.

The National Cancer Institute conducted a study in which they
lookedan epidemiological study, I should say, in which they
looked at household and garden pesticides and correlated that with
home use and found that childhood leukemia represented a seven-
fold increase in those households compared to households where
garden and household pesticides were not used. Between 1950 and
1986, the last year for which good data is available, the incidence of
childhood cancer increased 21.5 percent.

There is no question that farm worker children are the first in
line. I conducted a series of hearings in Florida, Texas, and Califor-
nia in 1979 and 1980 for the EPA, and there is no question that the
lack of control is just rampant. It is not uncommon for bell peppers
having just been sprayed that morning to be cut open and used as
cups by children who are waiting in cars on the edge of the fields
for the parents to go through the day's work.

Toxic sensitization is increasing. The question of chemical sensi-
tivity is one that ben to be lookecl at.

Let's quickly took at the regGlatory system. We have talked
about this question of exposure, volume of use, vulnerability on the
pirt of children, what is the regulatory system doing or not doing?

e point is, EPA is not looking at these exposure scenarios.
We have in our office, which I would like to submit for the

record, a 1990 internal memorandum in the EPA Toxic Exposure
Branch, in which the astounded reviewer, in a memo to his super-
visor, asked, "Am I to assume all residential exposure, including
all indoor and lawn pesticide uses, are excluded under reregistra-
tion until it is completed in nine years?" implying that the answer
was yes and that his instructions were not to proceed with those
kinds of analyses.

GAO reported that EPA usually develops separate cancer risk es-
timates only for the U.S. population overall. In an EPA lawn
memorandum in 1989, again, reviewers were astounded that EPA
failed to collect information on residue on lawns and landscapes
and dermal absorption so as to be unable to adequately assess the
dose issue that the previous witness raised.

Negligible risk policy has been embraced by EPA and adopted as
of 1988, in which EPA wholesale neglects implementation of the
Delaney clause of the federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act, Section
409.

The point is, EPA is not only dismissing the vulnerability of chil-
dren to carcinogens, but it is not looking at multiple exposure. If
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we are looking at the fact that we register 12 carcinogens in the
production of pesticides in the production of citrus, then we should
be looking at multiple aggregate exposure. On top of that, we need
to look at nondietary exposure and ultimately look at the toxic
body burden.

Finally, again, a regulatory and statutory problem of working
with a risk/benefit statute. The risk/benefit statute assumes that
we need to introduce toxic materials into the environment because
they yield benefits to society at large. That is how it is described.
In effect, what the law is doing is weighing human health against
benefits to individual economic interests, not national economic in-
terests.

Therefore, it is incredibly essential to us in the public and to you,
we believe, in Congress, to look at whether the assumptions associ-
ated with and benefits of pesticides are in fact true. The fact of the
matter is, we are showing increasing insect resistance, weed resist-
ance; 447 insect species are showing resistance. We lose 30 percent
of the value of crop production to disease.

The curr it methods of assessing benefits and the implied as-
sumptions L:ought to that analysis, which, in effect, in the pesti-
cide area justifies this hearing today are simply unfounded. There
is no benefit in the area of agriculture for many of our crops to
introduce toxic materials when least toxic or nontoxic methods
exist. Similarly, there is no benefit to introduchig pesticides in a
lawn when cultural practices can be used to achieve the same end
goal.

There are a number of suggestions we have in our testimony to
change and protect us in this regard, maintaining state authority
to exceed federal standards is one that we urge you to zero in on,

asciininimy
have in the past.

you.
[Prepared statement of Jay Feldman followsl
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF JAY FELDNIAP/, NATIONAL COORDINATOR, NATIONAL
COALITION AOAINST THE MISUSE OF PESTICIDES, Wastivierroat, DC

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee. Thank you for the
opportunity to address you today on a problem of extreme importance to the
public and our membership environmental toxins and their effects on
thildren.

1 am jay Feldman, National Coordinator of the National Coalition
Against the Misuse of Pesticides (NCAMP). NCAMP, founded in 1981, has
been working with local groups and people across the United States and
around the world in an effort to ensure safety from pesticides in our food,
water, land and air. Ow membership, including those living in urban and
rural areas, on and off the farm, is composed of people, including
approximately 200 community-based groups in nearly every state, with
concerns about a range of pesticide-related issues who seek to reduce and
where possible eliminate pes6cide exposure while promoting alternative
methods of pest control which do not rely on toxins.

NCAMP focuses on the threat of one major group of toxins, pesticides.
The huge volume a pesticides used annually for agricultural and
nonagricultural use, which the U S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
estimates at 2.6 billion pounds in 1988, raises serious questions about public
exposure to known toxins. Children are among the most vulnerable
population groups of those exposed. Taken together, this would suggest the
need for special attention with children in mind to pesticide use patterns,
retidues following use, protective risk calculations and the availability of
alternative methods of pest control And yet, nothing approaching this is a
part of the regulatory review and restrictions governing the use of poisons that
are purposefully added to the environment in homes, schools, parks, along
rights-of-way, and on farms. While children occupy a very spekial place in our
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In addition to their active ingredients designed to kill some target pests,
pesticide products contain inert ingredients which are not listed on the label
and indude everything else, such as contandnants, emulsifiers, solvents,
preservatives, and anti-volatillty agents. Information on the effects of pestiddal
active ingredients is required by law and available to the public However, a
pestidde formulation may consist almost entirely of inert ingredients, yet these
are considered trade secret information and the public is not allowed to know.
Of the 1200 inerts, EPA knows 55 to be of lodcological concern" because they
have been shown to cause cancei ,. nerve damage, adverse reproductive effects,
or other chronic effects. In some cases the inert ingredients may be more toxic
than the active ingredient in a pesticide formulation. EPA does not have
adequate data to assess the toxidty of 700-800 of the inerts and regards about
273 as innocuous.

No one knows how many Americans are acutely poisoned by pesticides
each year because there is no centralized, nationwide program or policy to
collect this informadon. However, statistics available from a variety of sources
indicate the number of poisonings is significant, especially for children. Of the
63,345 pesticide exposures reported to Poison Control Centers in 1988, 38.002
or 60% represented children under age 6.1 A Consumer Product Safety
Commission survey of emergency room admission in 1985 found pesticides to
be the most frequent cause of poisoning in young children, following
menes.'
II. Pesticide Exposure to Children is Varied and Widespread

We are experiencing a national pesticide exposure dilemma. As the
number of surveys multiplies, the severity of the problem is disturbingly
apparent While purposefully inboduced into the environraent for an
intended target, these poisons insidiously find their way into our children's
homes, playgrounds, playing fields, water supplies, schools, day care centers
and food. Pesticide residues in food and the ingestion of these chemicals
represents a serious concern which has been well documented. In fact, EPA
has called it one of the three most serious public health threats, next to worker
exposure to chemicals and radon.'

Utovitz, T.L. et al 1988 Annual Report of the American Association of
Poison Con Vol Centers National Data Collection System. American Journal of
Emergency Medicine 7:495-545, 1989.

EPA Journal, May 1987, p. 27.

'US. Environmental Protection Agency, Unfinished Business. A Comparative
Assessment of Enviramnental Pmhkrns, Washington, D.C., 1987.
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Non-food related pesticide exposure through indoor and outdoor air,
surfaces and landscapes are very real for children. A fouriear old Michigan
boy spent five months in the hospital last year recovering from severe mercury
poisoning. His parents had painted the interior of their home with a paint
emindnhv a mercuric fungicide and his exposure to the mercury yams
renderecrhWi unable to walk, irdtable, and caused his skin to slar0 off after
a painful rash" In 1980, a California infant was rushed to the hospital where
he suffered respiratory &Bea Organophosphate poisoning was suspected and
later confirmed even though hts parents had kept him away from home
dwing termite and roach spraying soon after his birth.' California Department
of Food and Agriculture sampling found chlorpyrifos (Dursbann, on dish
towels, food preparation surfaces, and the infant's clothing

The important contribution to total pesticide exposure that may be
attributed to contaminated house dust, air, soil, surfaces, and water has not
enjoyed the same media and regulatoiy attention as food residues. It is vital
to realize that the dangers of pesticides go beyond food issues and, in fact.
exposure through other media may be far greater and threatening.

We will summarize the range of exposure concerns as they affect children:

A. Food Issues Trigger Concern

Pesticide residues in food have attracted important public imention.
Beginning in 1983 with public attention focused on ethylene dibromide (EDB)
(a cancer causing grain lwit) contamination of grain-based foodstuff%
public concern of pesticide residues surged. Food industry polls in that year
showed a dramatic shift In public concern with pesticide residues in food.
ranking it ahead of tradidonal food safety issues, such as colorings, dyes, salt,
cholesterol, etc. More recently, daminozide fAlarr" residues in apples and
apple products raised public concern yet again. Oting the high canon risk to
children and infants who consume apples and apple roducts much more than
adults, the Natural Resources Defense Council and other interested parties
petitioned US. EPA in 1986 to ban the use of Alar on food, which expedited

Center for Disease Control, "Mercury Exposure from Interior Latex Paint
- Michigan," Morbidity and Mortality Weekly Report 39(8)125-126 (1990).

Center for Disease Control, 'Pesticide Poisoning in an Infant -
California," Morbidity and Mortality Weeidy Report 29(22) (1980).

Natural Resources Defense Council July 2, 1986 Press Release: Groups
File Petition to Bar Cancer-Causing Pesticide from Food.
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an othenvise unresponsive regulatory process, leading to marketplace pressure
and voluntary cancellation by the manufacturer for food uses.'

B. Studies Indicate Contaminated Indoor Mr Represents A Significant
Source Of Exposure.

FRA's Non-Occupational Pesticide Exposure Study or Nom, released in
January, 1990, found in the majority of households sampled at least five
pesticides in indoor ambient air at levels often ten times greater than levels
measturd in outdoor air.* While NOPES set out to determine household
pestidde exposure through air, drinldng water, food and dermal contact, the
efforts to evaluate exposure via routes other them air were much less
comprehensive and inconclusive. However, NOPES does suggest that house
dust may be an important source of exposure especially for infants and
toddlers, noting potential dermal contact, ingestion, and Inhalation of
suspended particles. In addition, a study published by Penske, et at in the
American Journal of Public Health in June, examined health risks associated with
pesticide residues in air and on surfaces. Chlorpyrifos, a commonly used
organophosphate insecticide, was applied according to normal broadcast
application tedmiques, Substantially higher chlorpyrifos concentrations were
measured in the infant breathing zone, which is closer to the floor compared
to the adult breathing zone. Moreover, ventilation had far less impact on
deaeasing infant breathing zone levels than adult breathing zone levels. The
study concluded that exposures to organophosphate insecticides 'following
properly conducted broadcast applications could result in doses at or above the
threshold of toxicological response in infants, and should be minimized
through appropriate regulatory policy ,and public education."

C. Groundwater and Drinking Water Add to Exposure.

Dr. George Hallberg with the Iowa Department of Natural Resources has
published widely on groundwater pollution and remarks "pesticides are
leaching through the soil and into groundwater far more commonly than the

54 FR 47492 November 14, 1989.

US.-EPA. Nonoccupational Pesticide Exposure Study MOPES. EPA/600/3-
90/0a3, January 1990. Atmospheric Research and Exposure Assessment
Laboratory, Research Triangle Park, North Carolina.

* Penske, R.A. et al. (1990). "Potential Exposure and Health Risks of
Infants following Indoor Residential Pesticide Applications." American Journal of

at Health 80(6):689-693.
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preconceptkms of a decade ago would have predicted.' EPA's Office of
Pestidde Programs Environmental Rate & Croundwates- Protection Branch dtes
the detection of 77 peatiddes in 39 states in their most recent report" Results
of the Nadonal Pestidde Survey, an EPA effort to survey a representative
sample of I water wells nationwide for pestiddes and nitrates, will not
be released .,;; - y until this Fall. However, preliminary results indicate
widespread detections of nitrate/nitrite contamination.' The tmdc effect of
nitrites is methemoglabinemia. Infants are particularly susceptible to nitrate.
induced methemoglobinemia, also known as blue baby syhdrome, because of
their law add production, large numbers of nitrate-reducing bacteria and the
relatively easy oxidation of fetal hemoglobin." Iowa's 198849 state-wide mral

ncentrations recommended health advisory levels."
well-water survey that 18.3% of private, rural wells contain nitrate
co

D. Children May Encounter Dangerous Levels Of Pestidde
Contamination On Lawns, Playfielda, And At School.

The U.S. General Accounting Office (GM)4 estimates 67 million pounds of
pestiddal active ingredients are applied to U.S. lawns annually.* Ursa Pest
Manegemmt, a National Academy of Sciences report, suggests that "suburban
lawns and gardens receive heavier pestidde applications than most other land
areas in the United statee.'a In Phoenix, the Department of Health Services

t° Hallberg, GR. (1989). "Pesticide Pollution of Groundwater in the Humid
United States'. Agriculture, &aspirins, and Environment 74199.367. Elsevier
Sdence Publishers, Amsterdam.

" Pesticides in Gmund Water Data Base 1988 Interim Report.
December, 1988. Office of Pesticide Programs.

U.S.-EPA. Press Advisory September 1, 1999. "EPA Releases Interim
Results of National Survey of Pesticide: in Drinking-Water Wells." Office of
Public Affairs, Washington, DC

" Ellenhom, MJ. & D.C. Barceloux. (1928). Medical Toxicology, Elsevier,
New York, p. 844.

" lowa State Department of Natural Resources. 'Iowa State-Wide Rural
Well-Water Survey 1988-89". Des Moines, IA.

U.S. General Accounting Office (GAM Lawn Care Pesticides: Risks Remain
Uncertain While Prohibited Safety Claims Continue. Washington. D.C. GAO/RCED-
90-134. March, 1990.

National Academy of Sciences (NAS). (1980). Urban Pest Management.
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received a rash of complaints from children experiencing rashes, headaches,
and even a swollen face as a result of pestidde use at the school.P' In many
cases students had been paying on pesticide treated fields.

While statistics on poisoning in schools are not available, NCAMP receives
numerous inquires from school administrator% teacher% and parents who are
concerned over the use of pestkides in their schools. Many of these
are from tinders or parents with children who believe their health hairt=
affected by pesticides used in or around schools. Schools frequently use
chemical treatments on a regular basis regardless of whether or not the pest is
present and applications are often done by untrained individuals. In May
1989, for example, a West Virginia Junior high school was dosed by the
National Institute of Occupational Safety and Health after concentrations of
dtlordane eleven times the evacuation threshold were found. The chlordane
had been misapplied by the school Janitor." Two employees of a YMCA day
care center in Massadusetts have challenged the Y's policy of weekly spraying
of organophosphate insecticides for codcroach amtrol." The insecticides used,
(;ildworgrifos and propetamphos, are flannelly applied every one to three

E. Behavioral Differences Increase a Child's I.ikelihood of Attaining a
Task Exposure.

Children are much more likely to crawl around places treated by
pesticides or to roll on turf or climb through shrubbety that has been sprayed.
They are also more likely to put things into their mouth. Furthermore.
Fenske's work mentioned above indkates that pesticide concentrations are
higher in the breathing mne of infants and children.

111. Pesticides Present Specific Adverse Effects in Children

A variety of age-related physiological factors explain the increased
sensitivity that children face. Not only do younger and smaller people by
nature receive a higher dose of toxins, they have a decreased ability to
eliminate toxins and their target organs may be more sensitive to toxic effects.

Vrcan, L. "Are Pesticides a Cause for Conc:ernr School and College
Product News. February, 1987.

" National Coalition Against the Misuse of Pesticides. Technical Report.
May, 1989.

" "Y fires pair who fought toxin use at dercare center." June 20, 1990.
The Patriot Lager. Quincy, MA.
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In addition, the probability of an effect such as cancer, which requires a period
of time to develop after evosurn is enhanced if exposure occurs early in life.

1. Because they are growing and more active than adults, children
require more food and oxygen. Thua, they receive a higher dose of
toxins per pound of body weight.

At one toxic waste site, the difference in exposure between an infant and
an adult was calculated. The 15 pound baby had an exposure to contaminated
well water 5 times water than a 130 pound adult in the same family. The
calculation took into amount the greater consumptions of water and the
absorption from bathing or showering but not the increased food or air
amsumptions by kids.=

2. Young people also receive higher doses because the barriers to
absorption of toxic substances are not well-developed in infants and
children

Their gasto-intestinal tract is more permeable and pinocytosis, the process
by which cells actively transport a compound across cell membranes, is
increased.= For example, upon review of the scientific literature, The Natural
Resources Defense Council found that young humans as well as all other
species studied, absorb toxic metals such as lead and mercury with
significantly greater efficiency than adults.= Adults absorb approximately 10%
of an oral dose of lead, a child absorbs 40%.= Similarly the blood-brain
barrier, which serves to protect the adult brain from toxic exposures, is not
fully developed at birth." Frarthermore, absorpdon across the skin may be
more efficient in young people. Studies in infant rats have demonstrated

= Harris, R.H. et at (1934). "Adverse Health Effects at a Tennessee
Hazardous Waste Disposal Site." Hazardous Waste 1:183-204.

= Calabrese, E.J. (1986). Age and Susceptibility to Toxic Substancts. John
Wiley dr Sons.

" Natural Resources Defense Council (NR130. Intolerable Risk: Pesticides in
Our Children's F. February, 1939.

= Geyer, LA. "rode Effects of Metals" in Csisarett aid Detail's Toxicology:
The Basic Science of Poisons. Macmillan Publishing Co. 1986. p.598.

Klaassen, CD. 'Distribution, Excretion, and Absorption" in Casarat &
Mull's Toxicology The Basic Science of Poisons. Macmillan Publishing Co. 1986.
p. 43.
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and a reduced ability to combat infections and cancer. In a community
=7:Lto contaminated drinidng water in Battle Creek, Michigan, white blood
ich are key yells in the immune system. were abnormally low in 8%

of adults, and 37% of children.° Also, a child's reproductive system does not
mature until puberty. DBCP, a soil fumigant pesticide, was cancelled because
it was shown to cause sterility in adult male workers.° Studies in rats show
that it take only 1/8th the dose to cause sterility in a rat going through
puberty as it does to cause sterility in an adult rat. A young man in
California, exposed to DBCP in well water as a child, found at age 21 that he
was sterile and that the damage to his testes looked like typical DBCP
damage.°

A. Neurotoxicity, Or Effects On The Brain And Nervous System, Are
Greater in Children.

The young have been shown to be at great risk to the neurotoxic effects
of a number of toxic substances including pesticides. Of the 31 neurotoxic
metals, pestiddes, and other organics analyzed by Calabrese in Age and
Suscepaility to Toxic Substances, there was an age-related difference in
susceptibility for all but two.° In 66% of the cases with age differences, the
young were more susceptible. Many of pesticides in use are neurotoxins.
Neurotoxic pesticide effects can range from headaches, dizziness and memory
loss to learning disabilities, hyperactivity, seizures, numbness in the hands and
fftt, and permanent brain damage.

The developing nervous system is particularly vulnerable to neurotoxins
for several reasons. As mentioned previously, the blood-brain barrier is not
fully developed. In addition, myelination, the process by which nerves are
coated with a fat-like substance called myelin, progresses most rapidly in the
first two years but is not complete until adolescence.° Alm developing
neurotransmitter and honnone cell receptors in the brain are vulnerable to
disruption by neurotoxic agents. For example, exposure to the insecticide
endosulfan when neurotransmitter receptors are forming, affects the number of

Faigen, 8. (1986). "Children and Toxic Chemicals.- Journal of Pesticide
Reform t-tunmer 1986.

NAS, p. 12&

Paigen, B.

° Calabrese, El

NRDC.
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receptors and their functional mannation." Hormone exposure can also
discupt cell receptor development because certain receptors require
reinforcement by the appropriate hormone et a critical stage kt development.
The cidorhuded hydrocarbon pesticides such as chlordane, have estrogen-like
properties and can disrupt receptor development?

Otildhood is a period of learning. In a few short years, a ddld must
learn the skills necessary to function in adult life. Children must
motor skills, leant to speak, mad and write, and master socially
behavior. The National Academy of Sciences recently reported that 12% of the
63 million children under the age of 18 in the U.S. suffer from one or more
mental disorders. It identified exposure to toxic substances before or after birth
as one of several risk factors that appear to make certain ddldren vulnerable
to these &solders." Onrently, federal regulations do not require than any

dde be evaluated for the effects of low-level exposure on behavior,
ding such processes as learning ability, activity level and memory, or on

emotion, sight and hearing. Organophosphates are the only class of pesticides
that are required by EPA to undergo any neuroto3dcity testing at all and this
is limited solely to a sawn to assess &byed paralytic reactions following high
level exposure.

The and carbamate insecticides are the most neurotordc
dosses of - used in the US and are the most contmon cause of
poisoning agriculture? Ilw organopbosphates represent 40% of pesticide
registrations." The primary toxic effects of these pesticides is disruption of
nonnal nerve transmission. Studies have found that the ycuflg are espedally
susceptible to the acute effects of the Mpnophosphate frisediddes. kt fact,
young rats are more susceptible then adults to the acute effects of 15 out of 16
organophosphate insecticides tested.' For parathion and methyl parathion, the

,.,I

1

36 Seth, P.R. et al. (198.1). "Neurotoxidty of Endosulfan in Young and
Adult Rats." Neurotoxicology 72h623636.

NRDC.

" National Academy of Sciences. Toxicity Testing: Strategies to Determine
Nerds and Priorities. National Academy Press, Washington, DC 1989.

a' US. Ctongress, Office of Technology Assessment. Neurotoxicity: Identifying
and Controlling Pawns 4 the NITVOSIS SyStell. OTA-BA-436. Covernment
Printing Office, Washington, DC April, 1990.

° ibid. p. 49.

" Cabrese,
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lethal dose is 6-8 times lower than in adult rats.' For some organophosphates,
the lethal dose in immature animals has been reported to be only 1% of the
lethal dose in adults."

B. Susceptibility To The Cancer-Causing Pesticide Effects Inaeace.

Many toxins, particularly carcinogens, damage rapidly dividing cells mare
than they damage cells that are in a resting state. Childm are actively
growing, their cells are dividing at a rapid rate, and this makes them more
susceptible to toxins such as carcinogens."

Numerous studies have found that exposure early in life puts animals at
greater risk of developing cancer than exposure in later life. Enhanced
susceptibility is seen even when total exposure Is considerably less for the
younger animal. This is observed for both direct and activated carcinogens.
These and other findings have led researchers to condude that infancy has
"proved to be the most susceptible period to cardnogenesis"43

Children rarely fall prey to cancer, yet there are few more tragic events
than cancer sirildng a young person. Between 1950 and 1936 (the last year for
which good data are available), the incidence of childhood cancer increased
21.5%." Epidemiological studies of childhood cancer lend very disturbing
evidence that exposure to pesticides at home may be an important risk factor.
Chilollood tumors and blood disorders have been linked with substantial
prenatal or environmental exposure to specific insecticides by Infante, et AL'
while Gold, et aL report that children with brain cancer are more likely than

NRDC

Spyker, J.M. and D.L.-Avery. (1977). -Neurobehavioral Effects of Prenatal
Exposure to the Organophosphate Diazinon in Mice." Journal of Toxicology and
Environmental Health 3189-1001

" Paigen, B.

Vesselinovitth 5D., et aL (1979). "Neoplastic Response of Mouse Tissues
Durirg Perinatal Age Periods and Its Significance in Chemical Carcinogenesis."
Perinatal Carcinogenesis. National Cancer institute Monograph 51.

" Bazell, R. "Cancer Warp." The New Republic. December 12, 1989.

Infante, P.F. et aL (1975). BIood Dyscrasias and Childhood Tumors and
Exposure to Chlordane and Heptachlor." Scandinavian Journal of Work and
Environmental Health 4:137-150.
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normal controls to have been exposed to insecticides in the home." A study
sponsored by the National Cancer Institute indicates that household and
garden pestfdde use can increase the risk of childhood leukemia as much as
seven-fold. The most common exposure of 15 cldldren whom reported to a
blood dyscrasia dthic In California striden with aplaslic anemia or leukemia,
was found to be exposure to usehold use pestiddes, particularly DDVP and
propoxur, a =Or residential uk..t pesticide."

Early exposure does not necessarily mean early manifestation of cancer. In
reviewing the cancer literature, The Natural Resources Defense Council found
that "exposure to carcinogens in infancy and early childhood does not
necessarily mean that cancer will result during childhood. In fact. L most of
the laboratory studies, cancers appeared late in life, regardless of wi ether
exposure was begun in infancy or in early adulthood.'

C Toxic Sensitization Is Isuseasing Destroying Normal, Active Lives.

A medical problem that is receiving increasing attention and which
deserves special consideration is the non-specific, debilitating syndrome of
chemical sensitivity. Often (but perhaps not always) the result of some acute
or traumatic exposure, victims suffer the triggering of symptom and observed
sensitivities at very low levels of chemical exposure. A recent report to the
New Jersey State Department of Health by Dr. Claudia Miller at the University
of Texas Health Science Center and Dr. Nicholas Ashford at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology contains the most comprehensive study of this topic to
date, and =dudes that "existing evidence does suggest that chemical
sensitivity b increasing and could become a large problem with significant
economic consequences related to the disablement of productive members of
society'? For individual victims, the use of pesticides threatens their health
daily and forces lifestyle alterations. Kevin Ryan, an extremely bright and

Gold, E. et al. (1979). "Risk Factors for Brain Tumors in Children."
American Journal of Epidankfty 109(3)309-319.

Lowengart, R. et al. (1987). 'Childhood Leukemia and Parents'
Occupational and Home Exposures.- Journal of the National Can= Institute 79:
39.

Reeves, J.D. (1982). "Household Insecticide-Associated Blood Dyscrasias
in Children.- (letter) American journal of Pediatric HematologylOncology 4:438-439.

" NRDC.

a Ashford, NA. and CS. Miller. (1989). Chemical Sensitivity: A Report to the
New Jersey Department of Health.
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articulate 11 year-old was invited to offer testimony at the Oversight
Committee Hearing on Lawn Care Pestiddes in March of this year. He spoke
of his symptoms when exposed to lawn care peslicides in his neighborhood.
"numbing and tingling of arms and le&s, muscle and joint achiness, chest
pressure, respiratory problems, nausea, severe stomach pain, diarrhea, brain
symptoms, loss of memory, lack of concentration, irritability, depression and
fatigue." fie goes on to lament missing out on playing in his own yard with
neighbors or playing baseball with friends. "During the months of March-June
and August-Odober, my mother, brother, and I must vacate Illinois and go
west, to the high elevations in Colorado where the air is clean. I have to leave
my home, my friends, my school, and my father (since his job is in Chicago)
just because the people in my town don't want any stupid weeds in their
stupid lawns, and the government allows them to purchase these chemicals

IV. Fannworker Children Suffer Disproportionately High Risk

Perhaps the greatest pesticide exposures experienced by children occur on
the farm. In addition to working in the fields themselves, farmworker childo-n
can be exposed through prenatal maternal exposure, from being in the fields
where their parents work, contact with pesticide residues on parents' clothing,
and living in migrant camps next to fields being treated. While industrial
child labor was outlawed in 1938, only a few states have set a minimum age
tor child farm labor outside of school hours and little is done to enforce these
laws.' Child labor is important in agriculture. A report by the American
Friends Service Committee (1970) found that one-fourth of all farm labor in the
U.S. is performed by children." In 1981, according to the U.S. Dept. of Labor,
an estimated 397,000 children, aged 8 through 15, worked in agriculture as
compared with 1.2 million adults"

labor-intensive crops are also those that receive heavy pesticide
application. Of the one billion pounds of pesticides used annually in
agrkvnure in the US., 800 million pounds are applied to approximately 2ir,
of the total crop acreage; most of these crops involve use of field labor on a
seasonal basis. Furthermore, over 50% of farmworkers are hired for harvesting

" Fuentes, I A (1974). -The Need for Effective and Comprehensive
Planning for Migrant Workers." American Journal of Public Health 64(11:2-1

" American Friends Service Committee. (1970). Child fiber in Agriculture.
Report done in cooperation with the National Committee on the Education of
Migrant Ch:!dren Summer, 1970.

" Dil'k-ia, P. (1981). 'The Lethal Cloud of Indifference" The Nation June
27, 1981.
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operations, which involve contact with foliage during periods of high pesticide
. i EPA and the and Health Adndnistration

i=1 has set some standardsOccuLtil:ZIrker safety, but these are based on
adult exposure only.

V. Regulatory Policy Has Failed To Address The Reality Of Children's
Sensitivity To Tozk Exposure.

Though the previous testimony highlights the scientific communities'
understanding of the behavioral and physiological basis of children's
susceptibility, the regulatory apparatus has failed to act on this.

A. Information Necessary To Accurately Assess Children's Nondietary
Exposure To Pestiddes Is Not Available to the Decision Makers.

A January, 1988 EPA internal mentorandwn on lawn pesticides
admowledges that the information necessary to assess public exposure to lawn
care pesticides is lacking." An August. 1990 FS'A internal memorandum from
the Non-dietary Exposure Branch expresses concern that their assignment for
the current reregistration effort involves only 13 summaries which represent
only worker reentry studies. The author questions, "Am I to assume that the
current definition of reregistraticn' excludes any further evaluation of data for
the occupational areas addrng mixers, loaders and applicators? Am I
further to assume all residential exposure, including all indoor and lawn
pesticide uses, are likewise exduded until reregistration is completed in 9
years?

B. In The Dietary Realm, Data Required To Assess Healtte Risks in
Children May Ye Available But May Not Be Used in itegulatory
Dedsion Making.

Utilizing the capabilities of the Tolerance Assessment System CTAS), EPA
can generate dietary health risk P. syessments for 22 population subgroups.

" Wilk. V. (195o). The Occupational Health of Migrant and Seasonal
Fannworkers n the United States. Farmworker Justice Fund, hie. Washington,
DC

" U.S.-EPA. Lawn Pesticide Policy Group BriefingPam. Internal Document.
January, 1988.

" U.S.-EPA. Office of Pesticide and Toxic Substances. Memorandum re:
Additional Worker And Residential Exposure Support For F1FRA '88. August,
1990.
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induding infants and ddldren. In a review of the tolerance setting process
last year, US. GAO found that EPA usually develops separate cancer risk
estimates only for the overall US. population, even thouth population
subgroup's exposure to pesticide tesidues may be higher.'" The GAO
investigation desaibes an internal HPA memo, dated March 1986, which
recommends that among the subgroups relevant to tmddty data, the

In most cases, dbv the document, the subgroups selectregli;icriedsions
with the highest exposure should lie -used as the basis for

would be infants and dtd&ot, except for decisions concerning birth defect and
reproductive effects which may be relevant only to certain subgroups.
However, EPA has failed to adopt this as Ftolicy. According to Office of
Pestidde Program (OPP) of f Mob, OPP erle to gain experience with
individual cases before setting overall policy. EPA now has four years of
experience in using Tolerance Assessment System (TAS) subgroups data. TAS
has been used to assess about 185 padddes. At publication of the GAO
report last year, separate cancer risk estimates for age subgroups, such as
infants and children, had been considered in regulatory decisions for only
three card:mak pesdcides. For time pesticides, VA had cancer data, other
than that routinely required, which indicated young animals developed tumors.

C Negligible Risk Policy Harms Children.

Overall, we recognize the need for a halls* and thus more realistic
approach to hazard assessment which considers the risks of pesticide exposure
encountered thtough all possible routes, induding diet, inhalation, and (taws
the skin. Unforttmately, the data necessary to make such an assessment are
rarely available and are not required by the regulatory system. In fact recent
proposals to address residues of carcinogenic pesticides in processed food seek
to replace statutorily the pesticide portion of the Delaney Clause or "no
additional cancer risk" provision of the Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act (Section
409) with a "negligible risle standis.,. President Bush has proposed such a
change in his Food Safety Plan, announced in October, 1989 and a numbets of
bills are pending before Congress. VA has actually adopted a regulatory

=rof the Delaney Clause which establishes a negligible risk
e: to an "acceptable* incidence of amen This interpretive rule,

published in October, 1988, now being challenged in court, will further
undermine protection of children specifically and the general population.°

1 D...!, .7-1

° US. General Accounting Office (GAO). Guidelines Needed for EPA's
Tolerance Assessment of Pesticide Residues in Food. Statement Before the
Subcommittee on Health and the Environment, Committee on Energy and
Conunerce, House of Representatives. May 17, 1989.

°53 FR 411050, October 19, 1988.
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This standard relies on uncertain risk estimates which seek to calculate the
additional cancer risk pared from a single pesticide. Ignoring real world risks,
where multiple pesticides are encountered. Exposure via all routes, dietary
and non-dietary, are not addressed.

Attempts at managing risks under a "negligible risk" policy ignore the fact
that the last three decades have confirmed the scientific basis of the Delaney
Clause and our inability to quantitatively define carcinogenic risk Cancer
mechanisms are not completely understood, but all sdentifically acceptable
theories preclude measuring or predicting a 'safe" level of exposure to any
carcinogen below which no individual or population youp will develop
cancer. Recognition of this forms the basis of the Delaney Clause standard of
no additionai cancer or "tw induction of cancer."

Cancer is a killing and disabling disease of epidemic proportion& Cancer
now strikes one in three persons and kills one in four.' According to the
Centers for Disease Control (CIX), the chances of an American child born in
1985 developing canon is one in three, with 20 percent experiendng premature
death. According to CIX, cancer renums the number two cause of premature
deaths, ranking only behtrui accidental injuries.'

D. Inadequate NeurotturIcity Testing Requirements Represent a Serious
Defidency.

Since 1986, serious efforts to improve neurotoxidty testing requirements
have been attempted. In 1987, The Center for Science in the Public Interest
((SP1) and 11 other groups and indleiduals petitioned EPA to develop
methods for assessing neurotoxic effects of active and inert ingredients in
pestiddes." In May 1988, the Senate Agriculture Committees report
arxompanying the FIFRA amendments Calttatwd a section that would have
required the EPA Administrator to "develop methods for testing to accurately
detect neuroundc and behavioral effects of pesticides and their ingredients,"
and "as such methods are developed, require to the extent appropriate and
necessary that data from such testing be submitted by persons seeking to
obtain or maintain pestidde registratiOns." This provision was not included in
the amendments finally enacted, but the House Agriculture Committee's report

°Epstein, SS., "Losing the War Against Cancer Who's To Blame and
What To Do About It," International Journal 4 Heath Services 200)53, 1990.

"Philadelphia Inquintr, 'Study: 1 of 3 born in '85 to get cancer: July 18,
1986.

U.S. Congress. Office of Technology Assessment.
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that became law noted the defidencies of EPA's current neurotoxicity testing
and called for improvements."

VL Conclusion and Recommendations

Only By Protecting The Most Vulnerable, Can The Public's Health Be
Protected with Assurance.

(i) A policy that protects only a portion of the public's health is not a
true public health policy. Infants and children, who are especially vulnerable
to toxic insults, have no voice in public policy and are unable to control their
wade exposures. EPA should be required to immediately establish a policy
that tolerance decisions are to be based on the most highly exposed subgroup,
which in many cases will be infants and chilchen.

00 Information regarding the differing risks among population subgroups
must be provided to the public in the rule-making procedure. Much of the
current public mistrust of government regulations comes from revelations that
infonnation has been withheki.

(111) The pesticide portion of the Delaney Clause (Section 409 of the Food,
Drug and Cosmetic Act) must be preserved and expanded to ensure that
children and the general populatiom are not exposed to cancer causing
pestiddes.

(iv) Neurotoxicity testing requiretnents must be revised. The nature of
long-term neurobehavioral and psychological effects of exposure to neurotoxic
pesticides is unresolved and requires further investigation. In their report
titled Neurotoxieity: Identifying and Confrolling Poisons Of The Nervous System, the
Office of Technology Assessment writes, limiting the use of neurotcadc
pesticides would be a straightforward way to control exposure.'

(v) Eliminate the current risk-benefit sundard in FIFRA and replace it
with a health-based standard to ensure that children do not face the
unnecessary risks that they currently do.

Issues of pesticides and children raise aitical questions about the adequacy
of the statutory and regulatory system governing the use of toxins and the
necessity of using toxic materials for particular pest management needs.

" Ibid.

Ibid.
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However, as public attention is drawn to the widespread and unnecessary
public exposure to pesticides, industry is engaged in an effort to challenge the
Went* that underlies the urgent need for governmental action to restrict

Esti
For example, in reoent months we have heard charges that

ebordatdoers; animals which are used to determine the ability of materials to
cause cancer in humans are rust an accurate measure. Those in industry or
industry-supported orginizations who daim that laboratory animal studies
which are endorsed by all independent sdentific institutions including the
International Agency on Research on Cancer (IARC) cannot be used to define
human health hazards are attempting to divert attention from a national health
crisis.° The laboratory studies have in fact proved to be a useful indicator of
effects in the htnnan population.

Our task as a nation is to move ahead with protective environmental
health policies that give children the strength and health to realize their
dreams. To neglect children's health is to neglect the country's future.

"IARC reviewed 44 chemicals known to cause cancer in humans and
found that 84 percent of those chemicals were also found to cause cancer in
laboratory animal studies. The other 16 percent of the chemicals had
incomplete lab testing. Wilbourn, J. et al., "Response of experimental animals to
human carcinogens: an analysis based upon the IARC Monographs
programme," Carcinogenesis 7(11k1853-1863 (1986). .
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Chairman Musa. I believe that the statement was made that
nobody has ever died from pesticides. Do you agree with that?

Mr. FELDMAN. I will take that one first. No, that is simply not
true. There are a number of cases of farm worker deaths. A
member of our board of directors, the wife of a husband who died
on a golf course from exposure to chlorpyrifos, which is one of the
best documented cases of pesticide death in the counby, only be-
cause he was a lieutenant Navy pilot and they brought the efficien-
cy and the equipment of the Navy to bear on that investigation.

The point is, however, and implicit in what these people are
saying is that it is not useful to use laboratory animal studies to
deduce or extrapolate adverse human effects, which is simply not
the case. I cite in my testimony a study by an internationalagency

Chairman MILLER. I understand that.
Mr. FELDMAN. There are deaths. More importantly, because we

don't have a pesticide incident monitoring system in this country,
which you have to remember, we are not tracking either the dis-
ease rates or the death rates, there is no repository. We have to
rely on animal studies to make the extrapolations.

Cliairman MILLER. Dr. Pollack.
Dr. POLLACK. I don't believe that no one dies either. For one

thing, in Central America, people from here who have worked with
pesticide applicators there and farm workers know that many
people do die. Also, we are talking about immediate deaths, but I
think the farmers in our part of the world are getting to be very
concerned when a few of them die of cancer about whether that
may be linked. What we really don't know much about is, what are
the long-term risks contributing to deaths?

Chairman MILLER. Dr. Wilkinson.
Dr. WIIXINSON. Mr. Chairman, the figures at the moment indi-

cate that somewhere on the order of 30 to 50 people die each year
from pesticide poisonings. Most of these are, in fact, accidental
deaths or due to gross misuse, suicides, this kind of thing. On the
other hand, we have very few records available in this country that
indicate how many people are in fact being injured on a chronic
basis.

I would agree that, with respect to workers in particular, occupa-
tional exposures, there is no question in my mind that there are
people at risk. If we are talking about the general population, I
don t believe there is anyone who has ever died from pesticide ex-
posure as a result of exposure as a member of the general popula-
tion,

Chairman MILLER. Probably six or eight million golfers would
disagree with that point of view.

The fact is, you have all testified we really don't know, because,
in my home state, where I have seen workers sprayed during the
process of work, and it happens in other areas of the country, we
don't know the impact of that, because no one is watching out after
them, no one is recording it, no one is monitoring it. So we don't
know. I guess you are defining workers and general public differ-
ently, e. cept that workers encompass millions of individuals in this
country.

1 ;13
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Dr. WuitibrsoN. Mr. Chairman, may I just add that we don't
know for sure. There is a great deal of uncertainty involved in this
whole risk assessment process. The fact is that although we don't
know, why do we continue to assume that in fact these people are

In other words, there seems to be an implicit trust out there
that if only we did the right tests we would find the reasons why
these people were dying. There is absolutely no evidence. There is
absolutely no evidence that pmficides are involved in deaths or in-
creases in cancer or other adverse health effects on the U.S. popu-
lation.

Mr. FeLnisaN. With all due res
Chairman MILLER. Yes, with all due respect from this aide, you

went from 30 workers to people in the general population, now to
the entire U.S. population, there is no evidence.

Dr. WILKINSON. There is no evidence.
Chairman MILLER. So you are back to the notion that nobody has

ever died from pesticides.
Dr. WILKINSON. Yes. But I ELM back
Chairman Maim. Yes?
Dr. WiuuNsow. I believe that nobody has ever died from pesti-

cides in the general population; correct. At least I have never seen
anything documented. I don't know about it. But you can't prove
that nobody ever died from pesticides; I wrft.

Chairman MILLER. For years, we couldn't prove that anybody
died from exposure to asbestos because the people that had the fig-
ures weren't telling.

Dr. WitangsoN. But Mr. Chairman, why do
Chairman MILLER. They weren't releasing the health studies for

years on their workers.
Dr. Wiumvsox. Why don't we look at the good side of life and

think that we are living longer than ever before? Our health and
well-being is better than at any other time in our historp, and yet
we worry about all of these things that might be happening, when
in fact there is no evidence that they are happening. It is the other
way ai:ound, in fact

Chairman Mum. Well, except that this committee has received
testimony and other committees have received testimony. I have
done it on the Labor Committee, where ..,rganizations, professional
organizations, scientific organizations, have closely monitored,
watched, and worked with select populations. In fact we do fmd a
relationship between the exposures and tumors.

We listened to a young woman the other day, rather her parent,
from central California, regarding the onset of tumors. NOW, I don't
know whether she will be recorded or not., and I eon't know for a
fact that it is related to pesticides, except we find chat is one thing
that has invaded her life on a consistent basis as the child of a
farm worker.

So the suggestion is, because her parer tit were able to bring us a
blunty of tomatoes, we should be joyous forever? The fact is, we
ought to find out whether or not her parents are bringing tomatoes
by subsidizing them with their brnken backs and bad health.

DT. WILKINSON. Of course, I don't disagree.
Chairman MILLER. The sun came up today, but the world isn't all

well, though I'm damn delighted the sun came up. And I think
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there is an obligation, especially when we see large segments of the
working populationhowever you want to dissect this population
that are exposed in violation of laws which the Congress has set as
a matter of public policy.

We have a right to know whether now that we have made that
public policy decision, we are now exposing people to harm in
violation of that law. As we continue to receive documentation in
this committee, that is not an insignificant number of people.

Dr. WILKINSON. Mr. Chairman, I am not trying to say there are
not some instances that can be resolved and improved; obviously,
there are. I am just saying that we always tend to take this dooms-
day view of the world.

Chairman MILIXR. No, no. It is not a doomsday view of the
world; it is legitimate inquiry about the protection of citizens from
what may be unnecessary exposure to harm. I appreciate this argu-
ment. We all understand there is radiation in the environment.
There is background radiation, but we try to minimize unnecessary
expmures. We all understand that there are carcinogens that natu-
rally exist in fruit, in fiber, and what have you, but we try to mini-
mize, if we can, unnecessary exposures, if we believe that those
agents can be carcinNenic.

It is not doomsdny. That is different. If I were to read your testi-
mony on its face, it would say, don't have any inquiry because you
don't like the nature of the inquiry.

Dr. WILKINSON. No, I didn't say that.
Chairman MILLER. That is usually what has slowed down most of

the inquiry at the governmental level. It is not a doomsday theory;
it has nothing to do with gloom and doom. It has to do with, as we
just heard, three million children exposed. It has to do with tens of
thousands of children who migrate across this country being ex
posed. That is a legitimate question of public policy and our obliga-
tion to those children.

Dr. WILKINSON. Mr. Chairman, we heard this morning several
very important issues that we should approach and address and, if
possible, resolve; we have to. The lead issue is one. We heard of the
tobacco smoke issue. There are other issues that have to be ap-
proached and identified and resolved.

Chairman MILLER. You asked, why the inquiry7 You asked at
one point, what's going on? There is no evidence, not a whit of evi-
dence. You know, representatives of the tobacco industry sat on the
other side of witness tables all over this town and today still sug-
gest there is no link. They take out national advertisements.
"There is no link." That is an interesting line from the industry. It
has no credibility.

Dr. WILKINSON. Absolutely. And there are links, obviously. There
are established links, but not with some of the issues we are talk-
ing about today.

Chairman MILLER. They came about as a result of those kinds of
inquiries.

Mr. Sikorski.
Mr. SIKORSKI. Thank you.
When I came here eight years, the tobacco people came into my

office and said, very similar to what you said, "There is no evi-

I j
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dence that any health effects have been proven." They said no epi-
demiological studies, nowhat is the other word that you used?

Dr. WILKINSON. Scientific evidence.
Mr. SIKORSKI. No scientific evidence whatsoever, and made the

absolute statement. You made the absolute statement that there is
no evidence of any deaths or danger to people from pesticides, to
children from pesticides.

Dr. WILKINSON. I said from ingesting.
Mr. SIKORSKI. On food.
Dr. WnznisoN. Food and water contaminated with the residues

that exist at the present time.
Mr. SIKORSKI. The National Academy of Sciences says there are a

million people, a million Americans are going to die because c.,f pes-
ticides ingested through food. Those scientists, you know, didn't
dream it up. And we know, do we not, that when you say pesti-
cides, we are talking about known mutagens, carcinogens, terato-
gens, neurotoxins that have been proven to be these things in labo-
ratory experiments on animals; right?

Dr. WILKINSON. Correct, at high levels, in many cases.
Mr. SIKORSKI. There are ways that scientists have to do these

tests. What you are hiding behindand I appreciate your "don't
worry, be happy" because there is an element of not being para-
lyzed by the perils of daily life. It is important that we voice a bal-
anced concern, we put this into perspective. There are malnutrition
problems; there are physical and sexual abuse problems regarding
children.

This committee has gone on the spectrum of issues, but that does
not discharge the responsibility of public policymakers, scientists,
and others to focus attention on this and doesn'tand you will ap-
preciate this, I know; I've talked with youdoes not diminish the
sorrow that parents have when a child dies of cancer that at least
may be caused by chemical toxins in the environment.

Chairman MILLER. Yes, Dr. Pollack.
Dr. POLLACK. Actually, I appreciate your having this hearing be-

cause I think the issue Lln't just about death, and it isn't really
even just about children I think they have frequently, certainly in
the history of occupational medicine, served as a vehicle for im-
proving the health of everybody. The issue here isn't just death
and it isn't just farm worker children.

When I worked for a regulatory agency before going to medical
school and lived in this city, my exterminator for my building came
one day and gleefully informed me that the reason he had been so
successful in eradicating the roaches was that they were using
things that were twice as strong as what was allowed. I don't think
that is an uncommon situation.

You are not just talking about deaths; you are talking about
asthma attacks; you are talking about a whole variety of health ef-
fects. Also, I think there is a real potential for something positive
to happen and that perhaps we shouldn't get mired in just why you
shouldn't do this.

There are farmers concerned about pesticide use who would like
to have information about how else they might conduct their agri-
culture. I know that is true in New York State, but the extension

36-386 - 92 - 5 1
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agents don't know very much about other methods. There are
things that could be done about that.

The farmers don't know where to put their pesticide containers
when they are done, and so they get left around where children
play in them, in the pools where they mix pesticide& If they had a
place to send those back to the manufacturers, which one company
does, that would be something positive. If the applicators, who are
supposed to be trained and certified, were really applying them in
the way that they are supposed to, then the whole public would be
at less risk.

I think there are things that are deserving of being addressed
and looked into.

Mr. SIEORSKI. Mr. Chairman
Chairman MILLER. Yes.
Mr. SIKORSKI. I want to commend all of you for participating in

this and assisting the select committee. I do want to focus on this:
Dr. Wilkinson, you have used, as kind ofthe opposition is blanket
stating, making blanket conclusions, you said, and they are exag-
gerating their concerns. But then in your statements you use blan-
ket statements, and you weave throughout this in a verydo you
do expert witness? Are you an expert used by people in

Dr. WILKINSON. In legal litigation support work, you mean, on
this sort of stuff?

Mr. SIKORSKI. Yes.
Dr. WItarNsoN. Sometimes.
Mr. &KOMI. You testify for whom, the defense?
Dr. WILKINSON. I have testified for both plaintiffs and defense. I

have worked for plaintiffs, as well.
Mr. SIKORSKI. Because what I see in this, as a former litigator, is

very nice, positive testimony, couched withyou move back and
forth on the issue. "Conventional wisdom has developed that chil-
dren are always more sensitive than adults to the action of pesti-
cides and other synthetic chemicalshighly emotionalthe issue
that has both angered and frightened people." You set up the
straw child of "always more sensitive than adults."

I have not heard anyone, even the biggest advocate of harsh,
strict activity on the part of the federal government or any govern-
ment to reguln`o pesticides, ever say that children are always more
sensitive than adults to the action of pesticides and other chemi-
cals.

Then you go on to say, you know, "It is just not true. There are
some siwations in which infants might be at a greater risk to a
given toxin." Then you go on, "There is nothing to suggest that
any problem existsdon't support that." You say, "There are no
data to suggest that any problem existsdon't support that." You
say that "Data on child sensitivity is extremely dacult to obtain,"
which is probably the most honest conclusion that any side can say
on this is that we don't have the data.

You are making blanket statements all the time. You say that
"Advancement of scientific tests now allow measurements per mil-
lion, per trillion, even quadrillion. This may unduly heighten con-
cern." I can agree that it might, but what is happening now is that
the EPA and the FDA and the USDA are not testing using these

131
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modern treatments. We are letting pesticides and chemicals go
throughout the system without testing them.

You say, on the bottom of page two, that "The worst-case scenar-
ios are used exaggerating rml risks to kids." The regulatory system
has used the worst-case scenarios to support continued use. You
seem to disagree with the idea that we should look at consumption
patterns, especially kids' consumption patterns. Apparently, the
regulators don't do that, except in some instances when it cuts for
the pesticides to continue in the marketplace or to continue unre-
viewed.

The regulators use the application as recommended by the manu-
facturers. Dr. Pollack just mentioned, and we all know, that we
have kind of a mentality: if a little is good, that more is better, and
most is great. There are a lot of peoplewe had in front of the
health committee back in the sulfites on the food, we had a lot of
food service workers who thought if you put a tablespoon in two
gallons of water, which was called for, three tablespoons was
better, and people died from eating stuff at snack bars, salad bars.

You also said, "Kids consume only two to three times more of
most foods than adults consume." How do you know that?

Dr. WmuNsoN. May I respond to some of the things.
Mr. SIKORSKI. Respond to that question and then go back and

treat all of them.
Dr. WItarNsoN. You can actually come up with estimates on that

based on what we do know about what kids eat, USDA diet figures,
and so on and so forth.

Mr. SIKORSKI. The fact is that you knock down againlet me see
if I can find exactly how you say itbut you make a blanket state-
ment that it is just not true. You make a blanket statement in
counter toyou criticize your opponents as stressing the very
worst, and then you say kids consume only two to three times more
food than adults. There isn't any evidence supporting that state-
ment; it's your opinion.

Dr. WILKINSON. Mr. Congressman, in a hearing of this type, you
must agree we are here discussing a very complicated subject in a
very short period of time.

Mr. SIKORSKI. No, but you criticize other people and then you
turn around in the same breath, in your oral testimony, and do the
same thing. There isn't any support for your statement. Do you
agree that infants in this country eat 16 times as much applesauce
as adults?

Dr. WILKINSON. Sixteen times as much?
Mr. SIKORSKI. Yes.
Dr. WILKINSON. Some probably do.
Mr. SIKORSIU. Infants, on average.
Dr. WILKINSON. Some may. Again, you can't generalize.
Mr. SIKORSKI. But do they only do two to three times as much?
Dr. WztatNsow. You can't generalize.
Mr. Suconsm. You just did. That's my complaint. You complain

other people are generalizing, and you complain other people are
making exaggerations, you complain other people are making blan-
ket statements, and your testimony is full of exaggerations, blanket
statements, and generalizations.
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Dr. Wuxi Nsori. I apologize. If we could take a whole day_ to dis-
cuss this, we could go mto a lot more detail. It is very dMcult to
cover a complex area like this in a few minutes.

Mr. &Holism. I appreciate that, and I appreciate your position. I
think it is helpful to this discussion. But, once again, you make
these charges of the other people, do it yourself, and your conclu-
sion, though is that we shouldn't take any action.

Dr. WILKINSON. May I ask a question, Mr. Congressman? The
other side, if you want, are making these kinds of claims all the
time, terrible claims that I have heard this morning.

Mr. SIKORSKI. You make them all the time, too.
Dr. WmingsoN. But why should they not be responsible for back-

ing up some of their claims with data when you are asking nw to
do that?

Mr. SIKORSKI. I think they are, and they have to, as you do when
you are.

Dr. WILKDISON. But it never happens.
Mr. SIKORSKI. It didn't happen in your case.
Dr. WILKINSON. I COuld do that.
Mr. SIKORSKY. And you know why. You have made mention, be-

cause there is very little data on this stuff, very little research,
kids have been ignored. That is why we are having this hearing in
the first place. B:eyond that, you know that we are not talking
about people dropping over dead in produce fields, golf courses; we
are talking about chronic, long-term exposure and cancers and mu-
tations that show up generations later, cancers that show up dec-
ades later.

It is a great shield to protect thaw responsible, if there is respon-
sibility, because it is very difficult to prove cause over decades. I
have had this fight before. We have a community right-to-know
provision. We now have an air toxins provision that will probably
be made law. Five years ago, when I did the community right-to-
know fight on the floor, and we only won by one vote, a the
people came out and used the same arguments that you are using:
"We don't really know. There isn't any evidence. It is very difficult
to fmd linkage."

We made them report. We said, the heck with linkage, just
report how much you expose each year. Then we find out there are
over two billion pounds of chemical toxins that are carcinogens,
mutagens, teratogens;and the rest, that are being poured into the
air in America every year by chemical companies. That is six times
what they told us was the absolute height of what was being dis-
charged by them.

Dr. WILKINSON. May I make one plea, I guess in my defense, I
am basically asking is that when we are addressing these issues
that are many and complex, we have to set some kind"; of prior-
ities. We don't have unlimited resources in this count y to identify
and resolve all of these issues at once. We have ix set priorities.

All I am asking is that in setting priorities th.it we are very care-
ful not to squander these precious resourmd and that we address
issues that, based on sound science, iy;tially are an established
problem of some kind. We can't sqv.....nder these things away, this
money away, these resources really aren't a problem until
they can be identified as a pro,-..:em.
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Mr. SIHORSKI. Tell me how you identify three decades later prob-
lems.

Dr. WILKINSON. It is a real problem. I am not belittling it, but I
am "ust saying we have to be extremely careful.

Chairman MMUS. That was the fight over reregistration.
Dr. WIIXINSON. Yes.
Chairman MILLER. SO the notion is you just go elzead and you

put them on the market. You haven't looked them with the
impact on pregnancy. You haven't looked et the impact on chil-
dren. You haven't made these decisions. Aditl the argument can be
made, well, there are just net eno"gn resources to do this, so
maybe we can do 1 out of 10 cherekals, or 1 out of 10 additives, or
1 out of 10 that come to the mP.i xet.

I think, as Mr. Sikorski pointed out, the intolerance of that is
growing in the Americr,A public; again, when there is also a study
on the other side th-..t. in some instances, demonstrate that, the dos-
ages aren't territ,iy beneficial to the farmer or to production, where
the combinption of dosages may be destructive to the environment
beyond humans.

Dr. WiumsoN. But please don't throw science out the window in
vt,ur deliberations, that is all I am asking.

Chairman MILLER. I want to know, who would suggest
Mr. SIKORSKI. We are saying, use science. Where is the science

that supports the use of chemicals?
Chairman MILLER Who suggested throwing science out? You

come here with a bundle full of arguments that are not even rele-
vent to the discussion.

Dr. WILKINSON. Well, VIII sorry.
Chairman MILLER. There is nobody on this committee who sug-

gested we throw science out. We have not yet had a single witness
who has suggested we throw science out. We have not had a single
witness who has not provided documentation for their statements
so far, except for you. That is not the purpose of the inquiry of this
committee and it never has been. It is an interesting argument to
set up that somebody out there wants to throw science out, but
that is not the pu of this inquiry.

Mr. SIKORSKI. Ikrastewe are saying is, don't the chemical compa-
nies have a responsibility to scientifically prove that what they are
marketing is safe?

DT. WILKINSON. You can never prove that anything is safe.
That's the problem.

Mr. SIKORSKI. Don't accuse us of trying to throw science out. We
are saying, science should be used by those who are marketing
products that are making the argument, don't throw science out
the window. They should use science, updated science, to prove or
to disclose limited risk of the chemicals that they are peddling in
the marketplace.

Dr. WILKINSON. I agree. To the extent that science has its limits,
they do that.

Mr. SIKORSKI. Tell me how those grandfathered pesticides are
being proven by the chemical companies that are peddling them in
millions of tons around the world, tell me how they have borne the
burden of science.

13.
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Dr. WILKINSON. First of all, science is an evolving thing. What we
accept now, the criteria we accept for acceptance of data is quite
different from what it was last year or five years ago.

Mr. SIKORSKI. And they are not carrying the burden of using that
science. We are saying, use the science. How are they carrying that
burden of using the science?

DT. WILKINSON. It iS an ongoing process.
Mr. SIKORSKI. They have thrown science out the window.
Dr. WILKINSON. No, they are not. They are trying to hit a moving

target all the time, and this is the basic problem. I am not saying
that the chemical companies, in many cases, have got a lot to be
proud of there.

Chairman MILLza. Unfortunately, they have done it with crop
dusters. That is who they are hitting. You know, when they went
to the reregistration, they came in and were looking for the broad-
est possible exemption from dealing with modern, updated science,
and we were supposed to continue those products on the market.

DT. WILKINSON. In many cases, Mr. Chairman, those products
will not be on the market anymore, because the chemical industry
cannot afford to do a lot of the tests that are required to bring
them up to date. I think, sooner or later, I have a feeling that agri-
culture in this country might ultimately suffer. It's not in the next
few years, for sure, but it could have some serious implications in
terms of the number of materials that are actually available at the
present time.

Mr. SIKORSKI. Mr. Chairman.
Now, once again, science should not be used because it is to,) ex-

pensive to the chemical companies. Is it science out the window, or
is it science in the window?

Dr. WILKINSON. I didn't really say that, at least I hope I didn't.
Mr. SIKORSKI. Yes, you did.
Dr. WILKINsox. What I was saying was that in terms of the bene-

fits, economic benefits, that the industry can gain, it is simply not
cost-benefit worth it to go ahead and do a lot of these tests that are
required for reregistration.

Mr. SIKORSKI. What about the advocates? They say it is not cost-
beneficial to kill people using these chemicals, or maim them, or
whatever, so, therefore, they should not have to carry the burden
of the scientific evidence. You fmd that a terrible argument. You
call it throwing science out the window. But when the chemical
companies use the economic rationalization to throw science out
the window, you are not appalled by that.

Dr. WILKINSON. I am appalled at anybody trying to throw science
out the window in issues of this type.

Mr. SIKORSKI. Thank you.
Chairman Musa. Dr. Pollack, if I can ask you, since your oral

testimony was somewhat different from your written testimony, if
you could just follow up with this, because the migrant area is one
of the areas we plan to pursue somewhat more in depth a little
later. So if you can fill in your oral testimony, I would appreciate
that very much.

Dr. POLLACK. We will, yes. Thank you.
Chairman Miusa. Qmgressman Holloway.
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Mr. HOLLOWAY. Dr. Pollack, I am sorry that I missed the testimo-
ny, but I had read your speech or your testimony beforehand. On
pge four of your testimony, you make some vague and rather ram-
bling assertions about the conditions of migrant workers. Your tes-
timony is incomplete and leaves a lot of inaccurate impressions.
You may want to try to answer my question a little bit as I go
along here.

We have a lot of laws on the books today which cover this. I
mean, basically, I am in this type field of work. I don't use migrant
workers, and I never intend to use migrant workers, but I think,
for the record, with OSHA in place and FIFRA, and many of the
other laws that we have pa-L.wd, I guess I would like to hearand
I'm sorry that I was not here to hear the questions from the other
congressmen, but it just amazes me how people can come here and
try to make the laws of the land look as if we are not doing any of
the things that we need to be doing.

I visited some migrant workers from Jamaica in the sugcr indus-
try just this past January. I went back and watched a terrible seg-
ment on "60 MinuteE" that basically totally was op ..,ite of what I
had looked at. For the people who seem to want to at up on this,
I am not going to tell you that we don't have problems with our
own people in our own country. But when do we end trying to put
the impression that we don't have anything that protects people?

I believe that we have made tremendous leaps and gains, and
probably these people are so much safer and so much better treat-
ed, and I think we even have laws that prohibit kids from even fol-
lowing their parents into the field, once they cross the line going to
the field.

Dr. POLLACK. No.
Mr. HOLLOWAY. Yes, there are.
Dr. POLLACK. They are not enforced.
Mr. HOLLOWAY. Well, I'm not going to tell you they are not en-

forced. I don't think we have enough problems with them that if
we are not enforcing them, I think there is a reason for it, that
there are not that many cases that it is being done.

Dr. POLIACK. May I just say, I am sorry you missed my testimo-
ny, though, because this was written a week ago to try to make
your early deadline, and my testimony was actually somewhat dif-
ferent. I think that you would have been happier with that, be-
cause I made the point that there were many laws that existed al-
ready. I did make that point. Actually, OSHA does not cover farm
workers, so that is unfortunately really rot included.

I did make the point that the Fair Labor Standards Act, for one
thing, although also there are exemptions for farm workers, was
designed to protect that work in the fields, and specificallywell,
children at workand specifically prohibitE hazardous occupations
for children under 18. I think that is why Chairman Miller had
just asked me to update my testimony because the written was
somewhat different from the oral.

I do think it needs to be pointed out, the Jamaican situation is
not at all the same. In New York State, we have Jamaican contract
workers, too. The Jamaican government will not allow workers to
corns here unless at their camps there are functioning sanitary fa-
cilities. They have to have toilets. In eastern Virginia, on the East-
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em Shore, they inspect once a year in June, and most of those
people do not have working sanitary facilities. The Jamaican situa-
tion is different, because those are contract workers with the U.S.
government, and that is not representative of the general migrant
experience.

Mr. HOLLOWAY. All right Let me tell you what happened to me
personally. I am a nurseryman. I have never hired anyone other
than American citizens till the unemployment department in one
of my local towns called me and told me they had two identical
twins they would like to fmd some work for. They were in a room,
sleeping on a cot, and called and asked me could I help them, and
either find them a job, knowing that I was a congressman, and I
said, "Yes, if you will send them up, we will help them."

I worked these people two weeks. Within two weeks, the Labor
Department was there to inspect their conditions, where they were
living, where they were staying, and I was fined for two or three
violations which I was not aware of. But to me, if within two weeks
of having some migrant workers in my place I had there to
inspect, it tells me that we are doing something right in this
nation. If we are not, well, I'm missing the boat myself.

Dr. POLLACK. I guess the point of my testimony, which aleo was
left out of here, is that, in New York State at least, the farmers are
concerned, too. In the Hudson Valley. many of the farmers do their
own spraying. It is not an issue just for migrant farm workers. The
young farmers, especially, in that area and in the western part of
the state, some of the older farmers have been the people who
always did their own spraying. The issue of expoeure to themselves
and their families is something that I think the farmers have
become much more concerned about.

One of the evidences of that is that, in western New York State,
Farm Workers Legal Services provides education about pesticides
to migrant farm workers. Last year the farmers called them up
and said, "We are really concerned. Three of us have died of cancer
in the last few months. We don't know if it is related, but we are
worried. We would like you to come and educate us about pesti-
cides."

I am not trying to turn it into a farmer versus farm worker
issue. For many farmers in small farms, they do their own spray-
ing, and it is just as much an issue for their own safety.

Mr. HOLLOWAY. Basically, you are saying the farmer himself
should be regulated and told by the government how to operate his
own family?

Dr. POLIACK. No, I am not saying that. I think the farmers in
New York State have a lot of questions and no one to answer them.
One of the positive solutions I can see, which has come from my
contacts with them, when they turn to agricultural extension
agents to fmd out more about what alternative farming methods
might be available to them to substitute for some of the pesticides
which cost them a lot of money, there isn't anybody knowledgeable
in the state. Cornell has, I think, one person who can talk to them,
but there is no one who knows the answers.

Chairman MILLER. Will the gentleman yield?
le. HOLLOWAY. Yes.
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Chairman MILLER. I think the point of the testhnony, both writ-
ten and oral, is, in spite of federal law, there are wholesale viola-
tions of that law. It is not Dr. Pollack who is documenting the
wholesale violations of that law; it is almost every state labor de-
partment in the country. With respect to her contentions about the
child labor laws and children working ingarment factories and
leather factories, and what have you, it is lizabeth Dole who has
documented the wholesale violations, called it a national scandal,
had to put together a task force. The Reagan Administration had a
task force because child labor laws were being violated in such a
wholesale fashion.

In the State of California, under a Republican adminiftration,
they have had to go in and pull children out of the fields. They
have to cite farmers for spraying children in the fields and workers
in the fields. There has Wen gross violation of the laws and the
protections. That does not mean that the laws need to be rewritten;
the laws need to be enforced.

It is true all across this country. It is true in Delaware, and it is
true in Texas. It is true in Virginia, and it is true in Maryland. It
is true all across this country, in terms of where especially we see
the use of migrant workers, be they foreign or domestic.

I spent a number of years as chairman of the Fair Labor Stand-
ards Committee, and we have enough reports to fill this room by
regulatory agencies of every kind of governmental administration,
Republican, Democratic, Conservative, Liberal, whatever the view,
of the wholesale violations of these laws. In some instances, those
violations also include the exposure of children and others to toxins.

Dr. POLLACK. The point I was making was that the farmers have
some concerns that currently are not being addressed and that we
might do a better job of addressing. For instance, agricultural ex-
tension agents need to know more about alternate ways that farm-
ers can spend less money on pesticides and find some other way.

The other issue that came up earlier is that I believe, as many
people do, that most of the American public ieeis very strongly
that if the government allows something to be sold it is safe. There-
fore, it is very important not to gut the regulatory process because
people really do believe that. You put people at even further, in-
creased public health risk if you decide that you are not really
going to regulate pesticides because it is too expensive for the man-
ufacturers.

Mr. HOLLOWAY. Regaining my time, of course, from what Mr.
Chairman said, I think we can take any issue we want and find
any number of violations on anything in this country. I don't care
if it deals with welfare and issuing it out, or if it deals with pesti-
cides and spray. I think there is an illustration that can be drawn,
in many, many cases, on any issue we bring up on this hill. So the
fact that we have a hearing and I have a witness who comes and
testifies something to me tells me there is a case, but it doesn't tell
me that it is on a wholesale level out there.

Dr. POLLACK. At the risk of boring other people because they
heard this, and it isn't in here either, there were 112 people last
year exposed in a situation similar to our 48 percent of our chil-
dren, which is that they went back into fields where the manufac-
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turere specify reentry times and farmers ideally know it is hnpor-
tant to go along with that, but it goes along with their feeling that
things are safe, that you don't rftlly need to wait that long. There
are not one or two; there are many people at risk.

This is a financial issue, too. Somebody paid those people's hospi-
tal bills.

Mr. HOLLOWAY. I don't know if the number you are talking about
compares with how many that went into the fields. It might be 48
out of 452,000. I am not going to tell you that there are not those
=SOL

Moving on, I am going to read a little something here. Dr. Wil-
kinson said in his testimony, he said, "I am concerned tht.t many
of our regulatory priorities are currently being dictated by emo-
tional and nonscientific daims and den.ands of a few highly vocal
individuals and organizations," which I don't think there is noth-
ing in tW., country that hits the media quicker and gets a bigger
play than anything that deals with the environment today.

I think we strive for things, but I think this is a tremendous
statement in your testimony. I want to say, having heard all the
testimony from today's hearings, do you feel that our regulatory
priorities should be set based on what has been said here today? I
address Dr. Wilkinson in that.

Dr. WILKINSON. What we have heard this morning?
MT. HOLLOWAY. Yes.
Dr. WnxixsoN. I think some of the issues that have been raised

this morning certainly should be considered by the regulatory
agencies, but then I believe that the regulatory agencies should be
considering all of the evidence available, the total weight of evi-
dence that has to be balanced before decisions are made.

These are very complicated issues, and we can't just take one
part of the data base and run with it. It is very easy to jump to
conclusions, and often these are wrong conclusions. Therefore, we
have to take evidence from here, evidence from there, pull it all
together, carefully review it. And, sure, there are a lot of uncer-
tainties. Life is a compromise in terms of making decisions, but we
can come up with what is a best judgment decision based on the
evidence available.

I think we are doing that rather well at the present time, with
the exception of what I see as a trend in the last few years where I
believe that media hype and emotion is starting to take over. It
concerns me very much, as a scientist, that scientists are beginning
to assume a seat further and further towards the back of the room
in relation to making regulatory decisions. That is what concerns
me.

Mr. HOLLOWAY. Just to follow up, do you feel that there ir.4
enough information forward on this that we should move forward
here on the Hill, Di do you feel that there should be much more
information to come forward?

Dr. WILKINSON. Move forward in what way, Mr. Congressman?
Mr. HOLLOWAY. Well, I mean as far as if we are going to go to

trying to make new regulations and pass new regulatory measures
here that many we are going to be duplicating. I mean, basically,
banning some of the pesticuies that are out there that are not
being properly used. I mean, the fact they are safe if they are prop-
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erly used, but should we be banning them just because there are
certain cases where they are not properly used?

Dr. WILKINSON. You missed some of the earlier discussion, and I
am sure I come across to some members of the committee as being
a very cavalier person who really loesn't have many concerns.
That would be a long way from truth. I really believe that if we
have conceins and these can be identified and established, then we
have to do something about it.

I don't believe that the evidence, in many cases, is there at the
present time, at least with pesticides. I believe there is lots of evi-
dence with some of the other issues you are considering. Lead is
one example; obviously, that is a problem, and it is being resolved.
I think with pesticides, don't let's just fire off and jump into this
thing and start making all kinds of new laws and regulatory prom-
ises without having some facts to base those on. I don't believe that
those facts are there at the present time.

Mr. HOLLOWAY. Thank you. I apologize for missing all your testi-
mony. That's the way we operate here. It looks like we have to run
and run into other hearings, but I have a lot of interest in this,
particularly from my own, butI am, as much as you, I think we
have to becertain things we do, but I think it doesn't mean that
we are not soft-hearted to a point of realizing that there are prob-
lems or not looking at other ways of something we need to solve.

I think too often here we go out and pass regulations before we
even have good information on what we are passing them on. I
think that is the case of what we are trying to jump into here.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman MILLER. Dr. Pollack.
Dr. PouAcx. As a pediatrician, I just want to say, we were not

here asking you to pass any new ones, but, for the health of' chil-
dren and adults, not to undo the regulatory process or weaken the
regulatory process, and perhaps to strengthen what already exists
under current law without passing new regulations.

Chairman MILLER. Thank you. Thank you again for all of your
testimony and the help you have been to the committee.

The committee will stand adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 1:23 p.m., the committee was adjourned.]
[Material submitted for inclusion in the record follows:]
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INTRODUCTION

Child labor is defined as the paid employment of children less than 16years of
age. It is a common phenomenon in American society, and in the past five
years the numbers of employed children have been increasing steadily.
According to provisional data from the US Department of Labor, more than 4
million children in the United States were employed in 1988 (13, 26, 28).
Legally employed child workers include the urf+an high school student work-
ing in a fast food establishment, the suburban II-year-old delivering newspa-
pers, and the rural child working on a neighbor's farm. Illegal child labor is
also widespread. Despite the popular belief that this problem was remedied
long ago, illega: child labor has persisted in the United States and appears, in
fact, to be on the rise (41). Four-year-olds "help out" in factory sweatshops
passing fabric between their mothers' sewing machines to increml the ;poed
of piece work. while 14-year-olds work on legally prohibited machinery in
belt and garment factories, bakeries, and butcher shops. Clildren do in-
dustrial homework on school nights, and they pick vegetables in fields still
wet with pesficides.

In this review we discuss the benefits and risks of child labor, review its
historical background, and summarize briefly the legislation governing child
labor. We then discuss the current resurgence of child labor in the United
States and consider the public health significance of work as a cause of injury
in childhood.
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BENEFITS AND RISKS OF CHILD LABOR

Employment offers numerous advantages to children, both in their own eyes
awl in the opinion of their parents. employers, and vocational counselors
(27). Development of a sense of responsibility, discipline, and teamwork are
frequently cited as benefits of work, and serve as bridges between the worlds
of childhood and adulthood. Potential exists through work for development of
new skills and improved organization. Also, the exposure of children to a
variety of jobs and professions may influence in a positive way their future
occupational choices. A good employer provides a role model and may evolve
into a mentor. Work has historically offered youth economic opportunity, and
it provides money that can be used for college savings, travel, to help feed the
family, or foi personal extras not otherwise available. As the number of
children living below the poverty line has increased in the United States, and
as available college financial assistance for those in the middle class has
dwindled, these economic opportunities have in recent years assumed great
importance. Finally, work offers youth a sense of personal worth for a job
well done.

There are, however, potential disadvantages of child labor. These fall into
two categories: (a) threats to education and development and (b) risks of
injury, illness, and toxic exposure.

One of the principal hazards of child labor is interference with school
performance. Employed children risk having inadequate time for school
homework and increased fatigue on school days; teachers of children in arzas
where preholiday employment is common or industrial homework is escalat-
ing have noted declines in the academic performances of pretiously adequate
students. These children ire described as falling asleep at ilicer desks, and
they are unable to learn (27; Schiffley Embroidery cases. I). Come, per-
sonal communication). Even if they maintain their academic performance.
working children are able to participate less actively in afterschool activi-
ties and sports than their peers. Child labor also interferes with play. Play is
very important for normal development throughout childhood (30), and re-
laxation and freedom from fatigue are necessary for children to grow and
learn. There is concern also that the push of youngsters into excessive
job responsibilities may produce the -hurried child- effect described by
Elkind (17).

Child labor may have further adverse effects on childhood development by
encouraging antisocial behavior and by interfering with the formation of mor-
al judgement (11). For example. the employer as role model may become a
source of concern if his or her values, morals, and work habits are not those
one would wish to inculcate in neophyte workers. When children are hired
without working papers and asked to -work off the books," made to work
after midnight, or ankr4 to work on legally prohibited machinery, they receive
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socially inappropriate messages about the relative importance of the Me
of law.

Child labor can also influence risk-taking behavior. Risk-taking is, to some
extent, a normal part of adolescent development related to a lack of perspec-
tive on time (30) and a sense of immortality. Ifan adventurous adolescent is
encouraged by unscrupulous employers to climb unprotected on scaffolding
or to operate slicing equipment with the blade guard by-passed, however, he
or she may develop cavalier attitudes toward risk-taking behavior that both
increase inherent risk and lead later to injury and disability.

Injuries are the leading cause of death in children older than one year, and
they account for 45% of all mortality in 5 to 14 year old children in the United
States. Approximately 10,000 children die from injuries each year (44).
Additionally, injuries are the leading cause of potential years of life lost
(YPLL) in the United States, accounting for 2.3 million YPLL in 1987 (9).
The risks of injury, illness, and toxic exposure associated with child labor
appear to pose a significant public health problem, but they have only begun
to be explored (36). Almost no data are available to characterize the rates of
work-related injury among children. Major publications (6, 8, 18, 20) dis-
cussing the epidemiology of childhood injury fail to consider work as a causal
or contributing factor. A recent review, however, of adolescent visits to
emergency rooms in Massachusetts for treatment of injuries found that, of
those injuries with an identified location, 24% had occurred on the job (2). In
1986, Workers Compensation awards were made to 1333 children under age
18 in New York State for work-related injury; 42% of these injuries involved
some degree of permanent disability; 99 of the awards were made to children
under the age of 15 (29).

Even less is known about the incidence or severity of work-related illness in
children, even though children are known to experience a variety of toxic
exposures at work. These exposures include formaldehyde and dyes in the
garment industry, solvents in paint shops, organophosphate pesticides in
agriculture and lawn care, asbestos in building abatement, and benzene in
pumping unleaded gasoline. Given the occurrence of these exposures, it is not
inconceivable that some still undefined fraction of adolescent asthma might be
related to occupational exposures to dusts or formaldehyde or that some cases
of adolescent leukemia may be the consequence of occupational exposure to
the benzene in unleaded gasoline (33). Although it is recognized that young
workers are exposed occupationally to substances known to be hazardous to
adults, almost no work has been done to explore the possibility that young
workers may have heightened susceptibility to these agents due to metabolic
differences and increased body surface area compared to adults. Nor have
possible risks in regard to causation of diseases with long latency been
exploreda matter of concern, given that young workers have many more
years of potential exposure.

155
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In summary, although data are itwomplete and studies Feliminary, the
available evidence suggests that work-related injury is a significant public
health problem in children and suggests additionally that illness Mated to
toxic exposure may be a problem in working children. Yet, children across
the United States wotic daily with dangerous machinery, receive less than
minimum wage, work overtime, and incur potentially hazardous occupational
exposures.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF CHILD LABOR

Child labor has a long history. In the Middle Ages, children worked in
agriculture and as apprentices to artisans (19). ln Colonial America, children
who helped out on their own farms and households were commonly hired out
to perform similar tasks at neighboring farms and households (a practice that
has continued in rural areas almost without change). The contractual relation-
ship that existed between employer and child was one that was supposed to
recognize the responsibility of each to the other; although this did not (and
does not) always preclude exploitation, proximity and the social inter-
relationships provided some degree of protection (31).

No such protection existed for children of the same era who were brought to
the Colonies as indentured servants. Such children were often impoverished
inhabitants of the streets of English cities. Gathered up by the hundreds and
bonded for five to seven years of work in Virginia and other states, they were
packed tightly into ships. Those who profited enormously from this system
were not concerned about travel conditions; if the ocean crossing took too
long due to bad weather, the food ran out. On one such trip 32 children died of
hunger and disease and were thrown overboard. Of those who survived to
reach America. many more died of disease within a few months (48).

Child labor underwent major expansion and restructuring during the 1700s
as a consequence of the need, created by the industrial revolution, for large
numbers of workers. In that era, "most mill owners preferred tohire children
rather than adults. Above all, they were cheaper . . . but also more tractable,
and as labor unions developed, less likely to strike" (39). Children as young
as II, especially girls. were sent by their families to work in the mills because
wages they could earn far exceeded the income of their parents at home on
rural farms. Not surprisingly, these young girls were often victims of sexual
exploitation outside of the workplace in addition to exploitation inside the
factories, where they commonly labored for 12 or more hours a day, six days
a week (35).

The hazards and horrors of child labor in the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries were chronicled by Charles Dickens in Hard Times (14) and by
Francis Trollope in The Life and Times of Michael Armstrong. the Factory
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Boy (40). "Six-year old girls in the mines fof Scotland) did walk that later, in
times of relative enlightenment, was thmed over to ponies" (24). ln the mines
of Pennsylvania and the mills of Massachusetts and South Carolina, con-
ditions woe no different.

In the spring of 1903. (in) Kensington. Pennsylvania . . . seventy-five tbouslusd textile
workers were on strike. Of this number al least ten thousand wear little children. The
workers were sniking for more pay and shooter hours. Every day hide children came into
Union Headquarters. some with their hands off. some with the thumb missing. some with
their fingers off at the bmcide: They were stooped little things. round shouldered and
skinny (48).

Drawings of children being beaten in the cotton mills, lowered on ropes into
the coal mines, and carrying 50-pound rocks on their backs up mine ladders
spatted great popular revulsion against the worst abuses of child labor, but
still these continued (19).

In Britain, concern over the plight of working children was the principal
stimulus to passage of the first legislation protecting the health of all workers
(19, 39). The Health and Morals of Apprentices Act, passed by Parliament in
1802, fixed the maximum number of hours of work at 12 for apprentices,
forbade night work, ordered the walls of factories to be washed twice each
year and workrooms to be ventilated. In the United States, concerns about
working children led to the enactment of compulsory education laws in the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. For example, an 1874 New York State
law mandated schooling for all 8 to 14 year old children and proscribed work
on school days (39).

Despite federal and state legislation, child labor continued to be a major
problem during the first third of the twentieth century. Inadequate enforce-
ment of existing statutes contributed to this persistence. The need for enforce-
ment was tragically demonstrated by the Triangle Shirtwaist Fire in New York
City in 1911. Late in the afternoon one Saturday in March, a fire broke out on
the eighth floor of a building that housed the Triangle Shirtwaist Company.
Having recently lost their strike for a 40 hour week, 500 women and children
on the seventh, eighth, and ninth floors of the building were still laboring, as
part of their 59 hour work week. Since "the factory doors were locked each
day to keep the (workers) in and the union organizers out" and the interior
doors opened inward, fire escapes seemed the only recourse, but they broke
under the weight of the desperate workers. The fire-engine ladders reached
only to the sixth floor. Ultimately, 146 young women lost their lives that day,
only eight years after the passage of landmark child labor legislation and fire
protection laws in New York. Many of those killed were the sole providers for
their widowed mothers and siblings (45).

Between 1916 and 1930, three major pieces of child labor legislation were
enacted but stnick down in the courts. As Postol recounts:
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In 1916 the tint national child labor law. the Keadng-Owen Act, was aped by Preside=
Wilson. This act peobibined the intestate commerce of goods produced by chikken under
haute= and established an eight-hour day for youngsters tmder skteen. lust nine months
after it was put into place. the Supreme Court nded thin Keating-Owen exceeded the
federal government's power to regulate interstate trade, and the act was found un-
constitutional. A second federal child labor law was enacted the following year. with the
support of a precut reform group. the Nathinal Child Labor Committee (NCLC). It impend
a 10 pertent tax on the net profits of manufacturers who employed children below the age
of fourteen. In 1922, the Supeeme Coun struck down this act as an infringement on the
rights of individual states to impose taxation mesons. Having suffered two serious
defeats. refoemers became convinced that the only way to control child labor waa through
the passage of a constitutional amendment. Thioughout the 1920s. the NCLC =menu-
fully sought to gain approval of the required number of state legislatures. Advocates of
child labor reform were encouraged when, in the emiy 1930s. the National Recovery
Administration banned child labor below the ege of sixteen in most industries. In an all too
familiar scenario, however. the NRA was invalidated by the Supreme Coast in 1933 (31).

Finally, in 1938 the Fair Labor Standards Act was enacted. lt remains the
major federal legislation governing child labor today. This legislation es-
tablished uniform federal standards for minimum wage, overtime pay, and
maintenance of records on wages and hours for employees of all ages.
Additionally, it established child labor standards. including lists of permitted
work hours and prohibited occupations, and it raised the age limit for full-time
work to 16.

Major reductions in child labor characterized the 40 years following pas-
sage of the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA). Although the tenets of the act
helped to produce this decrease. Postol suggests that "a key reason the FLSA
was effective was that child labor was already in decline by the time the bill
was passed. By 1940, automation and structural shifts within the maturing
American industrial economy had made child labor increasingly unprofitable.
Changes in family size and demographics and restrictive immigration policies
also contributed to the declining use of juvenile employment" (31). Wide-
spread emphasis on the personal and societal value of education and a
generally strong economy all combined to decrease the prevalence of child
labor in most sectors. The major exception was in agriculture. Agricultural
employment was exempted from many of the provisions of the Fair Labor
Standards Act. Thus, the employment of children in agriculture remained
common and is to the present time relatively under-regulated.

THE FAIR LABOR STANDARDS ACT AND THE WORK
PERMIT SYSTEM

Under the Fair Labor Standards Act, no child under the age of 16 years may
work during school hours, and a ceiling is set on the number of hours of
employment permissible for each school day and each school week. Employ-

1 r-1.)
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ment in any hazardous nonagricultural occupation is prohibited for anyone
less than 18 years old. Thus, no one under age 18 may work in mining .
logging. brick and tile manufacture, roofing or excavating, as a helper on a
vehicle or on power-driven machinery. Meat processing machinery, delicates-
sen slicers, and supermarket box-crushers are specifically prohibited. In
agriculture, where the restrictions are much less stringent, hazardous work is
prohibited only until age 16, and all work on family farms is totally exempted.
According to the law, however, no child under age 16 working on a nonfami-
iy farm is allowed to drive a tractor with an engine over 20 horsepower or to
handle or apply Category 1 or 11 pesticides and herbicides (25).

Though the FLSA provides a broad framework for the regulation of child
labor, most administration of the law occurs on a state level, largely through
the work permit system. Work permits are issued to children by state and local
school systems. The intent of placing this authority within the schools was to
allow for discretion in the issuing of permits based upon a student's academic
performance. Thus the schools are also vested with the authority to rescind
permission to work. In reality, however, this intended safeguard has been
overwhelmed by other more pressing responsibilities placed on schools, and
is virtually never exercised. Another problem in the administration of the
FLSA lies in the fact that in most states there is no central collection point for
data on the number or types of work permits issued to working children or the
industries in which they are employed.

CURRENT EXTENT OF CHILD LABOR I THE UNITED
STATES

In the past decade, after 35 years in which it was not a problem outside of
agriculture, child laborboth legal and illegalhas become increasingly
common in the United States. The US Department of Labor estimates that 4
million children are legally employed; an additional large, but poorly defined,
population is employed illegally (12).

A reconvergence of economic and social factors similar to those which
produced the major increases in child labor at the beginning of the industrial
revolution has produced this growing prevalence of child labor. These factors
are:

1. A strong and growing economy in the face of low unemployment. This
economy has generated a need for workers, whose numbers are scarce,
particularly in the Northeast. Moreover, projected population declines and
worker shortages suggest that this impetus to employ children will in-
tensify in Ihe years ahead.

2. Unstable world conditions, particularly war and poverty in Central Amer-
ica, which have led increasing numbers of illegal immigrants to enter the

15
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United States. These immigrants, particularly childten without parents,
are highly vulnerable to exploitation in the workplace because of their
overwhelming need for income and their fear of discovery by immigration
officials.

3. Poverty: Despite a relatively strong economy, more American children
live below the poverty line today than 20 years ago. For the 20% of
American children who live in conditions of poverty, financial need
constitutes a compelling reason to seek employment.

4. Relaxation has occurred over the past eight years in enforcement of federal
child labor law, including the provisions limiting the maximum permiss-
ible hours of work and the prohibitions against use of dangerous machin-
ery. Repeal of the ban on industrial homework, which was created to
protect working women and children from industrial exploitation in this
piece-work industry, has further undermined the historic intent of child
labor law (23).

The illegal employment of children occurs in all industrial sectors, and
often exists under sweatshop conditions (5, 32). Any establishment that
routinely and repeatedly violates wage, hour, and child labor laws as well as
the laws protecting occupational safety and health is termed a sweatshop (41).
Traditionally, these shops have been considered fringe establishments, such
Etc those in the garment and meat-packing indusdies. Increasingly, however,
restaurants and grocery stores, not typically considered to be sweatshops, are
also fulfilling the definition. In an effort to quantify the cuntnt problem of
illegal child labor in the absence of readily available national statistics, the
General Accounting Office (GAO) in 1987 surveyed the directors of state
labor depaitments. Based on this survey, the GAO found in New York City
that half of the approximately 5000 restaurants met the criteria for sweat-
shops, and that about 25,000 workers were employed in such establishments
(42). In New York City fast-food establishments and the garment industry
have been cited repeatedly for failure to pay minimum and overtime wages
(4). The problem is not confined to large urban antes: in 19117, several high
school students employed by a chain restaurant in a small West Virginia town
quit after having tried unsuccessfully to negotiate with the manager to stop
keeping them past midnight on school nights. Interestingly, the management
had been no more responsive to a similar request ma& by a group of these
children's parents (personal communication from adolescent patient, West
Virginia University Hospital).

Health and safety conditions in sweatshops are often very hazardous. For
example, file hazards are created by blocked exit doors, accumulations of
combustible materials, and inadequate ventilation, and electrocution hazards
result from overloaded electrical supplies, work stations located close to
exposed wire, and bare fuse boxes (S. Pollack, personal observation on visits
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to garment industry sweatshops in New York City in conjunction with the
New York State Department of Labor Apparel Industry Task Force, 1988
1989). It is ironic that these same conditions are known to have contributed to
the deaths of 146 women and children in the Triangle Shirtwaist Frte. The
large mnnber of fire code violations being discovered today by the Garment
Industry Task Force inspectors of the New York State Department of Labor
(H. McDaid, personal communication) suggests that workers. including chil-
dren, are at very high risk of dying of fire if these conditions are not
immediately alleviated.

HAZARDS OF INJURY ASSOCIATED WITH CHILD
LABOR

Urban Child Labor
There are no recent epidemiologic studies of the health hazards associated
with child labor in cities. The available information comes therefore from
case reports and from evaluation of the types of employment available to
urban children.

Garment industry sweatshop work appears to be an increasingly common
source of employment for urban children. As noted above, fire, electrocution,
and injuries from machines are all known risks associated with this work.
Solvent exposure in leather shops is also a hazard. One of the most notorious
sweatshops in New York City is a poorly ventilated belt factory that has
received repeated child labor citations, and yet continues to employ children
under the age of 16. all of whom spend the day in an atmosphere that reeks of
glues and solvents (S. Pollack, personal observation). The persistence of such
an establishment attests to the inadequacy of current law.

Stocking shelves and working at the cash register of grocery stores is legal
work for children aged 14 and up. and urban grocery stores rely heavily on a
young workforce. Although there is no literature concerning repetitive motion
injuries among child cashiers, such injuries, including carpal tunnel syn-
drome, are known to pose problems for adult cashiers. The usual configura-
tion of stock in big-city markets, where space is at a premium and items am
stacked to a much greater vertical height than in other locales, poses risks both
of ladder falls and of injuries from falling objects. Lacerations may be caused
by cardboard boxes and the knives used to open them. Although children are
prohibited by law from operating the machines that are used to cnish or bale
these boxes, an 11-year old boy in the Bronx was killed in December 1988,
when he became entangled in a box-crusher and was crushed to death.

Delicatessen and bakery slicers, although their use is legally prohibited for
children under 18, have both been shown to be sources of serious injury. In
the early 1980s a teenaged boy in New York City was brought to the

16
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emergency room with an amputated arm; he said he had been "helping out" in
a butcher shop. A few months later, another teenaged boy was brought to the
same emergency room with his arm amputated after having been in the same
shop. He too, had just boxn "helping out" (16). Recently, a 17-year old girl in
New York City amputated several fingers when a bakery dough slicer came
down on her hand (37).

The fast food industry is among the fastest growing industries and is one of
the largest employets of youth in the United States today. Minor lacerations
and burns are common hazards in fast food establishments. There is also a risk
of electrocution, although this risk may have been lessened by changes
mandated subsequent to the death by electrocution in 1987 of a teenaged
worker in a hamburger restaurant; the source of the boy's electrocution was a
power outlet on a wet floor in an improperly grounded building (15). Workers
in fast food restaurants may also have excessive microwave exposure. as
heavy use of the microwave equipment tends to damage the seals of food
ovens; also in an effort to hasten the efficiency of food delivery, safety power
cut-offs on microwave cookers may be circumvented (C. Gilman, personal
communication). The extent of such exposure has not been quantified, but the
potential is of concern due to the possibility that exposure to microwaves in
high doses may cause eye damage with subsequent cataract formation.

Suburban/Small Town Child Labor
Children in small towns have a wide variety of job opportunities: delivering
newspapers. pizzas, and submarine sandwiches, caring for lawns, working in
gas stations, working in restaurants and fast food establishments, working at
sales jobs in retail stores, .and stocking shelves and working the registers in
supermarkets.

The hazards associated with these suburban jobs are diverse. Lawn care is
associated with mower injuries, including amputation of fingers and toes as
well as eye injuries caused by flying rocks propelled by mower blades.
Exposures to pesticides and herbicides can also occur in this industry. News-
paper delivery is associated with motor vehicle injuries to children on bicycles
and on foot. Because unleaded gasoline in the United States contains 4 to 5%
benzene by weight, employment of teenagers in gasoline stations may be
associated with airborne and dermal exposure to this carcinogenic solvent.
Finally, the delivery of pizzas and other hot food items has proven to be
extremely hazardous to working children. The rash promise made by a
midwestem pizza company that all pizzas would be delivered within 30
minutes of the time of placing an order has been shown to encourage reckless,
dangerous driving by young, often inexperienced motor vehicle operators. A
total of 20 fatalities among either children working in pizza delivery or the
persons with whom they collided have been documented within the past year

36-386 - 91 - 6 16,
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to be associated with the ill-conceived delivery policies of this firm (22; J.
Kinney, National Safe Workplace Institute, personal communication).

Rural Child Labor: Farm Hazards
The work available to rural childmn is primarily agricultural, and poses the
same health hazards as those affecting adult agricultural workets, including
lacerations, amputations, and crush injuries from farm machinery; blunt
trauma from large animals; motor vehicle accidents involving farm vehicles
on public roads; risk of suffocation on grain elevators and silos; and exposint
to pesticides. Small physical size and inexperience may, however, superim-
pose an additional risk for young workers. Although the numbers of children
working in this industry are not so large as in other sectors, the potential
hazards (especially those involving machinery and large animals), coupled
with the historical lack of regulation of agriculture, combine to create an
important problem, particularly in large rural states. Agriculture hascome to
surpass mining as the most dangerous occupation, accounting in 1980 for 61
fatalities per 100,000 workers (46). Perhaps for this reason, much of the
scanty literature available on work-related injury and illness in children
focuses on agriculture.

Data on injury in adolescent with workers are provided by a 1985 paper by
Rivera (35).

Nearly 300 children and adolescents the each year from farm injuries. and 23.500 suffer
110d1fissal trauma. The fatahty rate increases with age of the child; the ratt for 1$- to 19-
year- old boys is doubk that of young children and 26- fold higher than for girls. More than
half (52.5%) itif those injured) die without ever reaching a physician: an additional 19.1%
die in transit to a hospital, and only 7.4% live long enough to receive inpatient care. The
most common cause of fatal and nonfatal injury is farm machinery. Tractors accounted for
one half of these machinery-related deaths. followed by farm wagons. combines. and
forkhfts.

The importance of tractors in work-related agricultural injuries to children
was supported by a 1979 paper on farm tractor fatalities in which Karlson et al
stated that 29% of Wisconsin farm work fatalities in 1971-1975 occurred to
male farm residents under the age of 19 (21).

Cogbill, Busch, and Silas (10), also of Wisconsin. echoed the concerns of
Rivera over deaths of injured child farm workers that occurred before they
could reach a hospital. In a 1985 paper, they reviewed the cases of 105 farm
trauma patients, 19 years old or younger, admitted to their Level II trauma
referral center. They found a bimodal distribution in age with peaks at ages 4
and 14 years. All 13-18 year olds were working at the time of their injury (G.
Stiers. personal communication). They found that "specific injuries observed
in these children were often predicted by the mechanism of injury. Tractor
and wagon accidents resulted in multiple system trauma with frequent pelvic
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fractures, long-bone fractures, head injuries, and thoracoabdominal trauma.
Hand and leg trauma predominated in farm machinery mishaps." Six of the
teenagers were critically injured. The.most severely injured child (aged 15)
spent 55 days in hospital after a tractor roll-over left him with fractures of
skull, rib, pelvis, femur, ulna, face, both scapulae, and a laceration of the
urethra that required surgical repair.

A bimodal peak of childhood farm injuries, in which the adolescent peak is
accounted for by working children, was also noted by Swanson et al in
Minnesota (38). 'They reviewed 88 cases of rural injury in adolescents, of
whom 29 (33%) were defmitely working at the time of injury. (Another 20
may have been working.) They found that older children were involved in
accidents with tractors more thati twice as often as younger children; power
take-offs (rotating drive shafts which transfer power from a tractor to a piece
of attached (arm machinery) were a second important cause of injury. They
provide sobering data on the implications of acute injury: "Eleven children
required multiple reconstructive surgical procedures, fifteen children had a
body part amputated, four children !were left with) arm or leg length dis-
crepancies, four have nerve deficits, nine have diminished function secondary
to contractures or deformities, and one has urethral deformities and im-
potence.'"

Coghill et al point out that federal and state laws require all 14 and 15 year
olds hired as farm employees to have completed a safety education course
prior to operating machinery, but they add that these regulations do not apply
to children working on family farms (10). Nevertheless, this safety require-
ment is not always being met even on farms where it is required by law. In
1984, a 16 year old New York State boy died while working on a neighbor's
farm when the machine he was unloading caught and pulled him in, leaving
him torn and crushed. He had been working since age 11, but had no work
perthit and no tractor permit, ln testimony, his father accurately noted another
problem pertaining to farm vehicle safety: Although one must have both a
license and an inspected and registered car to drive on public roads, a farm
vehicle need not have a certificate of inspection and can be driven by anyone,
including a child with no licer...TF., (27).

A 1989 paper by Broste et al from the Marshfield Clinic describes hearing
loss among high school farm students (7). The paper is of historic as well as
medical note, as it represents perhaps the only report of occupational illness in
adolescents. Over three years, audiometric exams were conducted on 872
vocational agriculture students. Students who were actively involved in farm
work had increased prevalence of high frequency, early noise-induced hearing
loss as compared to peers who were not actively involved in farm work.
Broste suggested that education and provision of hearing protection equip-
ment would be appropriate preventive measures, as students using hearing
protection had a lower prevalence of hearing loss. They concluded:

I C
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With the ec000ntic mums facial; many fnmers, exposure of chitchat to noisy sod
hazardous machinery could be expected to increase. Adolescents and teen-aged children
often fill roles previanly held by Abed help. As hymns and their spouses take jobs off the
farm to supplement income. fano chilthen take on increasing tespotudhility for him
apassiook and may be at inmeasins risk of hearing lots and other occupational health
hum* of fuming.

INTERNATIONAL CHILD LABOR

Child labor is a major problem beyond the borders of the United States (1, 3,
43, 47). According to the International Labour Organization OW), at least
200 million children worldwide under the age of 14 are employed. In some
countries, children constitute 15 to 25% of the total workfoive. Child= are
employed as rug weavers in the Middle East, underground tin miners in South
America, metal workeis, fireworks makers, textile weavers, and glass blow-
ers. Injuries, illness, and disability are common among working children
worldwide.

Child labor is associated in virtually all countiesboth industrialized and
developingwith poverty, high unemployment, inadequate educational
opportunities, and failure to enforce existing law and standards. Particularly
severe abuses have been documented in so-called "free enterprise zones,"
industial areas established in nany counties in which relaxation has been
permitted in the enforcement of labor and environmental laws.

./
OPTIONS FOR PREVENTION

A series of approaches exists to prevention of the illnesses and injuries
associated with child labor. All of these approaches are based on the fun-
damental preventive concept that the incidence of the injuries and illnesses
associated with child labor will be greatly reduced if the laws and regulations
governing child labor are understood and strictly eMbrced and if illegal child
labor is eradicated. Although work in childhood has undeniable benefits, it is
clear that excessive and illegal child labor, sweatshop work, and industrial
homework are dangerous for children and must be prevented.

Specific approaches tc prevention are as follows:

EDUCATION Education is necessary to call attention to the hazards associ-
ated with child labor and to provide information concerning the relevant law.
It must proceed on several levels. Child= themselves must be taught about
the hazards of work, and an effort made to temper their usual enthusiasm and
lack of fear of industrial hazards. Teachers and school boards must be
informed of the hazards of child laborincluding the hazards to education
and they must be made swam of their duties and iesponsibilities under the
work permit process. Physicians and other health providersparticularly
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emergency room staffneed to remember that work can be a cause of injury
and illness in childhood; the importance of an occupational history cannot be
ovetemphasized. Finally, the business community must be educated as to the
hazards of child labor and reminded of their responsibilities under the law.

DATA COLLECTION OM of the major impediments to defining and resolv-
ing the problem of child labor in the United States is a lack of detailed data on
the size of the population of working children and/or the incidence of work-
related injuries and illnesses. The Bureau of Labor Statistics of the US
Department of Labor and state departments of labor need to develop mecha-
nisms for more efficient collection of these data and for the better accessing of
data sets that are potentially useful, but currently only minimally available,
such as information on work permits issued by school boards.

REGULATION AND ENFORCEMENT Relaxation in the enforcement of feder-
al regulations protecting child workers has undoubtedly contributed to the
current resurgence of legal and illegal child labor in the United States. The
number of inspectors has been reduced, the number of inspections is down,
and an attitude of complacent non-enforcement is officially sanctioned and all
too common. A particularly dangerous proposal is the US Depanment of
Lzbor's announced intention to relax bans on industrial homework that cur-
rently are in force in the apparel industry. Such relaxation will inevitably
allow increased child labor, and is not consistent with good public health.
Clearly. strong enforcement of existing legislation and regulations is neces-
sary to prevent abuses of the law and to protect the health of worldng children.

CONCLUSIONS

Child laborboth legal and illegalhas increased substantially in frequency
in the United States over the past decade. Childhood employment has in-
creased in all industrial sectors, and the most marked increases have occurred
in the restaurant and garment industries. A resurgence of sweatshops. many of
them employing child laborers, has oeen documented by state labor officials
and by the US Government Accounting Office. There has occuried a resurg-
ence of industrial homework, often involving children. Violations of federal
child labor laws have more than doubled. Currently, 4 million children in the
United States are estimated by the US Department of Labor to be legally
employed, and an additional large, but inadequately docummed, population
of children are employed illegally. Worldwide, the International Labour
Organization estimates that 200 million children under the age of 14 years are
employed.

Child labor, particularly when it is illegal, excessive or OCCUYS under

IC
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sweatshop conditions, can interfere with the emotional and intellectual growth
of children. Etcessive child labor has been shown to create major im-
pediments to successful school Nork.

Child labor appears to be a serious cause of injuiy in children. Although
statistics are scant and adequate epidemiologic studies have not been un-
dertaken, lacerations, amputations, crush injuries, and head trauma have all
been mported in children at work. Fragmentaiy surveys of worker compensa-
tion records and hospital emergency loom monis indicate that the possibility
of injury to working child= is substantial. FUither epidemiologic studies of
work-related injury to children are seeded to better document the extent and
severity of the problem.

Working children are exposed to numinous toxic substances, including
known carcinogens (benwne and asbestos) and neurotoxins (organophosphate
pesticides and solvents). Although disease resulting specifically from toxic
exposures in childhood has not been documented, it seems probable that
delayed illness consequent to these exposures must occur. Again, epidemio-
logic evaluations are requited.

Prevention of injury and illness in working children requires the following
actions:

I . the development of better data to define the extent and severity of the
problem of child labor and its associated inknies and illnesses so as to
permit identification of particularly dangerous industries and occupations;

2. education of children, parents, teachers, physicians, and the business
community about the hazards of child labor;

3. review of existing laws and regulations to determine whether there art
areas that i 'quire strengthening or modification so as to be more appropri-
ate to current conditions;

4. discontinuation of the poorly considered federal initiative to relax certain
labor regulations that protect children at work, particularly the regulations
limiting industrial homework; this relaxation will lead inevitably to in-
creased child labor,

5. strict enforcement of existing law and regulations by state and federal
agencies.
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FARMWORKER JUSTICE FUND, INC.
2001 S Street, ist.W., Suite 210

Washington, D.C. 20009
(202) 4624192

Mr. George Miller, Chairman
House Select Committee on Children,
Youth, and Families

385 House Office Building Annex 2
Washington, DC 20515

September 26, 1990

RE: Testimony for Hearing Record on "Environmental Toxins and
Children: Exploring the Risks"

Dear Mr. Miller:

I am submitting the following comments to the Select
Committee's hearing record on behalf of the Farmvorker Justice
Fund, Inc. (FJF). FJF is a national, not-for-profit farmvorker
advocacy organization based in Washington, D.C. One of our
principal concerns is the workplace health and safety of migrant
farmworker adults and children. We were pleased that the committee
included farmworker testimony in the Oakland hearing, and that you
also addressed the issue of pesticide exposure of migrant children
at the Capitol Hill hearing.

There are four points I will cover in this testimony:

1. The extent of pesticide exposure to migrant farmwerker
children;

2. Pesticide poisoning among farmworker adults and
children;

3. The importance of pesticide recordkeeping; and

4. Other toxic exposures migrant farmvorker children face.
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.1 ,1 t i 1. 1.

Fermworker adults and children are on the front lines of
exposure to toxic agricultural peat1cides. About 25% of farm labor
is performed by children in this country. Migrant farmworker
children, who themselves work or who art brought to the fields
because parents have no day care, are exposed to pesticide
residues in the soil and on the foliage of fruit and vegetable
crops. Farmworker families get eprayed by pesticide drift when
neighboring fields are treated. Sometimes farmworkers are not
notified which fields will be sprayed, and the very fields where
they are working get sprayed. Poisonings result.

Sometimes unprotected fersworkers are sent into the fields
too soon after pesticide application. Such a violation of the
pesticide reentry time in November 1989 resulted in the poison4ng
of 85 farmworkers, including several teenagers and pregnant women.
(See attachment 1, newspaper clippings about that mass poisoning.)

Farmworkere suffer higher levels of pesticide residues in the
food they eat and the water they drink than does the average
consumer. Farmworkers ars exposed to pesticideswhen they eat
fruits and vegetables from the fields and when, because their
employers provide no wash water, they must eat their meals in tha
fields without being able to wash their contaminated hands.

Farmworkers improvise when they are not provided with cups
for drinking water. They use the very crops they are harvesting--
green peppers, hollowed-out cucumbers or apples. If produce is
covered with pesticide residues, the workers drink there residues
along-with the water. Migrant farmworker families may have to use
pesticide -contaminated sources of water, ouch as irrigation
ditches, for bathing, drinking, and washing because there are no
other alternatives.

Migrant fareworker housing is typically located adjacent to
the fields. When fields are sprayed with pesticides, drift carries
and the farmworker camps are also sprayed. Thus, even if a family
has a member who can stay with infants and seall chlidrintat the
labor camp, there is still the risk of pesticide exposure and
poisoning. Additionally, improper disposal of pesticide containers
by pesticide applicators Reynosa that areas near migrant labor
camps become dumping grounds and hazardous playgrounds for migrant
children. An article fro* June 1990 in Michigan's cgreegjekeiga
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Preen noted such a problem in a farmworker labor camp. (See
attachment 2, Michigan section of *A Continuing Harvest of
Shame.°)

Children are also exposed to pestic.:de residues from their
parents' work clothing since farm employers do not provide
changing areas and shower facilities for farmworkers to use before
they return to their living quarters.

essearmi2sktr_mtuazin
Attachments 1-4 include newspaper accounts of farmworker

pesticide poisonings, including a farmworker applicator's death in
California in early 1990 from the insecticide parathion. Contrary
to what Committee witness Chris Wilkinson stated at the September
13th hearing, people bave died from pesticides. Even when
farmworkers are not fatally injured from a poisoning, they may be
hospitalised or suffer lingering problems such as headaches,
fatigue, problems with vision or sleep, and muscle weakness for
days, weeks, or months after the poisoning. These chronic problems
affect their ability to work and earn a living. Then there are the
many unanswered questions about the long-term health effects of
low-levels of exposure of children to a variety of pesticides over
a number of years.

The effects of pesticide poisoning on children may lead to
problems with learning and impairment of cognitive processes. A
comparison of poisoned subjects and unexposed controls by Dr.
Eldon Savage and colleagues at ColoredoState University showed
that the poisoned cases scored significantly worse in tests of
intellectual functioning, academic skills, abstraction and
flexibility of thinking, and simple motor skills (speed and
coordination). (See attachment 5, pp. 69-70.) As former OTA study
director Dr. Mark Schaefer stated at the September 13th hearing,
though, little neurotoxicological research is devoted to
vulnerable segments of our population, including children.

During the first weekend of September 1990, a crew of 75-100
pear pickers in eastern Washington were sprayed by pesticide
drift. According to George Finch, the coordinator of Centro
Campesino Granger, Washington (phone number: 509-854-2052), the
farmworkers are experiencing a range of health problems, including
inflamed eyes, headaches, and rashes on the arms, hands, and
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Abdomen. The following Monday none of the sprayed workers was
rehired by the employer because *they had been talking to peopLe°
about the incident.

Employer intimidation rf workers is an important factor in
considering hcmwellmigrar.t farmworkers can protect themselves
and their children fres urgers living andleorting conditions. The
Fermworker Justice Fumd has received reports from around the
country of employers firing fareworkers whom they suspected of
reporting pesticide, housing, or field sanitationviolations or
workers who complained to the supervisor or who merely asked
questions about unsafe conditions.

We recantly learned of another fareworker death fro*
pesticide poisoning, which occurred in Georgia. An 18-year-old
male died from exposure to ths highly trxic insecticide
disulfoton. The worker's job was to harvest pecans, which is done
by shaking the trees. The young man wee barefoot, had no
protective clothing, and had received no warnings or training
about pesticide safety. Shaking the trees was a dusty job, and we
speculate that the residues of the pesticide in the dust were
still highly toxic because of the very dry and hot weather. We are
waiting for more information about this case.

IL-Thililhatallia-Saittatilligt211211101k2112in2

Although industry-employed scientists such ae Chris
Wilkinson speak of the need for more data to adequately assess the
effects of pesticides, the chemical industry and agribusiness have
consistently and strenuoualy opposed pasatr.-: nf comprehensive
pesticide recordkesping requirements and worker and community
right -tc. know laws. Parmworkers, rural communities, and consumers
are in a catch-22 situation. Example," of ill effects of pesticides
are dismissed an 'anecdotal evidence' or 'unscientific.° Yet
efforts to recur& comprehensive, accessible pesticide usage data
are thwarted at the state and federal levels by well-financed
campaigns by chemical manufacturers and the American Farm Bureau
Federation.

Mcconiands you, Mr. Miller, for your leadership and
commitment to correct this problem through a recorikeeping
amandzent to the 1990 Farm Bill. Acceptance of the House version
of pesticide recordkeeping by the Conference Committee would
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provide for farmworker acceas to pesticide information and
meaningful data collection and analysis at the national level.

Attachment 2 shows soma of the unhealthy and dangerous
housing conditions migrant farmworker families contend with as
they harveet our nation's food. Substandard housing puts migrant
farmworker children at risk of exposure to various hazardous
substances beeides postie'4es. Farmworker infants and Children may

be exposed to peeling lead-based paint, exposed asbestos
insulation, and poorly ventilated heating systems.

=sant=
Migrant farmworker children are exposad to a variety of

environmental toxins in the fields and in the labor camps. I have
focused on their exposures to pesticides. The surest way to
protect children is to eliminate their exposure to pesticides in
the first place. Pesticide poisoning is a preventable illness Just
as is lead poisoning. Substandard working and living conditions
must be corrected. Farmworker parents must be able tavern a
living wage without having to recruit their children to work so
that the family can eat each day. Adequate childcare facilities
are needed for the children of farmworker and other rural parents

as well as for the children of urban working parents.

Chris Wilkinson stated that "Ws must not squander our
precious resources." Hewes talking about money. But children are
our most precious resource, and we must protect them from
environmental and occupational toxins.

We would be happy to provide the Committee with any
additional information necessary. I have also attached a copy of
our latest newsletter, a special report on pesticides.

Attachments 1-6

Sincerely,

Valerie A. milk. M.S.
Health Specialist
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Au.. ATTACHNEEN'rs ARE RETAINED IN Comm.= Fuss

Attachment 1: "Deadly Insecticide Injures Farmworkers", article,
from the Tampa Tribune, November 16, 1989.

Attachment 2: "A Continuing Harvest of Shame", Conditions
Facing Migrant Farmworkers in 1990. The Farmworker Justice
Fund, Inc., Washington, DC.

Attachment 3: "Pesticide Fatality a Mystery", article from The
Bakersfield Californian, January 23, 1990.

Attachment 4: "Good Health Is a Mirage to Migrant Workers",
article from The Grand Rapids Press, June 17, 1990.

Attachment 5: "The Occupational Health of Migrant and Season-
al Farmworkers In The United States", pamphlet from Farmwork-
er Justice Fund, Inc.

Attachment 6: "kecial Report: A Farmworker Perspective On
Pesticides", article from Farmworker Justice News, Vol. 4, No. 2,
Farmworker Justice Fund, Summer 1990.
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PREPARED STATEMENT MARCH OF DIMES

STATIBLENT ON ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS TO PREGNANCY

SUBMITTED TO THE
HOUSE SELECT COMMITTEE ON CHILDREN, YOUTH AND FAMILIES

SEPTEMBER 1990

The March of Dimes Birth Defects Foundation commends Chairman Miller and the

Select Committee for holding these hearings on environmental hazards to children.

The March of Dimes is concerned about the environment where children are first

exposed to potential environmental risks the mother's womb. The risks to the

fetus exposed to tobacco, alcohol, racaine and other illicit drugs and some

industrial byproducts (e.g. methylmercury, lead) are well documented. However,

the risks to the fetus from exposure to many other drugs. industrial products, air

pollution and water contamination are poorly understood.

Every year about 110.000 American children will be born with a serious birth

defect (structural congenital anomaly or chromosomal abnormality). About 11,000

(ten perrent ) of these children will die and many of the others will have chronic

disabilities. Birth defects have no class ur racial boundaries, so that families from

all socioeconomic groups share the same risk of having a child with a birth defect

Birth defects are the leading rause of infant mortality in the Uniteo States. For

those children who don't die, medical and institutional care costs billions of dollars

annually, nut to mention the cost in human suffering and anguish for the chit.ti and

for the parents. Unfortunately. the causes of SO% of birth defeets are unknown.

Public concern about the safety of food, air. water and oecupational exposure is
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rapidly increasing. Now Is the time to address and answer some of these

coneerns, and we are pleased to have the opportunity to submit this statement to

the select committee.

Our statement focuses on two opportunities for preventing environmental injury

and damage to developing babies. The first is preconeeptional counseling and

prenatal care. Many of the medical conditions, personal behaviors, and

environmental hazards associated with negative pregnancy outcomes can be

identified and modified or treated prior to conception. Given the importance of

minimizing the effects of environmental toxins on pregnancy outcomes, we should

take advantage of every opportunity available to evaluate and counsel women of

childbearing age who are considering a pregnancy, or are pregnant, about the

risk of exposure to environmental toxins. Such encounters, if properly utilized,

create an excellent opportunity for appropriate decision making that can provide

the best chance for a good pregnancy outlome.

Pregnancy is often the impetus for a woman to seek health care following a period

of either no care or episodic care. Unfortunately, access to early and continuous

prenatal care is too often unavailable because of financial or other barriere. Any

responsible solution to the problem of environmental hazards and children must

address the issue of access to comprehensive primary health care.

The second opportunity to reduce environmental hazards relates to birth defects

monitoring and research opportunities for developing effective prevention

strategies. Since animal studies are poor predictors of risk in humans,

epidemtologic research should be an urgent priority. Currently, the budget for

171
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these activities at the Centers far Disease Control (CDC) is less than 2% of the

total CDC budget. In fact, the state of California spends more than does the

CDC for birth defects monitoring. California has the largest population-based

birth defects registry, the California Birth Defects Monitoring Program (CBDMP).

This program, funded by the state Department of Health Services and operated by

the March of Dimes. ft; legislatively mandated to: maintain a birth defects

registry; investigate clusters of birth defects; conduct epidemiologic studies about

the causes of birth defects; evaluate environmental agents and provide community

services directed at identified problems.

The CBDMP serves as an important epidemiologic resource to help identify causes

of birth defects and to address public concerns about suspected causes and

clusters. The CBDMP makes hundreds of public presentations annually and

responds to hundreds of requests for infoemation. The program has published

studies on special environmental concerns. For example, one showed that aerial

application of maiathion was not associated with birth defects and another found

that gastroschisis (a defect in which intestines are outside the abdominal cavity)

is increasing over time among young mothers throughout California. The reasons

for this increase are currently under study. One staff person from the CBDMP

was instrumental in identifying accutane (an anti-acne drug) as a human

teratogen.

While we are making great progress in California, this program does not substitute

for a national program. The data from the CBDNIP can be used nationally, however

the California program does not have adequate funding for research activities. In

addition, while other states also collect data, it is not collected in a uniform

1 77
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manner, which reduces the effectiveness of regional comparisons and our

understanding of the epidemiological issues involved.

Therefore, the March of Dimes supports the expansion of the Centers for Disease

Control to enable it to:

o stimulate and coordinate state efforts to monitor birth defects;

o help in planning further epidemiologic studies to identify causes of birth

defects;

o fund epidemiologic research using axisting data sources; and

o develop more effective prevention and intervention strategies based on the

monitoring efforts.

We have much, murh more to learn, not only about birth defects, but about the

dangers from new environmental agents. chemical exposures, and illegal

substances, not to mention a further evaluation of the 66.0tM chemicals currently

used in United States homes, industry, and agriculture. The March of Dimes,

through its Reproductive Hazards in the Workplace, Home, Community. and

Environment Program. will continue to support research in these areas; however,

March of Dimes resources and even state resources are not enough. There is an

important federal responsibility. We hope that these hearings will result in

support for expanding the CDC birth defects prevention program to improve

pregnancy outcomos for all American women.

17,o
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II1P15REm
National Network To Prevent Birth Dem- Ls

Box 15309, Southeast Station, Washington, D.C. 20003, 202 543-5450

September 18, 1990

Hon. George Miller
Chairman
House Select Committee on
Children. Youth and Families

House of Representatives
Washington. D.C. 20510

Dear Rep. Miller and Collegues.

We appreciate that you are holding a hearing on
*Environmental Toxins 4 Children: Exploring the Risks".

Enclosed is the testlmony of the National Network
to Prevent Birth Defects.

In our review of the literature over the past five
years, It has become very clear that very large percentage
reductions in birth defects, learning disability, mental
retardation, and childhood cancers are possible, through
a combined program of toxic exposure reduction and upgrading
of nutrition during early pregnancy.

The federal government has goals for cancer and heart
disease of adults, but lacks goals for =proving the health
and quality of life of children.

The Congress needs to lay out some goals for the
regulatory agencies and departments.

We doubt very much that progress will be made in this
area unless the Congress takes such action and promotes a
presumption in favor of better health for children and
the pregnancy in the regulitory process for toxics, radiation,
and pharmaceuticals. The regulatory agencies are at present
resistant to this idea that children need to be protected.

With best regards.

c. Committee

cAi

Erik Jansson, Nat. Coord.

o
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PREPARSD STATRMENT OF ERIK %TARRSON, WASHINGTON, DC

The National Network to Prevent Birth Defects is a
membership group founded in 1984, to fill a gap in citizen
group and government efforts. At that time, there was no
group that concerned itself with the effect of the entire
spectrum of toxics, radiation. and drugs upon the pregnancy and
the health of children.

New Interest In Childhood Health And Toxics

In 1984, there was very little interest in childhood
health in the federal agencies. This is beginning to change
for some of the following reasons:

1. The reduction of lead in gasoline produced a dramatic
decline in the blood levels of Americans, and some indications
of a reduction of learning disabilities in children, as well
as strong expectations of a reduction of heart disease and cancer
in American adults, and a likely reduction of birth defect rates.

2. In California, a series of laws has pushed the issue of
prevention forward:

a. The Birth Defect Prevention Act forbids the sale of
pesticides in California that cause birth defects.

b. Proposition 65 was passed by the voters, requiring the
labeling of chemicals that cause either cancer or birth
defects.

c. The *Big Green' ballot initiative of California to be
voted upon in November goes farther, forbidding the
sale of pesticides that cause *reproductive injury".
That is a term that is broad enough to include many
childhood diseases including learning disabilities.

3. We also note some changed attitudes in the Bush administration
that was missing previously. In May, Secretary Sullivan of
the Department of Health and Human Services announced the formation
of a Maternal and Child Health Bureau. And in September, the
Department announced the opening of a Department for Womens'
Health Research.

These are timid steps, because the Bureau does not have
line authority aa-Ti research program just postpones action on
measures that can be taken right now to sharply reduce childhood
illness rates and improve pregnancy outcomes. But they are steps,
nevertheless.

We recently wrote Administrator Reilly of the Environmental
Protection Agnecy about establishment of a childrens' policy
for toxics and pesticides, as well as radiation, and will have
some meetings at EPA on this issue.
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But again they want to push the issue down to the research
level, which postpones obvious and inexpensive measures that
can be taken right now.

LhCK OF GOALS AND POLICY PDR CHILDHOOD HEALTH

The Department of Health and Human Services has goals
for reducing rates of adult cancer and heart disease. But, there
are no goals for reducing rates of birth defects, mental retardation,
learning disabilities, and childhood cancers.

The Environmental Protection Agency lacks even a general
policy on children, though it has long been known that toxic and
radiation exposures particularly affect children and the pregnancy
at dosages lower than for adults.

The time has come for the Congress to establish a general
children's policy for the regulatory agencies, and a general
presumption in favor of childhood health and for healthy pregnancy
outcomes. This would have to cover toxics, pesticides, radiation,
and also doctor prescribed drugs, doctor prescribed radiation, and
food additives. (Radiation includes non-ionizing radiation.)

There is a need to require the regulatory avencies to
set some goals to achieve better health for the child and pregnancy
outcomes, and report back to the Congress on these programs.

And finally, there is a need for the Congress to set some
goals for proper nutrition during pregnancy, since we found in
our review of the literature that the interaction of toxics and
nutrition is what determines whether there will be birth defects.
mental retardation, or childhood cancer.

In short, what is needed is a coordinated_provam rather
than the piecemeal programs of today that are fought out toxin
by toxin. It is not possible to have a coordinated program without
goals. Coordinated programs are always less expensive.

Exhaustion of Administrative Remedies

As an organization, we have exhausted our administrative
remedies since 1984, in a series of citizen petitions to the
Environmental Protection Agency, the Department of Health and Human
services, and other Departments.

Chart 1 lists these petitions, which were largely
rejected, though we did make some progress in moving the
lead issue along.

These petitions covered each of the major toxin areas
that affect children that are listed on the next page.
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Chart 1

REJECTED PETITIONS, 1984-90
Exhaustion of Administrative Remedies: Status of Petitions
Filed With Federal Agencies Since 1984 on Prevention of
Childhood Injury_

1. Petition to Environmental Protection Agency for a program
to prevent breast milk contamination with chemicals,
March 1. 1985. 37 pages.
Status: Largely rejected.

doctor 2. petition to Department of Health and thimaa Services on
prescr- Therapeutic Drugs That Cause Birth Defects and Learning
ibed Disablities Without Providing Health Benefits, August 1, 1985
drugs 46 pages. Status: Totally rejected

Resubmitted on April 30, 1990, Status: Totally rejected.

3. Petition to change the label of phenobarbital to prohibit
administration to pregnant women and children under the
age of 3, unless they have proven epilepsy. April 30, 1990
Status: Under consideration.

toxic 4. Petition to Federal Agencies, particularly the Environmental
metals Protection Agency, for a comprehensive program to limit

exposure to toxic metals, January 9, 1986. 103 pages, Status:
Rejected, though it helped with the lead removal program
from drinking water. The Congrese forced E.P.A. to limit
American ime of organotins. when the Agency refused.

low- 5. Petition to Federal Agencies, particularly the Environmental
level Protection Agency and Department of Health and Human Services
radiation to reduce American exposure to low-level radiation by

SO percent. 115 pages. Status: Largely rejected

Petition to Federal Agencies to reduce American exposure
to nitrates and nitrites by SO percent. August 1, 1988, 94 pages,
Status: Environmental Protection Agency rejected petition
7,7-3Finking water because it would require changes In
agriculture. and USDA rejected petition.

nitrates 6.

doctor 7.

prescr-
iptions

Petition to Department of Health and Human Services to
stop Medicaid payments for unnecessary drug prescription.
X-rays and cesarean sections during pregnancy, 4 pages.
Status: Department said that they did not want to set quality
iiTal-alards for Medicaid and rejected petition.

low- 8. Petition to Environmental Protection Agency to change its
level aseesament of the cancer potential of radiation in view
radiation of updated findings by scientists concerning Hiroshima

victims, November 11, 1987, 3 pages, Status: Agency rejected
petition.

aluminum 9. Petition to Environmental Protection Agency to eliminate
use of aluminum sulphate in treating America's drinking
water since it was caueing Alzheimer's disease and learning
disabilities in children. April 24, 1999 6 pages and
copies of scientific studies, Status: Agency will make
a decision in one to two years.

1 s
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It is important to note at the outset that the largest
contribution of toxins to ill health of children takes place
during the pregnancy itself. This is where the bulk of the
medical care needs originate, from the birth defects, retardation,
learning disabilities and childhood cancers produced by exposure
to the fetus during pregnancy.

Dr. Alice Stewart of Great Britain points out that most
childhood cancers are actually contracted in the mother's womb.
since there is no other way to explain the time lag involved in
the childhood onset of these cancers.

And so protection of the child from toxic injury needs to
include the pregnancy period. The goals set for prevention by
the Congress needs to InCIade the pregnancy.

The major categories of toxins that affect children
Include the following:

toxic metals: including not only lead, but alsc,
cadmium. mecury, arsenic, aluminum, manganese.
organotins. And there are others.

low level radiation, including doctor prescribed X-rays,
radon, radium.

breast milk contaminants, including dioxin.
therapeutic drugs that are prescribed unnecessarily

to the pregnant woman or to the young child.
pesticides and nitrates.
solvents and chemicals.
non-ionizing radiation.

The House Select Committee on Children, Youth, and Families
has been in existence for a number of years. It is true that
the Committee lacks legislative authority, but most members
belong to other committees that can introduce legislation.

So much is known about how to prevent childhood toxic injuries.

Perhaps the time has come to stop debating childrens' health
issues, and to establish a legislative framework to require the
regulatory agencies and mainline departments to develop prevention
goals and programs that encompass the toxins beyond the
traditional alcohol, cigarette and social drug exposures.

Without legislative prodding from the Congress, prevention
will be a very unlikely event. And the Congress needs to be
very specific about goals, and about the range of toxins to
be addressed by the regulatory agencies.

And finally, as we will see next. there is also a need to
set some goals on nutrition during pregnancy, since it is the
interaction of toxins with nutrition that determines the rate of
many birth defects as well as learning disabilities and cancers.

1 Es
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WHAT CAN BE ACCOMPLISHED wITH A COORDINATED FEDERAL PREVENTION
PROGRAM

We were quite surprised in our review of the literature
about how much progress could be made in prevention of childhood
illness stemming from toxics exposures.

As already noted, a successful prevention program needs to
combine a reduction of toxic exposure to the pregnancy and young
arrniith a nutrition program that includes supplemental vitamins
for the pregnancy.

The reason for this is that many toxins damage the child
by interfering with nutritional elements. A good example is
spina bifida, one of the three largest causes of mental retardation
in the United States. Alcoholism and Down's syndrome account
for most of the rest.

Recent studies sponsored by the National Institute of Health
and others show that the daily use of a multiple vitamin containing
folic acid during the first six weeks of pregnancy can reduce
rates of spina bifida as much as 75 percent. A drug known to cause
spina bifida, valproic acid, also aggressively depletes folic acid
in the body.

In summary, we believe that the following is possible with
a combined program of toxic exposure reduction to the pregnancy
and young child and better nutrition for the pregnancy:

Retardation: A 50 percent reduction in national rates
does appear quiTiMilTle.

Birth Defects: Available evidence suggests that 50yercent
reductions in rates appear feasible. But, birth defect
rates appear to be increasing in the United States.
except for the neural tube defects which are prevented
by better nutrition.

Childhood Cancers: The majority of these are caused by
background radiation like radon and radium - particularly
when exposure takes place during pregnancy. For this
reason, we believe that a 30 percent reduction in rates
may be feasible. Elimination of X-ray exposures during
pregnancy are feasible, but the Department of Health and
Human Services has chosen not to pursue this - and need
some prodding from the Congress.

Learning Disabilities: We believe that a 50 percent
reduction of rates may be feasible.
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Chart 2 summarizes some of the recent literature findings
on the impact of various toxins upon rates of childhood injury.
Chart 3 sunmarires a recent study on folic acid supplements
during the first six weeks of pregnancy.

In a longer summary that we are sending to each member of
the Committee, a more detailed look at the toxins and nutrition
are presented. There is reason to believe that the vitamin
supplements are effective against a wide range of birth defects.
beyond spina bifida.

WHY THE CONGRESS NEEDS TO ACT

In March 1989, we sent an open letter to President Bush
to ask for a national childrens' policy, similar to the one
of Japan which was adopted in 1951, but also include specific
programs for toxica exposure reduction to the pregnancy and young
chiid, and nutrition during the pregnancy.

It is difficult to see how good progress can be made without
goals, presumption in favor of childhood health during regulatory
decisions on toxins, radiation, and drugs, and a general policy.

With a more coordinated program. as already noted, 30 to 50
percent reductions in rates of birth defects, mental retardation.
learning disabilities, and childhood Cancers do appear quite
feasible.

Despite a more favorable environment today, we have to
report that the Department of Health and Human Services is
studiously trying to avoid dealing with the unnecessary doctor
prescribed drugs and radiation exposure during pregnancy. The
Congress needs to prod this agenry into cutting off Medicaid
payments for medical procedures known to be dangerous and unnecessary.

The Environmental Protection Agency does not have a cfuldrens'
policy at this time, and have had to be pushed into programs
such es lead reduction, and have studiously avoided relating other
toxic .mposures such as cadmium, arsenic, radon, or radium pollutants
to chiAdren or pregnancy outcomes.

Without Congressional proding and a legislative establishment
of some goals and policy, movement towards better health will
come very slowly and programs adopted will be much more expensive
to the taxpayer.

Likewise in nutrition, the Department of Health and Human
Services has refused to endorse the use of prenatal vitamins
during the first aix weeks of pregnancy, Apparen'-ly, they are not
interested in reducing rates of mental retardation in the nation.
And the WIC program does not allow payment for prenatal vitamins.
The Congress really needs to prod on this issue in addition.
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VITAMINS - Strong Prevention
Chest 3

Astudy of 23.491 women undergoing prenatal
*creasing around 14 weeks of gestation

found thet vitanin intaba made a big
difference in neural tube birth defect :ate*.

The rata of neural tube defects was 3.5
Per 1000 moos women who neves used multi-

vitasins before or after conception. or
who had used mutivitamins only before
ronceptton.

in contrast. the provolone* of neural
tube birth defects was 74 percent lover. et
.9 pot 1000. seem women using folic acid
containing multivitamins during the first

ein weeks of pregnancy.

Where lb* multivitamins did sot tontine
folic acid or vivre the vitamin supplements
were tug= after 7 or sore weeks, the
prevalent.* woo sinner to nonusers. This

Pinpoints folic acid me 4 major fector lo

preveation.

Seurat tubs defects is one of the three

lasietat mums of metal retardstIon la tbs
United States. Dregs. Vast destroy folic

acid, like amfaepterin, cause neural tube
birth defect* in Leder/acre animate.

The stair demonstrates tbe need to begin
sultiple vitamins early even before concept-
ion end carry it through the pregnancy.

Folic Acid In First Bis Week. Of
Pregnancy Pinpointed AS Prwvention
Of PeUrel Tube Birth Defects

AuSTWIAN STUDY VIZHATAIW_Dpinivi

Bawer and Stanley compered the vitamin
intake from food for 77 mothers whom
habilis bad neural tate defects against
that of two control 'reaps. Ous with /1

*others bad birth defects *User then
neural tube defect*. sod the other with
116 mothers had no birth defects.

It me found that the risk of 440VOI
tube birth defects fell sharply as free
foist. Increased in tbe diet.

Indeed, the risk ems 63 percent ime
between tbe highest end Lowest dietary
free foliate intake in compurison with
the first control group, Sed 71 percent
less im comparisos with the mooed
contrei group.

'MAXIM PREVUNT cispr LIP DEFECTS

A study by Thisrom of Cmcboelmakis in
1662 would suggest that cleft lip birth

detect rates can sloe be redeged Vett ?Wein
supplementation. Steels* we hem reviewed
in previous newsletter. would lead Om to
conclude thst this may be true of birth
defects in general - that thaw are TOPPOOsiv*
to vitamin intake, bat mere study is needed.

This study le a Prospective survey of
wouteu. wetly from boie. abo had one
previous child witb e cleft lip (wite or
without a cleft palate).

The study group wm given a sepplemeutal
multivitamin which emulate 2000 IV of vita-
min A. 1 mg of vitamin SI, 1 eg of vitamin

thbie k Pembnot or Now* lee Deems eageeeno 0 eilehe 41 Irak AcKI-Canwiring likalsoarms
gni Thar Ilm of Use Prevalence ratio of 1.00 Is norms!.

,=memmommenememmie
Wake 1149 Walls te 000s

Pala
Now Add

Peso
Add -

No. Wawa II 10

3157 10713
114,441444
_per MO .1.J3ip. di $2

surre /.00 027
1111% conlamall

Nitiwili . . . A 194.59 0*32

befe Fees
*00e -.

0
TRIS es

032

045457Imemummeelmiow.
*Me cent 0 oweeeselbe 00000, lbe eta a eadeollee0 01011030010 ceeeereeerr 0 yea

Wee ewe 0 peenstry 60 pet Me be be Wee 400 .1. 0 Oeseantiv0 pariod)
11444411140444 who tot esakturis 0 woke 11 lee. wee* eseneaccee it ZS ilaargya
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112, 1 se of vitamin 86, 50 mg of vitaain C.
100 10 of vitamin Di, 2 es vitamin 8, 10 ag
micetinamide, and 1 mg calcium panthotheuate.

The 85 study women wars recommended to
take three of the tablets above along with
30 eg of folic acid per day for st least
three samba prior to coeception. and to
continue tables thee. tablets until at least
the end of the first trisostor of pragnoncy.

As can be mien from the table. cleft lip
rates wars shorply reduced at 1.1 percent of
births compered to 7.41 percent for the
groups without the vitamins. furthermore,
there eems also to be a much lower rat. of
spontaneous-abortion in the vitamin taking
group. thought this was obviously not part
of tha study design.

inntATIZAL CLOT Lr? MTN CR WITHOUTCUPT MATS

Owen ofpews
Usitammo

Tyra' otottimo Neden

Swypepernai
Omsk wpm*

It Iiin
Cede

Nillgues pofteimershat ormetaw.
tilr111 weld. OW slwini II INIMPIduk 1 Ma Nal=Pileam

Source:
nulinsky, Aubrey, et al, 'Multivitamin/folic

acid upplementation in early pregnancy
reduces the prevalence of neural Cute
defects'. JAM. Vol. 262, Nov. 20. 1980

dower. Carol and Fiona J. Stenley. "Dietary
foists as a riak factor for neural-tube
defv,ter 0,14once from..Meetern Australia".
Med. J. of Australia, Juno 5, 1984. V. 150

Tolaront, R., 'Pariconceptional supplement-
ation with vitaains snd folic scid to
prevent recurrence of cleft lip*. The
Lencet, July 24, 1982

1 S
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APPENDIX

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON RISKS TO CHILDREN FROM TOXICS Page

I. Other Toxic Metals Besides Lead Cause Learning 1-5

Disairilities, Particularly Cadmium

2. Background Radiation Like Radon Are Primary Source 6-8

of Childhood Cancers. Radium Is Also A Primary
Source of Birth Defects7-1757m3 Found in Drinking
Water.

3. Non-Ionizing Radiation Is Major Source of Miscarriage,9-11
Childhood Cancers, and Probably Birth Defects

4. Doctor Prescribed Drugs Like Valium, Librium and
Phenobarbital - Used Mostly to Treat Symptoms
Rather Than Real Disease- Are Major Sources of
Birth Defects. But, Medicaid Still Pays For
These Drugs.

One Connecticut Study Suggests That 13 Percent of
All Birth Defects Can Re Traced to Unnecessary
Doctor Prescribed Drugs.

12-14

5. Home Use of Pesticides Appears To Be A Major Source 15-17
of Birth Defects and Childhood Cancer.

6. Solvents Exposure In Drinking Water and Workplace 18-19
Sharply Raise Birth Defect Rates.

7. Breast Milk Contamination Can Produce Learning 20-22
Disabilities. Dioxin Levels Are High Enough
In New York State Human Milk To Sharply Raise
Cancer Rates.

8. Workplace Exposures Can Increase Miscarriage Rates. 23

9. Toxins Can Produce Low Birth Weights - Map of 24-25
The United States.

t_t
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OTHER TOXIC METALS LIKE CADMIUM CAUSE LEARNING
DISABILITIES

PART 2. THE OTHER TOXIC METALS AND LEARNING DISABILITIES

There is a Weed for the Environmental Protection Agency to
Develop a Prevention Program for Learning Disabilities
Caused _by eXPORD.COR to Metals

A series of recent studies indicate that lead is not
the only toxic metal that causes lfaening disabilities=We
have already seen Pihl and Parks summer; of their findings
about Canadian children (page 1) that five metals- cadmien,
cobalt, manganese. chromium, and lithium predictaSewhIch children
would be learning disabled with a 98 perc.ont accuracy, a result
that was totally unexpected.

The studies we are going tO review indicate that five
metals- lead, cadmium, mercury, arsenic, and aluminum can cause
learning disabilities and can change behavior in children atslaindchilamodren in the United
States. These find s thrown a new dimension on the debate
about acid rein. Widespread and uncemtrolled metal leaching can
only produce adverse health effects of considerable oast and
magnitude.

A coaprehensive metals approach is needed by the Environmental
Protection agency. It should also be noted that since the contro-
versy over the Needleman studies of Boston children a few years
ago, a series of studies on the metal load have cenfirmed 412
findings. Some confirming studies are describeo in appendix 1.

Study of weeming Children by Charlet Moon et al

For example, Charles Moon et al's study of Wyoming children
found that the combination of lead, arsenic. cadmium, mercury,
and aluminum accounted for 23 percent of the variation of test
scores for reading, spelling, and visual-motor performance
TR-i-iroup of Wyoming children. It seems likely that low dosage
exposure to those metals may be more important than the teacher
in explaining classroom results.

This study looks at metals as a whole, interacting with
each other, rather than just one metal like isad. The metal
levels are measured in the hair, rather than blood, which gives
a longer sample of exposure.

Individual metals have different effects on the performance
of the child, suggesting an affinity 'or different parts of the
brain chemistry. The following results were founds
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1. For opening, entente accounted for almost 8 percent of the

varieties in test scores.

2. F00 reading. arsenic contributed 11 percent of the explained variation.

8. le.4 sod arsenic interacted to produce additional variation.

4. For visual motor performance, aluminum accounted for almost 9 percent

of variation.

S. The interaction of lead and aluminum accounted for an additional 8 Sarre=

ef the outcome variance.

6. And finally, all the motels together accounted for 23 percent of the

tent score variance in reading. spelling. sod visual-notor performance.

vwx. 1
Sonew ewe corcussassu

NNW Mon SD Runge

AmmOMOUNIM

toe tapir
LW 446 416 160.I1A0 i4.0

6/464: IN IV Om- tiss re

*Awry ow ea aro- 1.70 rs

Comma OM 0.40 OJT. IN tO

Moundr. RN 406 t60.2300 740

Naomwstme.INtlab

Moon (1980

Mom et el's study shove
significent learning
disabilities prodtmed t
toxic natal levels that
era below S.P.A.'.

"sum" da/1540 levels.

Lead and Cadmium in Antal Maryland Children and Learning
jDieshilities - Study by Thatcher et al

Thatcher found that the more rural children in Maryland
often had higher lead levels ea measured in hair, than those
of the regional towns. Lead in paint may account for some of this.

Th 1983 study of Thatcher t al looks only at the metal
lead, end its relationehip to test scores for 149 rural children.
Figure 1 is presented in the Executive Summary of this petition,
and raises the question of whether a child can be gifted if exposed
to anye,ing more than low levels of lead.

It vas found that lead accounted for 16.14 percent of the
variation of test scores for the full scale 10, 211.21 percent
of the variation in performance I04 end.9.62 percent of the
varieties, Of the verbs/ W.

There was no "threshold below which thee. deleterious
effects On the children's performance did net take place, which
o: course. is also the finding of 14modleme:, using dental lead
levels - appendix 1.

19
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In 1982 and 1985. Thatcher and Lester reported on a two
metal interaction study of 150 children. They compared tilt--
effects of lead and cadmium as measured in hair both with test
scorea, and with alectrooncephlograph (EEG) measurements of brain
wave patternn.

It was found that both lead and cadmium were associated
with reductions of neurcmal excitability - basically reduced brain
function in these children. As the concentrations of cadmium
and lead increased, the response time or latency increased, and
the brain waves showed smaller amplitudes. Furthermore, with
higher concentrations of lead or cadMium. an increase in the
amo4nt of slow wave activity of the EEG was noted.' (See page 16)

See of the most interesting findings was that lead and
caduium may affect different parts of the brain - a finding
also suggested hy Moon's study. For example:

1. Lead Independently accounted for a ignificant amount of the
perforaanee but not the verbal IQ variance. Sea figure 5.

2. Its reverse was true for ce6a1um - affectina verbal IQ significantly.

3. This was oleo show Su tba analysis of the EEC findings.

4. It ie believed that this may be due to the affinity of lead for the
metabolism of the neurotranemItter dopamine, while eadalmes moat
direct effect Is on norspinephrine, serotonin and acetylcholine ;metabolism.

Figure 5

Reale am a eisc-a same be emirs. anor ewer% Cles ale (11808 ad $.01.44641011. hailledm 0 *MCA
04...1 by Lag aawallteremag elm tam ifferal ad Cadsmaala

r..

Cadaalum Data
feed, .188814 8.188 ~MN due

dffeaf It Nadal 11111 I' Paws

WO Orly
tatem tagreulog sae lala affects ad aad1618/4

Pinta 8 Pardide li Palm

Verbal 1.0

etetatistna 1.0.

.I541

.044

Mal US* it
.0011 , !MI .012% 1.311 -

joll .018 1.1111a .11

611' < .00.
V< .001.

Thatcher (1982)

Once again, there WeS no threshold below which either
cadmdum or lead did mot produce adverse effects. Instead, the
greater levels of either of these metals in the hair of the
children, the lower the performance of the child in a continuum.
(Figure 1- Executive Summary)

1 9 .
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"Analysis of the relatioaship between lead and cadmium indicated
that there is a gradient affect with the higher tavola of cognitive
functioning affected at seen las concentrations and gross sotor
sovement affected st only higher coneentrationsFurtheraors, the
fact that these negative effects sirs observed in a rural population
of school children suggests that this phenomenon nay be geographically

pervasive." Matcher (1983)

StUdy of Toxic Metals and Learning Disability in Canadian Children

It was found, using a discriminant function analysis, that
the hair contamination levels of five metals permitted the
prediction of which children coula-Si-ErEarfied as learning
disabled with a 98 percent accuracv, a reeult that was totally
unexpected. These metals were cadmium, cobalt, manganese,
chromi1 and lithium.

Lead was not included in this metals group because the
metals oadndum and cobalt served in its place. Mere was a
strong negative correlation between lead and cobalt levels
.1n the heir (possibly because these metals complete with each
other). There was a strong positive correlation between lead
and cadmium. The more cadmium in the hair, the more lead was
found aleo. (Note aLwa the relatively elevated mercury content
in the hair of these children, a Sign that these canadian
families probably est a moderate amount of fish.)

Fihl and Pasha Study
of Canadian Children

Five metals marked
predicted learning
disabled children
with 98 percent
accurancy a result
that was totally
unexpected
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LEAD

10011emao and college** messily followed
split youme adult* who had beim *tidied
as primary echool children between 1975 end

2978.

The Young pimple remasioad in 1988 were
fogad to haws lost mescal capacity that
utis related to their lead exposures se
meamured by the lead cockiest of their meth
shed et Lb* ages of six aad eeven
ahem *levee mars previously.

Previous Childhood Lead
Itioamars A. Important

A. Teacher le explaimimg
High School Dropouts

612.111 cni

t119

GAN

St,

1111.110111

Asa 1111.02 11114112 min
Domtmaa tmeet (MIN

14puml. Ths Prop:Man ot Stegall Who CIN Not GNAW, !torn
SCheet. Claret Sod Mesding b Their PadE1900100

10 Lead

2or the Tees* peOple with tooth lead
levels In excess of 20 PM sloven Inera
previously. there was a markedly hiew
rate of dropPimg out of high school.

tOlt 7.0. end having radios dttficit.

(01 . $.8). es compared to those whom tooth
laid levels war* lese than 10 ppm in

childhood. (01 - 1 1. normal.)

eighar lead levels in childhood were
also amoci.ted with lower clam standing
in high school, increased absenteeism. towm
vocebalary end eremitical reasoning acmes,
poorer hand-eye coordination. longer reaction
clam, and slower Ungar tapping.

In womirl. lead exposure during
childhood produces permanent dame* to ths
storvous symm. sod effects on school
performoce that are easily es large as
the affect* of the teachers.

Sources- Toxic Metals Other
Than Lead

Thatcher. R.N. et al. 'NUtritiOn.
Environnental Toxins. and
Computerised EEG...'. J. of
Learning Disabilities. May 1995.
Vol. 18

Moon. Charles. et al, 'Main and
interactive Effects of Metallic
Pollutante..*. J. of Learning
Disabilities. April 1985. Vol. 18

Pibl. P.O. and M. Parkes. 'Hair
Element Content in Learning
Disabled Children", Science,
Vol. 198. 1977

Source:.
emdlesan. Norbert. L.. nke long-tone oftkcts
of exposure to low dams ar lead In child-
hocd*, NM England J. of Medicine. Vol.
W. 00. 2. Jan. 11. 1990

Florin'. Karen, L. at al . toemy of Lood:
Amorim'a continuing midemic of childhood
lead poisoning, Environmental Defeo,* Pond,
Washington, D.C., March 1990
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6

11ADON
78 kercent Correlation of childhood Cancer With Radon

It adietIon'e health effects have been
downplayed over the years to protect the

Wiese indsetry and strangely enough, the
medical profeesion. In february. 1990. fer
example. tho Neve Clinic gealth Letter
wrote that it was alright to here your fetus
exposed to I-rays without shielding.

Chernobyl has changed a lot of minds *boot
redistion. ant has opened up the medical
journals to articles that would bare never
been published ten years ASO. These new
studies come In as genetic disease is shown
In plants and anleals in the vicinity of
Chernobyl and the evacuation tone le widened
around the plant.

The Ussard of Itedon DDItaded

Radon bee been also downgraded as a health
hazard by a long line of experts who bees
often consulted for the defense industry.

In out ROting 1989 newsletter. we reported
op Menlo sad Stewart's computer summary
that background radiation in Grant Britain
accounts far about 73 percent of all
childhood careers.

A new study by Henske/ end collegues of
the University of Bristol rooftree such a
high figure. In their study, there was a
711 percent correlation of childhood cancet
&against radon exposure over 17 nations end
regions.

UMW* Ow "00000 ow velpel,

fig 1Redoecoadisitn160101.171111108, afed
WWWWoodowww

SIN Wine kit blaildluatelfilerCir Mfg' Roden mplAse yaps Wpm 01
eiVcomporting is 110 I end abkr a

. They conclude that for all aeo levels.
0-12 percent of all &rapid legalities In
Lbw Belted Tiagdow toy be attributed to
redo.. Ta Cornwell. where redos levels are
higher, the ranee Is 23 to 43 parceat. ADd
they satinets that 13 to 73 woman of
ayelold leoksaieo of all ages la the world
w ily be caused by radon.

They animate the hose SOrrOw does
by erauefull that the radon and breakdown
radiation sccomuletes in the fat call of
the bona marrow which is a new spproaxh.

It appears that the cle has come for
the Invironmentel Protection Agency to
renew end upsrads its program of reds:eels;
radon exposure to asericans in their homes
sad workplaces.

229E121
Hanabew. Denis. L. st al. 'Radon as a caual-

tive factor in Induction of myeloid leukae-
mia amf other cancers', rhe Lancet. Aprll
28. 1990
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NEWS ON MDIATION 7

British Researchers Conclude That
762, of CbildhOod Cancers May Stein
FrOM Batikground Radiation

The Imam registry of childhood cancer
awes in ths world la the Word Survey,

put teethes by Dr. Alit* Stewart sod 0.M.
feels. Recvntly, dim National Radiological
Protection Board has put to$itb.rs emplace
grid analysis of Mohammed =disci= for
Cron Britain. And so, it became possible
to compare childhood cancer rates with
differing background radiatim levels.

In 1986, RAW. and Steven relessad s
paper at dm International Conference on
Biological Effect* of teasing Radiation in
loodon. that studiad the offsets of two
leaking melon reprocessing plants and
backgromd radiation upon rates of cancer in
children aged 0 to 16.

As can be mem from the tails, the otudy
concludas that shoal 75 parent of all
Childhood motor deaths may be caamsd by
exposers to bmkgroued rediatios of various
kind's. Previously. Stewart had also satin.
stad that 6 to 7 percent of childhood cancer
deaths ate produced by unnecessary X-rey
smoeures during pregnancy.

An Explenatim for Conc.r Owner,

Experts for lodustries that use radiation
often assert that cancer clusters aro simply
mthematical solos. Stewart and [male have
a more convincing eaplenation based upon the
concept that cancer la an Imam system
dimes,. and the children ado do opt dis of
cancer des to radiation axe:sure often die
of infection instead.

In those areas where them is apparently
low childhood cancer rate' la spite of highor
Mckgr000d radiation eaposurs, there is often
en infectious disease intidasce like 114*SIOS
to explain this. This balance bemoan cancer
and loftetioo produces the apparent cluster-
ing of cancer cases by region.

G.V. and A.N. Stsamd, °ChM:Mood
Casters (se Oa U.R. sad Their Relation to

Raolgraund Radiation' fbr Pro:mediate of the
Intarnational Compress, on aiologioal Effacer
of remising Reidiation, London, Sou. Rt-S,
1981, olio Regional Cower Registry,
Q14011,1 Ms. IlledI031 Caster, Weston,
Direinghoe, Ind MN, Great Britain

Table 1
Radiation Contribution to Juvenile

of age) in Orent Britain

RadiatiOn
!Source

1. Fetal Expeoure to All Sources of

Gamma Radiatlas

Cancers (0 to 16 years

Sources of Gamma llairrinclodas
2. Petal Exposure to

all uranium breakdown products Bach
as radius in the drinklog water, and
radon) (VI to 17 pate:set total samma dose)

2. Weapons Fallout (4 percent of gamns

levels added)

At least 75 percent

At Imam 15 to 20 percent

At least 3 peromt

4. Medical X-rays During Pregnancy 6 to 7 Filmset

Camas radiation from torrestrial sources, as comparad to cosmic radiation. includes
aii uranium braamauum products. such is radium ID Ms drinking MGM sad radon. Somas
radiatioo icanif has a significant cancer effect. bat it could also in this study be
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Birth Defects and Background Radiation in Mew 'fork State

In 1959. Gantry and epilogues investigated the !apart of natural radiation
from various rock formations in Now York State that contain uranium and
thorium, on birth dafect rates. Table 41summarises chair findings.

Malformation rater per 1.000 lira births in areas classified as hawing
"probable" or "unlikely" proammws of rock and soil with significant
radioactive content: (New Tort State outside of New Tork City,A 194$-55)

Probable Niahl-.Onlikely Right
Radiation Areas Radiation Aresa Tocall

Total
555
455

114125452 50155
C454111.2155 13314454
sonams 41.55445 5455
11141245545 11155442 415-

1555
512.2442555555 21414
115swe 5554 45 1415 toseas

14.2 13.1
13.4 11.1

13.2 I

13.,

:Ls

Radon measurements by the Radiation Branch of the New 'fork Operations of the
Atomic Roergy Onniselon found thet eater:sal radiation lands associated
with the igneous rock fonastipos ranged from .01 to .11 aseshmar, a ramie
quits alailar to Illetwo's study of Japan. The lowestimmatirOund radiation level
would correspond with rural birth'dafect rates of 12.9/1000, whereas Oa
highest background radiation levals with rates of 17.5./10011 Ulm births.

Also. water contsaination with Radium was humid. end produced the following
birth dsfeet rates:

Radium in the
Drinking Water
Appears To De
A Major Cause
Of Birth Defezts

Ditch defects coverod
an satire spectrum.

Malformation Rates/
1.000 Live firths

Source. Gentry. lobo. T. t ai.
am. Joursal of Public Saaith.
rol. 49. Bo. a. April 1959

Table 5
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WATER MS MD =craw SLAM=
_gm ..4LINNaga jag MARE_HAVE.
gamy Wertheimer of the Dalwereity of
"Colorado Medical Canter and physicist, id
teapot recently reported as e study ef POO
Dimmer births over the Mfg.ing period.

It man found tbet tbe gee of either eater
beds or electric Umtata daring pregnesney
sharply lacressed the rote of edscstriage.
se sae be arm from the chute. Ibe electric
field of the water bed I. the marts of them
mincerriegue, sed the field could B. smelly
shielded setae Wertheimer. Whet to do about
electric blondets la more difficult - beet
to discontinue osa dories pregnancy.

Increased
Miscarriage*

(side)

1 Week

lacrosse ia
Gestation
Una
(below)

Tide le tbe lateet of a long series of

Marfa natio. IILF (extremely lowfregwency
megmetic fields) te censer, asicidee,
abortive*. sad peasibly birth detects.

jands, Mom, C., "Itg: the derivid
Clattrowersy". &Piano* lows, rot. 1St,

fa Vaal.

19,t
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NON- IONIZING RADIATION

There is growing evidence that masnetic fields created by electric wiring and equipment.
such as word processore, can produce birth defects, miscarriages of pregnancy, aed

cancers. In the June - August 1987, issue, we reported on the sharp increase in
mismarriase rotes produced by sleeping mimetic beds during pregnancy. The magnetic

fields dosage produced by water beds, of course, is quite hish compared to many other

appliances.

ithelissue (Adjusted Odds Ratio) of Miscarriage

of Tressaney and Birth Defects Men Wows Use
Video Display Tubs Weed Processors During the

Fleet Triameter atm:maws. ilasrkiaa Womm)

Mete, Odds Ratio of 1 is Normal

bliourtora

Moen
VDT blowoists the Mk OM mks
Pla VDT

ml Iowa 73 It nil

S-30sout 35 71 1.0
Melina SI 45$ 1.11

TRW 313 71i
SISS Moms

WD7

Ohmic,

NOM= Las Slab &wain

Vvr SFO 1.0
5:3 fuse OS
S-Sfitoret 11 71 IA
>SO arse 12 53 14
nut 773

ELECTRIC WIRRS-Childb004 Cancer in
Denver - 15 Percent of all Cases?

David &mice and collegesa of the School of
Public Health of the University of Worth
Caroline, recently completed a study of 356
juveniles, aged 0 te 14, who had cancer -
compared to an equal number of controls.

They found that expoeures to magnetic Held.
free the electric wires delivering electric-
ity to the house from the street, sharply
increased caster mates in children. These
megnetie fields were measured by turning off
all ef the &epitomes within the house, to
isolate the effect of the delivery wires.

As can be seen from the tables, measured
eagnetic fields under this lower power use

had significant effects on childhood cancer
rate". Vire codes associsted with higher
magnetic fields had a strong effect, varying
with dosages across tamer subgroups, except
for brain cancer and lymphomas.

MORD PROCESSORS-
Kaiser Permanente Finds a Significant
Increase in Miscarriage from Word
PrOceSsore

The numerous compleints about siscarriage
of pregmency and birth defects associated
with the use of video display word processors
during pregnancy has *pawned number of
studio*.

Goldhaber end colleges, recently reported
ou e case-control study of 1,583 pregnant
women who attended three Raiser Permanence
obstetric sod gynecology clinics in Calif-
ornia. They found 0 ignificantly elevated

frisk of 'miscarriage for working womanish°
reported using VDTs for sore than 20 hours
a weeks, during the first trimester of
.premsncy.

.

Birth defect rates also rose SO percent
smog moderate end high to2ere. but the
results were not statistically significant.
The sutlers conclude that the possibility
remains e'en that the WiTs themselves ere
hazardous to the pregnant operator.

noLdhaber, Marilyn, X. et al. '7710 Ask of
Wiscarriege and Birth Defects Soong Wanen
Woo Use Visual Display 7anTinals Deanne
Pregnancy; Pas. 1. of Indestrial Medicine,
Mal. 13, pp. 895-708. 2988

ELECTRIC HEATING -

Fetal Loss Duo to Electric Rome
Meeting

Wertheimer end Loeser in 1989 published a
second stud, to follow their study on

electric blankets or heated waterbeds and
the effect on pregnancy outcomes.

Welling et rote. of fetal loss in Oregon
mothers living in hems with or without
ceiling cable electric heat, which provides

20:)
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It to estimated that 20 percent of the
Veneer arms possdatian la memeed to relative-
lt elevated monastic field levels from
electric power dietributiom lines. The
proportIcewould be lower I. revel areas and
higher la more damsel, populated stems.

As estimate that electric power distribu-
tion lines may surount bar es many es
10 to IS oercent of allchi/gbeod_cteedra
metioseily has hese weatured.

Souses: &pits, Amid, A. et at. Vass-
Control Study or childhood Camera and

Exposure to 60-6W Nagneas Pisads". an.
Journal of gsictoriotogy, Pot. US. So. £.

tOSS

lone Itectrit Delivery Wires mad Cescor tetsa is

Tont* WA VC* PP
enter tisk Le Relation to Wire Continuation
codesp Deaver. Colorado, EISA
motes Odds Ratio of 1 la Monet19111=WI.IN210,

gii1041*,
Ma .0 Nom
por Nwscamb

a magnetic field tem times higher then the
Imre commonly used besebosft Matta& it
vas found thst thie 'kinsman beat inerseeed
the miecarriege rate such la the same amy
ex had the almatric Madam and materbeda.

As can he seen from the figura. the
relstiocuedp to cold weather mad hosting
days was wry stellar, arid oleo wee statis-
tically significant.

MogrOwilmor. Haney pad Sd beeper, "Fstat
Loss AsseantidVith flu Seasonal. &arose

of glactMearetio Piadtkpaewre'. Am.
I. of IfpidomioZonf. Vot. i294 So. 1. LOSS

g ame Muting With tellies electric Seat
As A Cause of Spoetseeess Shorties -

comparison With Previews, sway of
E lectric Illentete pod meter beds

AMAMI MUM& 0 YEW
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Chart 2

Popular Trmaguilisor Diazapan (MUM Cattaes !Awning Disabilitigz
and HypOslICILVirity in labozabary Animals A (Set also Sid)

A recently published study by Frieder, Lpstin end Grimm found that enclosure
of rats to 10 parts par alillon of Valium Morino Pregnancy cm locution reused
learning disabilities and hyperactivity in the offspring.

"Exposure tiering mfd-eastatIoe resulted in early and transient hyperectivity,
but no learning or memory deficit, at I months of ape mere observed. Hoover .
toth ipta_prenatal mod party postnatal exposure to diastase resulted In jgntficant
AnAnnIarliI china's. Late pressen treatment caused no hyperectivity but tad
in poor performance on tha learning and ratentior of choice discrimination tem.
while early Postnatal exposure resulted In consistent and lasting hyperactivity
and In substantial discrimination learning and retention deficits at 2 months
of ago."

The effects of prenatal exposure to drugs !Ike Valium in the beneodiemepine
really co learning and behavior appear to Include first a "floppy infant syndrome"
which is related to continued presence of the drug in the body. end some longer-
range effects on behavior which Include hyperactivity and learning disabilities.

It is believe that one reason for this Is Interaction of the drugs with the
betmodiatapina receptors in the brain.

"Sanscdiatepine receptors la rates sore show to develop rapidly from about
embryonic day lb. At this time the receptcms are about 2t, et birth 25i of the
adult levels, which they mac:haply at 21 dent otter birth. This would mean that
during the Ind seek of gestation in this study...there mould be no specific
binding of DIP to brain membrames, while during the 3rd masks of gestation...or
postnatally. substantial receptor binding could occur. A number of studies. both
In rats and on human newborns and prefilter* infants, sham that the tenacity of
the fetus or newbOrn to dispasa of tin drug is very tow. In the newborn hydromylated
onnounds appear la urine only after 8-10 days of age, *homing Met the metabolism
of DIP at this time fs very slow..."

It was swagested that the long persistence of the drug interfered with the
proper development of the neuratranseittr mechanisms important for activity,
learning and memory.

DocroR PRESCRIBEB VALIUN AND LIBRIUM AND BIRTH DEFECTS
Tranquilizers Also Cause Congenital Aalformstions. Smoking
Any Cigarsttes Compounds Th Problem - Study of Connecticut Births

Tait A. Ammeameas at tmalmwa Tememparm ear Cipleati sa nopmeny ama* Con-
smana Malmaftamam Menge

MAW
Qapmse Umot 0418 hen
comONV sratotirg Car Came MO ~ISM*

$O Mt
tie A 0

1-111 lb US Mt
%to ti 1,

ft 4, ke VS MR
vim n a

la 4-- am

moil-- ma

are a-- eai la lame mammon imsts. 54 /1"
Tag ahardi aamsaamplarimWow= argrillsgt aw4 =mime or.: LIU

At
awe esdippla analie aft Amt. ibe IMO 0=0 a amammam

'taw+ sam a *Dam amammalma

29.,

Source: Bracken 4
Holford. Obstetracs
and Gynecology,
September 1981

Frleder et til.
Paychopharoacology,
Vol. 83, 1904
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ASPIRIN AS DANCIUMS AS Le Agn

Aspirin:
91012110 PRIONANCT CAN SHAM!

RAMS TM ma OP 1MCIDO
A lust pothliabsd abody of 421 children,
" 4 rears old, yeses gathers bad used either
aspirin or sestasiatophsa Sanas pregeanrp

to olloototo IlluOttna ifto beadachn, found

1111$211-125LAUS sae An Ingram's In
attention incrummits among ths children
exposed to *spirts la ammo. This was mos
true o, sestanimephsa.

Intend, in tbs nnadlnoted scores. one ot
aspirin say:oral tiaras a week or note Aeri'S
palimony causal an 0 painkArop in 20, or

7.2 portant loss. ghost U percent of
sll unman mare found to hem takes aspirin
during papaw? several or sore times
reel. 45 parcsat of pregnant tunes used
sone aspirin.,

11111111ta am 8114189 mom lip millelorhuris
Pasjnovvvearven?

-Percent

fromila ure Lou
gird AA BAN

tAihrWali.
satem.
titans

siam
INSM

41. 72
4.20

agialksil Ile MI 111 -3.12
=Woo seam ratan .1.12
Illampromatisvwxgraa

Tbis relationship stood np after control-

ling tor a olds Taros at other assiables.
lt ina found that then les a sem differ-ante,
with girl children toeing 104144140 to
mean tg, end boys Lizatim when their
aottine took seweral or nose aspirins per
seeks Awing PraWleaCT.

Unlike eons 'gents, aspirin dose not
effect heed stem. It appears to mrb by
capstan bleeding in the brats of th6 fettle,
or by affecting critical timing in brain
dmvelopment. A significant increase In
children's attention deficits nos also
found. atter correcting tor a wide range ot
other variables.

aspirin Asa also haft links, to a rang*
of central nano= wit s. anonelles, major
end minor malformations and oral clefts by
several studies.

Somme: Streiseguth, Ann, 1)/tkavat et al.

NeptrubsandApetandnaphan Use bp Pftlynant
Masan end Subsegtavat Mkt Mood Attention
Daawite, tenztology, Vet, U. (LW)

20.)
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PtIENOBA.4RISITAL

jeareeuee Portion ead colleges* reported
lo the Inbroary S. 1990. New Imolai

Joussal of Medals* that the use of the
aryl Phsaturattal to control fsbrile
salaam la childrem under the age of 3 was
on only !natant,. in prorating tbo
;regression to =laws', but ala reduced
tbe Mollie:ace a the children by 0.6 IQ
pante.

This was *bona= result. Amd tbe DI
change appears to be peramtent. Six months
later, the mean IQ of abase =posed children
was still 3.2 111 pasts lower than la the
ceetrole.

Ms 3. Average fainext1-81na ICI Gores si Si. Thos3 11.

Aeocetang to Soused IQ toed sad Treeleare Gimp.

WIff=10 fineimirgis. ewe RAM* Owe
mat may Mag MAO
Ude fad& OMWM OMM Mai *AMMO
UND IVIN imilm tow ft

ants-Thespaas
revegro,

is 0 SUS 111 13

77 It MOO JO sr
22 t7 woe 21

21 0 t0a77 12 in
is 37 mass 21 717

MS 71 NO 02

tatel

Monseas OE linisi-Ilimmumumillialmr. Caw we IS lobser
Akeplasobepsup.olistiarassmaSASCPOnahrambalammtlyskania

Tbo Eptwork*i_peatino of 190$

Pour years ago. we petitioad lb* then
Secretary of NHS, Marsaret Necklet sod
eta the Food and Drus Administrative for

lialtatioe on phenobarbital use.

Fbeaoharbitol has been 0 eery Molar
drug sang obstetricians to lb* past. The

Collaborative study found that about 10
percent of women were gives babltuate*
(phesobarbitel is ono) dal= pregnancy in
tbo 19601. end it wet emaciated ulth a
ouch *lasted rote of birth defect* and
learnimg disabilittos lo tbs children.

losaarcb at the National tostituts a
Saab hed also found that exposure of
laboratory Antal* to phenobarbital durlot
pregnancy ad to inforttlity of the
offeprimg. This fladins ham been sin=
replicated by laboratories *round the world.

Hat uses of phenobarbital duciag
preonacy are sot secessary. A. layeolds
gat it, nereanaltes were cote sivea a largo
dame to amass im labour, en tbe principle
that if pale =snot be relieved, the
' offerer coo at last be kept quiet'.
Similar cessideratioss wers cited by doctors
who prom:ribald tko drug dnriag the pregossay
itself.

Secretary Settler and tho Wood ad
Drus Administration reputed every proposal
of ear petttios in 1993. including a r*fusal
to stop paying for =necessary prearipttous
at phenobarbital through Nadia 114.

WE ?Emu* IINS AND ODA

Tao Network submitted a petition to Dr.
Louis Sullies*, Secretory of the Departeent
of Sala end Rona Service' ad to the
Food sai Drug Adnimionstion a April 20.
1990.

V. asked for ben at all uoes of
pbsecobarbItal raceme tor clear cases of

aptlelalf. damtag OreSaancy. loctatia ad
for children under the ego of 3.

If you wculd like a copy of the pouttooe.
laud a ealt-addrossed *tamped envelope.

Who To Irmo

If you would like to alto a lector In
support 0 tbo poticloa. It would probably
be best addressed tot

Dr, Louis Sullivan
Sanitary
DsParteent of Health al Human Services
Hobart Nombre, funding
200 inaepengeece ave. 9.11.

Vashington. D.C. 20201

Souros;
Payroll. Jacqueline. R. et el, 'Phenobarbi-
tal for febrile =aura- efface ca
kuslligeave end on seizure recurrence'.
New Eng. J. of Medicine, fob. 8. 1990

Soo Petition on Drugs, 1985, for mere
information on Marinas - ardor fore

20
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HOME PESTICIDES 6 CHILD HEALTH

Teo years eso. tbe RavLurnmeral Protection .

Assoc? surveyed Americas househol4e, fie9108
that 91 perceot of all households vas
pesticides in sad around the hump.

Ibis bras down into the following:

84 percent used pesticide, in the
home, with considerable regional
variation;
21 percept used pesticides in the

'ardent
29 percent used Pesticides in the
yard.

Thema figures come fres the 1976-7 period.
end am can expect that yard and garden
use has probably signlficently increased
in the past ten year*, as coamercialisstiou
of Lave service has become popular.

It was found that people were suffering
some mute damage because of this. About
3 percent of all users complained of

Pesticide Poinoeing, &Deluding dissiosse,
headache. nausea or vomiting. it 4ms also
asttested that 2 percent of all households
had suffered en ecoeomic loss due to
pesticide use, such as destruction of
destrabla plants, statsing of furniture or
carpets, lojury to pets, or ices of cash
trope or other cash items.

4

Little survey work has been done oo the 1

chromic health effect. of boom pesticide
me, though two recent steel-ass indicate that
home pesticide nee may !moors hazardous
to childres than hod been expected.

Factor

EN....UNEWIRELM-211.11

A 1987 stedy by luevedert sod callegues
discovered that household aed garden
Pesticides posed severe risks of leakage
in children, es la noted by the table.
While leukemia is * relatively rams disease.
it indicates damage to the lumens system
that can produce a wtda mew of other
*Moats, including infections, end other
types of canoes.

Oofortunstely. the S.P.A. study of nes
does sot petutt us to estimate the frequency
of hoes use of pesticides, that would emelt
us to calculate the percentage of leukemias
that are produced by home use of pesticides.

It does appear that bons pesticide use
my in fact accorot for a significant percent
of total ammeal leskamies in children.

A somber of families in the Cadre Sarbor
area of am South $4100 SO Australte
complained thst the use of a relatively new
pesticide TILT, for banana spraying was
tousles a high rate of birth defects la the
region.

Ibis pesticide is being used for the
dipping of seed for sugar cane ID Sevali,
end the Environmental Protection Agency is
comidering extendlog ite use substantially,
seem though laboratory tests show that it
also causes cancer.

ilifiLONOOD LIM:NM 11110 NOME PIORFOCIO11

lem_.._menre to either parent
dories pregnancy. nursing. and fathers
during pregnancy

Odds Ratio for Coe-Sided p
leabeets Velem

Sousehold pesticides - once/week or sore 2.8 .001
Carden pesticides or herbicides - once/
month
earned incomes during pregnancy - oats/
week erects

2.7

.007

.007

Point lequer exposure to sother - once/
week or sore

1.8 .03

205
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The Deportment of Wealth of Tow South
field employed the School of Public Health
and Troolcal Medicine of tho Onivorsity of
Sydney to investigate these contralto!
melformetioos.

Proe this study, we halm one of the first
estisetos of a strong contribution of hod
posticido use to finnan birth &facts. Ito
broods of home posticides wore not disclosed
by the report, border.

Most of the outdoor pesticide, (occupationo1)
saposura lose to mothore who worked st home,
and presumably grew product for eale. Soo

the tahlo below.

F.P.A. STRIKES A DEAL SITU VUSICOL
TO STOP MANUFACTURING CHLORDANE

Doe of the more toted lookouts cousin
pesticides to the tormdte poison, chlordane,
which was Wooed for pod agricultural dos
to 1930 because it csittimdcamesr.

On anust 11, 1997, the Roviroomantal
Protection Agency announced an agreement with
the smatdoctorer of chlordane and the ralatod
heptachlor, that stop* the productive of

the chemicals, bet allows the sale of *mist-
tag stocks bald by distributors and pest
coottol oPototots, dem though it hoe boon
&diluted thet this fusthor use will result
in 1,100 more American Cowers.

It cantill so welcome news the removal of
those chemical* from the market, that not
may have been linked to childhood cancers,
hot which say also coos* learning divobilities
and which contosInate homes h milk.

lbe Motional Coalition Against the Misuse
of Pesticides and nine othor grans flled
suit in federal court in Jule to trY to
provont the solo of tho remeinint stocks-
Thio loveult soccoeded. In February, the

Federal OlOtriet Court for the District of
Colombla rabid tbst S.P.A. bad violated the
law mith thla voluntary agreement, sod
ordered the end of solos of sr,cks of
chlordane and heptachlor.

..curr LIP ADD PALATE CASES AMD MOM PESTICIDE MI

Summary of odds ratios of demure. eithor before or during the first
three moths of pressoad moons eimil44 god contra o

Oomber'of Cases (1S) Somber of Cootrole (30) ODDS
Roposures

AILAMLt Up- Mot Ev RATIO

maternal exposures before pregnermy

--ftEt.
1.0. normal

-outdoor pesticides 11 7 17 33 3.1

-outdoor pastictdes (occupational) 6 11 5 45 4.5

-indoor pesticides (excl. fly..eproyo) 14 2 48 6 9
-flashier pestittdos Once. fly-spray., 14 4 35 15 i.S

"water *uPPI7 Itoumfotharl 13 5 AO 10 0.7

Maternal asps:more in first three soothe

et pregnancy

-chemical cleriolnl aishIv 7 11 246 26 0 7

-paints 2 16 16 0.3
-oil-hosed or varnish paints 17 42 0.3
-paint remover, thinner or solvent 16 6 0.9
-glues and sdhesive* 0 IS 7 A3

-outdoor pesticides 6 12 41 3 1

-outdoor pesticides foccupationel/ 6 12 6 4c 3.7

SO:124008: Icoonart, Ruth, A. et at, *Childhood Lesikaeria and Parents' t.erynott 1141

and Howe Septum" /dermal of Mat. Comm Inst., Vol. 29 so. 2, .76/, 124-

Savage, ;Man ft al, National Homseheld Peatiaido Dame Stmd4t, un-?.
onuiromenta Proteation Agency, SID 5404-80-402, July 7980

Lanntster, Roil and Jennifer Saks?. Report on thy Maiden°, ,fhlajorcyngenita.
Netfernations in the cm% Harbor Raglan of SOOSowth Rational Perinatal
Statistics Nit, School of Relit, Health and Tropioe&pANCried, University
of Sidney for the Nee South *Ave Depiwtement ofilealth, Australia, Dee. 1888
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PESTICIDE EXPOSURE AT BONE CM ON THE
JOS DAMAGES PREGNANCY

ysi few secilm are available /commies
its effects ef pesticide* la Os boss and

mammy. Vs reviewed two is a prmloos
seweletter abowlag rather large adverse strict*
on birth deface amd childhaami canter rams.

Smits md collagens recsatly reported oa
self..reported szposmate pesticides aad
pregmacy. It was fogad that maternal *Wow.
to pesticides slam at home or worh was
associated Melo a SO tele percent letrassed
rish of stillbirth. Erposere to the father

issociated with Loaressed stillbirth ma
msall-tor-isststionsl am child.

R2HEfti
Smits, David. A. se al. 'Self-reported expos.
me to pesticides and radiation related up
Navasota outtme..' Public Health Rations.
Sept./Oct. 1489, Vol. 10*. go. 5

20.
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NEWS ON TOXICS AND BUM DEFECTS

LEAKING SOLVENT TANI IN TSE
SILICON VALLEY CA(SES TRIPLING
OF SHUR DEFKLIS

reported in the last newsletter on
the etudy of birth defects is Woburn,

SOMMechusette caseed by solvents in the
drinking water from a toxic masts dump.

Another ease of solvent produced birth
defects i5V021Fin9 9tOund Meter mints*
!nation has developed in chi Silicon
Valley. A leaking storege tank o! the
Fairchild Camera COmpany released the
solvent TCA 11,1,1 trichloroethane) into

the ground ester.

Families using the wells contaminated
with Tee Saporito/iced doubling of
miscarriages onA three time increase

im birth defects.

leadatects
aname
mawsw

Eh^ 02====.
MOMOMMOMPOOMPMftmwmMwMoMO
wOMM

/hart defects were particulerly noted.
ishoratory littrqt show that heart
defects sr. producvd in animal offspring
when mograed to ?CA &trine pregnancy.

Tor a nipy of the findings of the
Califoonii.. study, you would want to
writs eh...Wiese below &Ad vaguest,
'Pregnancy cote:ors in Santa Clara

county, ISOO-ing. Summaries of Two
Spidealological Studies':

Calif. rapt. of Health Services

2151 Berkeley Hay
Berkeley, California 441704

San Frqnaliega Examiner.

2
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MI. 1
BIRTH DETECTS ASSOCIATED WITS MINIM
WELL WATSR CONTAMINATED BY SOLVENTS

FROM A TOXIC WASTE POMP

saimmaisimmutlei
Cootaoinated

MASEE bile-e021

Leukemia

POrinatal Death

Mirth Desoto

les

too no Mo

Ryeaar Tes So 1 teol

Invirooment helatad 1.1 10 1

Childhood Disordrs

Lanivoespirabory Tea Tea So

Kidney/Othe Urinary Tee No So

Allergies/Skin No lea Ro

Nearologio/Sensory No So Too

L'usamip analysis not tarried aut.

1. Relationship esplaimed by woe's to molls 0111.

Mg WOBURN. MASSACHUSETTS STUDY OF
PEOPLE DRINKING WATER CONTAMINATED
BY A TOXIC WASTE PUMP

CALIFORNIA STATE COMMISSION PIM
THAT =IC CHEMICAL CONTAMINA-
TION COSTS TEE MIT $4 PILLION

AmOther landmark study on birth outcomes l'Jufto 19$5 report of the California

relating, to tonic subetances exposures ComsdesiCS for Sconomic howelopmeet

woo recently ample/Unit@ the School of concluded that floe ecossoic coots

Public Sealth of Forward University, the associatd with toxic comfamissatios
*tuft was prompsid by a cluster of chlid- clesoup costs reguistory costa, liti-

hood leukemia in a Massachusetts torn. option costs, health cars costa. sod
remove* loess,, added op to a k

Mlqh rates of infarct mortality sad a billion a roor bat for Callfornis.

variety of birth defects woo found to be
ossocieted with Crinkle@ water from wells Urea* recomarded Mat policies ho
contaminated with some common industrial structorad to bniep doom coots is the

solvents such as trichloroothylene. Ibis future. &ear ibL5OIthIQ hospertry.

I. en intorestlog study because these rho Awes of roam ow CaZiforedaio
solvents are fomod at most Cusp sites im Socesoff, ES, to Calif. Chrierion on

the astloo. rsoncsio.Seveiop.. Offi00 Of ItianTount
Governor. Stot avitoi. noon WU,

Table 1 smomsrizes the findings of the Scoramento, Calif: 05014
walrus% atm*. You can pet a copy of
mummy of tho study ties. School of
Public mealth. Harvard unionselty, 677

Runtime/tom Ave.. Sust0e. moms. 02115.

Pull most $10.01 Feb. 1984
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HAWAII STUN SUMS TEAT BREW
MILK CONTAIIINSTICK MITE THE
PESTICIDE HEPTACRIAR CAE LEAD TO
DELAY IN MIN mr.mormum UP TO
S MONTHS AFTER Bum

Jaime Roffman of the Uolveteity of
lUmail completed her doctoral natty of

120 Wants &mooed to hummedlk ubdch
was estimably cootamleated with the

pesticide bePteettlor

aim study la of interest to mainland-
ers became, while the poetic/444ms
used Poly ow pioespples, it also motes-
Imams the widely um termite poison,

chlordane. It is also very likely chat

chlordane Itself hes similar Impacts ou

Waste.

Roffman foumd several &opens:

1. There were higher sates of physical
birth defects in Om/mese exposed
ialente, emseestAmg so adverse effect of
heptachlor ducks pregesem Itself.

. 2. Moderate heptachlor levels is the
breast milk were essocisted with
alpine:may Imam mores on the Bayley .

Infant Scalme at 4 and et 8 Meths, '

period where the brain develoPweet
continua, rapidly is infants.

3. Ie the lightly exposed mem, the
breast milk proved apt fictantit superior
to bottle oak to tamest the
effects of the pentads to tense!
test scores.

4. Significant physical effects ware
also noted lo chess Wants. Including
lower birth weight, smaller heed circem,
femme., mod prase:me of jam:slice.

A follow-up study is seeded to
date:else same years Its the future
whether Mese delays in brain development
tramlata iota learaine disabilities.

Sourae: Boffin% gleams, S. I% iffeets
of 1W:total Reptaoh tor &poems me
Nimme Devslopmerst; foissertation to
the 1lictue2aity af liteeadi town* a
Degree of Motor of Phi. losoplqi in
Pesohotogy MS

MEV MICHIGAN STUDY INDICATES TEAT
PCO's EXPOSURE DURING PREGNANCY
CAN CAUSE A DELAY OF BRAIN
DEVELOPMENT OF THE INFANT UP TO
7 MONTHS OF AGE

lo the Earth 1985 petitioe on breast
milk purity, we described a study from

Michigan at 313 talents, some of whom
mothers ate fish from Like Michigan
known to be concentrated ulth tho indust-
rial fire retardant PCB's.

Severe adverse effects earn save oa
the infants mime those mothers flattop
only 2 to 3 fish per mooth.

A just published follow-up study
of 123 of them Infants et omen months
ol age bound that significant brat=
development delay Med occurred in the
infants most exposed Au&s.2aex.
In other verde, tor as timers* 048ins
ta vender whether it is safe to breast
feed the child, it Is already too later

A. the ehert below indicates, PCB's in
umbilical cord moos at blrth bed s
significant 4:armistice sdth reeponses
of al Infants 7 menthe later no tho
fixative to novelty test.

This test has a good correlation ulth
future verbal ID For example. corral-

2 1_,

044 LSO 00 14.0
COW SUM POO UM fochil

rex LDososeispme vairbarleo 'wawa
smodim mum, 1.0end mos MD ind si
ler adepoic lor toseilel amimindis 1100.4%
M103511400 ftemompAr.m.RUM

wommis
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stions hotness this Infant visual rectos-
pities score and later vocabulary tests
of IA in four samples averased .47. Ame
end Wallets hove alio daeorestrated stellar
correlations with 14I scores among prelates
from 14 months thnnqh 6 years of age.

Sourer: Jambs" Sandra S. et e24
vis emet of Atannoterina PPP
Enpaaure on nasal Remonition Mincre,
Child Involopaant. irot. SO, LOOS

UNITE POISONS AND EISMAST NILS

Two recently published studies fres
'Australia (ind that treatment of tha hems
for teralcoovith the chlorinated putt-
tides like chlordane, &Idris. and dieldrin
tan produce signifIcant breast silk
contamination for pregnant mean livimg
in that hoes.

The authors conclude. "Thus. although
tot cmclusively prowleg thst the sea of
aldrin and dieldrin in the protectim of
times against cognates is a major souses
of contribution to the high levels of
dieldrin In beam milk Wm Western anstral-
is, the madams strongly supports this
theory..."

A second study compered temits war-At-
tires with resulting breast edlk tents's-.
that tc is 24 'maim. The table below for
Omer 3 le a typical sample of their
findings.

Chlordowelemas in Annan 10 J. (Palma
ervrosood in qpio itholo4afth Oasis)

learnt/Ls disabilities la the children as
a result, end possible child/mad canae.e.
See article oe heptachlor. far example.

The states of law Toth, Hamachusette.
and Abode Island have promised or initia-
ted beim on the use of chlorinated
termite poisons. Hasn't the time come
for the Environmental Protection Agency
to take similar action, in vim of the
fact Om pod alternative* mini

&saw: Stern, Poway, I. it at, "
OrgonooMoring Peatiaida Residua totals
in Swan MU..." Archives of felvirom.
&aft& Narah/Aprit 1085 Aid Stacey
cod Saw, Voila Frearrrent vith Organ-
oahtarino Pesticides and fhair Lamas
in Bunn " hIlt. Lowinan.
Costae. and Tar., Vol. 35, tOOS

$ow. So. Sam lin Um relative to
treatment

Ch lyceum

1. Jdaspoio? 10
2. 1 mei after *ST
T. J mak* atter Of
4. T maim attar 44
S. It was atter SS
S. IS maks aTtor 2

Tr tram lam tam 1 azia

In the cert. of dieldrle. It ma feand
chat breaat lamas La some cases
exceeded the recommended adult dosages in
the dial of the World Meath Organisation
by up to 14 them. Omo could expect

FIRST ACTION ON REXACTWOROBENZENE

With the August newsletter, we noted
that the Enetrommatal Pretection Agency
use undertaking a =estimated study sod
attic* program with other federal agent!.
cash. chemical ACA, besachlotobensem,
which la mamsz found la breast silk.

OCA is manufacturered in Argentina
today as fustale1da for wheat seed, hut
hae never been registered in the United
States for this purpose. The major enure
of American exposure appears to be
tootemiaated pesticides and industrial
uses as In tbe making of rubber and
aluminum. It is estimated that 8 and
ens half million pounds of HCA waits.
ars produced annually la the Mated
States.

In March 1985. E.P.A. took a first
settee to deal with ceetesinated pest-
icides by limiting HCA content in the
herbicide plasma te 200 parts per
pillion. 0/tiers' is better home to
many of you as Agent White of the
Viatoms War, sod I. still wtdely used
in the limited States. Many have urged

ban at the chesicel itself.)

Hager more actien like thls will ha
needed to bring HO levels down in the
Orbited States. Sec le ts a prostate&
*tart.

BEST COPY MAI
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DIOXIN IN BREAST MILft

r. Areold
pcbecter, professor of protestative medicine at tbe State OniversIty of Now

Tort, reissued bis floatage *beet dioxins is beams beaten milk is New Toth State

at a press cosh/route with tbo Rovirommemtal Defame fund ta December 1987. Tbis study.

bee bees published by Chsmosphsre.

Average total dingle levels. standardised for tbo TODD dioxin which is the moot toile,

use s shocking 1.04 ports per trillion. Some esthete arms. 4.72 parts vex tallies,

elitists would live tester to SO 'argent of laboratory tste, if fed as a ccepiste silk diet

ea is a baby. Tbe tables below somarts. tbe compacts= ca New fork breast milt dioxle

levels esd laboratory Studios*.

New Torb filletheres Mesta Exam*
Give sag Cuter Ito Labeiviter, ads?!

Male Ma Mate)

INRIIIILALAIINLAUR las Int giat.) M2L--
.111 1.1 .3* pm

fetal ateasss ass foram. stsuesalswil 1.14 pse .ero-7, PO*
fur TM tonicity. Ionic ommiveisocy
tooting

suss* s. roomy es ou3estt. astaesttese ossorves sa mots PA
Oelecla0 Wools ot 4 4. 3.3,1.41-setreaddarollabereip-diazie
top PO Meaks. {P.P. IWO* et al. UM*. el 44**Poolol

Limal ** Pew Mo. of musts seroset OM so. et Camas
With PINV1314**11 CURCatt Pros*

primust

limp SO pralart

Re perlsei

45 rawest
411 peresst

* poroma 20

WILL DIOXINS CAUSE
LEARNINc DISARILITIES?

Retest studies sote that TODD

diosis has a very flatlet tbs.-

iced streams to stna
miasma. sed say Woad ahar*
the same mocepters. Leerier-
este with thyroid boneless
dories pregratory will produce

learning disabilities/.

Partbstuore. there Is reason

to believe thee chemicals that
iodate the liver emote libe

dioxin ales cages 141assaag
disabilities. For thee, Dee

reasoms. TODD dioxin would
have to reek hisb is a suspect
list as a teaming disability
cause.
Ss*: &Vim, 'LC, Saone,.
Map LS, L910, Mambisk,

et al, 'Soo. Mat. A. SW.,
r. IZU, lune OF

Dioxins CAMP from ISMOTOLta sources sucb es mmalcipel treah incinerators, tbe wood
preservative pestachlorophessol, sad tbo paper ledustry. Recently, 1..teepesce feblinbod
e report os Mouths free paper mosefsottus and la tbs paper Itself.
The uss of chlorine for the blescbles of paper sod 7.4 is tbe sourceVieV1421Zioxis.

it is problem Oat eta be easily corrected by &Imply subotitatios coma bleaches
for chlorine as la dolts is &trope.

Oppoeitiou to samicIpal trash lociseratore Is widespread la the United States pow. !be

plastics in the trash aro tbe scores of much of the dioxins froe the burst/mg process,
which contaminate farm animal products due to dioxin I. ths postures. as well as couttois- !

seise fish. ftste Not is e good publicstioo stmmarleing weekly wbet to happening is
the citizen effort to defeat omicipal trash lociserstors. ,

Sadao: Prows release, environmentat Defense Fund, Des. /7, UM J.P. ran Miftcr et

at, "Donated iSs(danto offooplatm in Flat* Apposed to Lom I4P8141 of 2,2,7.1-firium0hic-

i1btosso-p-Diarini, /978? ofiPies.. Dept. Petbol. and Ration. Pinata Canter);tan S, COmot and Mot tisrustt. gs_argOe_afsgsbL: nO frov 01.44.2on area
bates Maxim Osigoige, Or Moor Lin , Foibliostues

of WA ow Wooto, SS Arbon, aotton, tot York IMP, OU/Naar, 1114 for ds.a and

21.,
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NEWS ON TOXICS AND ISIO1 DEFECTS

Nap 1

TONICS AND LOW BIRTH MONTS
BY mum - Flosi Tour COUoto

LANDMARK STUDY BY THE ENVIBONMENTAL
PROTECTION AGENCY ON LOW SIMS
MOMS TOXICS

It has 100q beta keen that poor munition
sod poor prenatal cue cos protium high

notes of lou birth niebte. Immune
to sggla L. soothr laportant factor ia
lew birth weigbts. For cigazettee
emoted euring freemen" ben lane boob
linked to los bleb weights.

A recent early free the Simi totaantal
Protactico Agency clarifies the selation-
@hip beano% merinos. eseenbal care. and
tonics esposerea. Iliie lastheath neat
of low birth online by even, On 4tbesb
tb ose there - 'bonne areas niers toxic
earesures may Ss prodnalao statistically
lard Rim* biota rats* of los birth weiebta.

Ito nen Me

21 .
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25

S.P.A. surveyed approximately 2 milliom
birth certificate* - secluding those of
CaLifornia, Texas. Mew Ibiloo. end Mash-
&lepton Where the certificates did not
peesent sufficient infOrmetinn. dee finding
we* that sem region of tbs natito has
at least ons bigh-rish county where WO
rates of low birth weight* seem sasoeisted
with secio-econnede factors.

kmmmitisisf_ftAntnewa

Removal of those cases of low birth
weights associated with socio-econosic
haters left a residual or "unsaplainsdo
at high rats counties. These are praseated
*niter 1. Is those aountlee. eepOeste* to
bode substances or to the Iowa:ma levels
of high altitude - es in ths Mery ituntelas
- smear to to important and likely moss
of the low birth weights.

pont lust oft

Ibe study concluded'

"Clusters in the rocky Maintain region Bed
in certain northern industrielised states
aggeot the atono influents of environ-
metal factors such es altitude mineral
sztractioe industries leg. lead. uranium'.

alver mining). heavy industry tateel .

automobile. chemical) or perhaps *grind-
torsi spraying.

De cam provide you s copy.

Glick, Derry. J., Anne K. Walsh and Casey L. Jason. 'Tbe Geographical
Distribution of Unexplained Low Atrth Weight". Study financed by the
Environmental Protection Agency, 19831

2 Li
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Cowman or THOMAS H. JUKES

Comment on testimony by Nancy Greenspan, September 13.

Nancy Greenspan is understandably appreheneive about

the health of her daughter Sarah, with juvenile diabetes.

However, she may hav drawn wrong conclusions about the

effects of meat and ammonia on blood glucose.

Meat does not contain "large amounts of growth hormones

and antibiotics." A withdrawal peri3d is used when meat

animals receive antibiotics, so that there are no residues

present in the meat. Antibiotic residues are also destroyed

by cooking. The only growth hormones in meat are those that

are produced naturally in the body of animals, including

"organic chicken." There is no difference between

commercially produced meat and "organic" meat or chicken.

Ammonia is present in normal blood. It is formed by

the metabolism of protein in the body. Ammonia has a strong

odor, but it is not dangerous in low concentrations. The

odor of ammonia is very pungent, and it is used as smelling

salts (ammonium carbonate) to revive people who have

fainted. It is unlikely that the odor of ammonia was

responsible for Sarah's increase in glucose levels after

dinner. It is more likely to have been coincidental. Only

a controlled test could establish this.

The fluctuations in Sarah's blood glucose between the

ages of 2 and 3 112, when she was first placed on insulin

are probably due in part to a deficiency of insulin.

THOMAS H. JUKES

21 t.1
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L. *Oat at algegtntatita
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October 3, 1990

SMAMS Pollack, N.D., Instructor
Occupational Medicine and Pediatrics
box 1057
Mount Sinai School of Medicino
1 Gustave L. Levy Placa
New York, NT 10039

esemammuLasm

MINVION

1:1tremMis
0811/11001111
MIMMIMPOMMINIon.

11111111111IIIMIN

Dear Dr. Pollack:

I want to expose my personal appreciation to you for appsaring
before tha Solent COmmittse on Laren, Youth, and Families at cur
hearing, *Environmental 'Maims and Children: Saploring tho Risks,*
Part II. held bore in Stabington on September 12. Your testimony
vas, indeed. *portant to our work.

This Committe. is now in tho process of prRpering the transcript for
printing. It would bes helpful if you would go over the enclosed
copy of your remarks to assure that they are accurst*, and return
the transcript to us by October 10 with any Denman, corrections.

Also, as reguestsd at the hearing, the committee would also
approciate an updateof your written statement to refloat your oral
testimony.

Let se again express oy thanks, and that of the other Roxboro of
tho Demeittee, for your participation.

Si

L/..144',2frr-

MILLER
Cheirmso
Select Oosmittos on Childron,

Youth, and Families

Erecloouro

No further communication received by time of printing.
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